Inuksuk (Inuit rock landmark) on the beach at Hudson Bay – Churchill, Manitoba
This trip was different from many that I‘ve done in recent years. While most of my travels have focused on cities, this one was
almost exclusively rural. It involved driving, train travel, and—unexpectedly—a plane flight. The trip would take my sister Margaret and
me north to the windswept shores of Hudson Bay at Churchill, which bills itself as Canada‘s port on the Arctic Ocean. The trip brought
back memories of the journey to the Northwest Territories my family made when I was in high school and also of my trip to Iceland a
few years back.
While most people visit Churchill to encounter nature (particularly polar bears), a much bigger focus of this trip was history.
Remote Churchill is one of the oldest settlements in North America, the site of a trading post set up by the Hudson‘s Bay Company
three centuries ago. We followed much of the history of the famous British fur trading company and their French competitors, the
Northwest Company. We also learned about Canada‘s many native groups, and in particular the Metis, the mixed European—Indian
inhabitants who make up a large part of the population in the north. We found to our surprise that ―Metis‖ (the French word for mestizo,
which I don‘t think I‘d ever heard said before) is pronounced like ―Matey‖ in English (and ―Mateys‖ in the plural); hence the subtitle of
this travelogue.

I wasn‘t positive this trip would even happen. A week and a half before the scheduled departure, my ―new‖ (to me) car broke
down west of Chicago. It turned out the main drive belt had snapped, which the service people told me often leads to parts overheating
and fusing together, necessitating a total engine replacement. Fortunately my situation wasn‘t quite that bad. While I had to rent a car
while mine was in the shop and shuttle back and forth to Rockford, Illinois, in the end things did manage to get fixed. It was the priciest
repair I‘ve ever had (over $1,000), and I wasn‘t totally certain the car would make it through this trip. It did, though. In fact, I was
surprised and impressed with just how well it ran. Hopefully it will continue to serve me in the years to come.

I‘ll begin the day before our ―official‖ trip started, because that‘s when Margaret came over. I ran a few errands and then spent
a bit of time tidying up my apartment this morning. The place needs a deep cleaning, but it may be Christmas before it gets it. I did
achieve the goal of making it presentable for company, though.
Margaret arrived around 11:30, and we spent quite a while visiting. In the mid-afternoon I took her out to Garrigan to see all
the new stuff there. There was major construction this past year, as we built a new gym and some office and classroom space. Things
were almost completed, and I‘d just seen the finished product myself recently. It was kind of fun to show the place off, and it really
looks quite nice.
We had a late lunch at Cinco de Mayo, the local Mexican restaurant in Algona. We each ordered fajitas. I had chicken, while
Margaret‘s were beef. We returned home and enjoyed a quiet evening just chatting. I‘d picked up some gouda cheese on that trip to
Chicago where my car died, and we enjoyed that with some crackers in lieu of supper. We also had some toaster strudel and ice
cream for dessert. We stayed up talking until around midnight, and since it was quite humid outside I left the air conditioning on
overnight.

This should have been a short, easy day of driving, but it turned out to be a bit more complicated than that. I did manage t o
prove my car could handle a long haul, though.
We were up around 7:00 and lingered over coffee and more toaster strudel. Around 9am we set off. I drove east on U.S. 18,
through Britt and Garner and on to Ventura. We took a county road north from there to highway 9 and then headed over to Interstate
35. We continued northward into Minnesota and eventually stopped at a rest area just south of Owatonna.
The morning drive had been remarkably uneventful, but when we stopped I realized there was a problem. I always carry my
wallet in my front pocket, and it wasn‘t there. In addition to my driver‘s license, the wallet had my credit and debit cards, which would
be vital for the trip. I searched under the car seat, in case it might have somehow fallen out, and I double checked to make sure it
wasn‘t in the balloon pockets of the cargo shorts I was wearing. The wallet was nowhere to be found, and I knew we couldn‘t continue
without it. So, after driving two hours north, we turned around and drove two hours back to Algona.
It took a bit of searching to find the wallet even after we got back home. It turned out it was in my bedroom, which is
somewhere I pretty much never put my wallet. Normally it stays overnight on a shelf that divides my living and dining areas. I always
know where it is, and it‘s easy to put in my pocket in the morning. Since Margaret was staying in the living room, I‘d cleared stuff out a
bit and put it on my dresser instead. Since it was in the wrong place, the normal morning routine was screwed up, and that‘s why I‘d left
without it.
I‘d written up a tentative ―schedule‖ for our drive. Originally we‘d left this morning an hour ahead of those suggested times. By
the time we‘d made this major detour, though, we were three hours behind schedule. Fortunately there was nothing all that important
we were planning to do today, but it was still annoying to backtrack so much.
I was already getting kind of tired, so Margaret took over the driving on the next leg. While she‘d improve markedly through
the trip, it was quite clear today that it had been a while since she‘d driven a manual transmission. Every car I‘ve owned has been a
stick shift, so working the clutch and shifting up and down is second nature to me Margaret had to re-learn things, though. She did
fine, but it did take a while to rebuild the skill level.
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We stopped for gas in Albert Lea, just north of the Minnesota border. The cost was $2.65 , which was more than it was in
Algona. This was also essentially an unnecessary fill, since had we gone straight north we‘d likely not have needed gas until we
stopped for the night.

I took over the wheel again at Albert Lea. There were two rather nasty construction zones on I-35, with DOT signs that
advised ―EXPECT LONG DELAYS ON WEEKENDS‖. We‘d made it through the first of those without incident earlier today, but by
afternoon there was indeed a long back-up. As is a frequent problem in Minnesota, they didn‘t say in advance which lane would be
closed, instead advising drivers to ―take turns at merge‖. That meant everyone stayed in their lane until the last possible second and
then battled it out when two lanes were reduced to one. If they‘d had simply said something like ―left lane closed 2 miles ahead‖ (as
Iowa usually does), it would have given people time to get over and avoid the merging problem. As it was we crawled along for almost
twenty minutes and came to a dead stop on multiple occasions.
We drove up through St. Paul and stopped next at the McDonalds in Hugo, at the north end of the Twin Cities. We each had a
small blueberry pomegranate smoothie, which made a refreshing treat. It was quite a hot afternoon. My car has air conditioning (which
is a step up from the Metro I used to have), but it isn‘t the most effective there is. It was good that only the beginning and end of the trip
would turn out to be hot.

Hinckley Fire Monument – Hinckley Minnesota
(Margaret Sullivan is standing beside the monument
in the picture at left.)
We drove on up to Hinckley (halfway between Minneapolis and Duluth), which was our destination for the night. The biggest
event in Hinckley‘s history was an enormous forest fire that destroyed the town in 1894, killing 418 residents. There is a museum
dedicated to that fire which we‘d hoped to see this afternoon, but unfortunately because of our backtrack it was long closed when we
arrived. We did see the Hinckley Fire Monument, an enormous obelisk in the town cemetery that marks the mass grave of the victims.
The monument was interesting, and sometime when I‘m back in northern Minnesota I‘ll try to stop at the museum again.
We spent fifteen minutes or so just driving around Hinckley. I‘ve stopped at the Hinckley exit on I-35 many times, but I‘d never
before been into the actual town. It looks fairly prosperous and features well-maintained homes on tidy lots—exactly what you‘d expect
of a town in rural Minnesota. What was conspicuously absent was much in the way of business. The downtown area has only thrift
shops and antique stores, and we never saw a Wal-Mart or a supermarket. There are other towns nearby, but I‘d expect the local
people would want to have somewhere in town where they can pick up supplies.
We‘d originally planned to stay at a Days Inn there, but shortly before the trip I‘d cancelled that reservation and changed to a
room at the Grand Northern Inn, one of three hotels operated by the casino that is by far Hinckley‘s largest employer. This hotel is
located just off I-35, while the casino is about two miles east of there. They run a shuttle continually between the two sites, even in the
middle of the night. We didn‘t go anywhere close to the actual casino, but their hotel (a former Holiday Inn Express) made a perfectly
good place to stay. Check-in was a bit odd, particularly since they had me slide my own credit card like you might at a convenience
store. They only had smoking rooms available, but it didn‘t reek like such rooms often do. It had all the amenities you‘d expect at a midrange hotel, and for the price ($39 a night), I certainly couldn‘t argue with anything. I‘ve spent far more for much worse hotels in the
past.
We had dinner at Tobies, a well-known Hinckley restaurant that happened to be just north of our hotel. The food was all right,
but the service was among the worst we‘d have on this trip. Our waitress would best be described as a ditz. She was slow, and she
didn‘t seem to anticipate the needs customers might have. There was no silverware at our table, for instance, and we had to tell her
twice to bring some. She also was very slow in refilling our drinks.

I had French onion soup and a ham sandwich on surprisingly flavorless rye bread. Margaret got a better deal, ordering one of
their daily specials. For about the same amount as my meal, she got a nice salad, a huge serving of baby back ribs, and a baked
potato. It was more than she could eat, so I finished the potato for her. We‘d considered ordering blueberry cobbler for dessert, but we
were stuffed enough to pass on that.
After dinner I did some work on the school website and then took a walk to a nearby convenience store. I bought the Sunday
Star—Tribune (which had amazingly little real news in it) and also picked up some juice. We watched a bit of TV and went to bed
comparatively early.

I woke up early, because the room had gotten very cold overnight. It warmed up rapidly, though, because Margaret had
accidentally switched the ventilation system from ―cool‖ to ―fan‖. We fairly quickly showered and got things packed up for the day.
The low point of the Grand Northern Inn was definitely its breakfast. While most American hotels have gone to a full hot
breakfast, ―continental‖ is still the key word here. It was coffee, juice, and a few pastries, and that was pretty much it. (Margaret noted
they had the raisin bran and bananas that Paul always looks for at a hotel breakfast, but neither of those particularly interested me.)
Again, though, at thirty-nine bucks a night I had nothing to complain about.
We drove up to Sandstone (about ten miles north of Hinckley), where we stopped to see my brother Steve. We had a nice
visit and spent most of the morning there. We ended up leaving about 12:15pm.
The next part of our trip was identical to the route Margaret and I followed when we went out to Calgary a couple years back.
We took I-35 up to Moose Lake and then followed a busy two-lane highway (Minnesota 73) up to Floodwood. From there we followed
U.S. 2 west to Grand Rapids. We stopped at a Burger King there for lunch. We each had whopper junior sandwiches, small orders of
onion rings, and small shakes. Burger King was pushing much more expensive menu items (things like ―chicken fries‖, which are
apparently tiny strips of breaded chicken that you‘re supposed to dip into sauces), but we passed on those. We managed to have a
very satisfying meal for about four bucks each.
Margaret drove the next leg, which took us further west on U.S. 2. Highway 2 varies between two and four lanes in Minnesota,
but it‘s a good road its whole length. The speed limit is 60 on the two-lane sections and 65 when it‘s four lane. It bypasses most of the
towns, and traffic moves right along the whole way.
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We stopped for gas just west of Bemidji. Unfortunately we chose the wrong station. We paid $2.79 a gallon, but nearby
Indian reservations had stations where the price was twenty cents lower. My dad would have turned over in his grave had he seen that,
but honestly it‘s not enough money to worry about. Even buying three-fourths of a tank of gas, the savings would have been just a little
over two bucks. I‘m not going to have a heart attack over that.
I drove on into North Dakota, crossing the Red River at Grand Forks. From there we headed up Interstate 29, which in North
Dakota has a 75-mph speed limit. My old Metro would barely make it up to 75, and I never really felt comfortable even going 70 on the
interstate with it. The Eclipse zipped right along with no problem at all, though, and we passed as many vehicles as passed us.
We stopped at a rest area about halfway between Grand Forks and the Canadian border. That would turn out to be a wise
decision, because we‘d have a long, long wait at customs. I-29 (which becomes Manitoba highway 75) is the main route between
Winnipeg and the United States. The border crossing at Pembina—Emerson is packed with trucks taking advantage of the NAFTA
trade rules and both Americans and Canadians vacationing in each other‘s countries. They had one truck lane and two car lanes open
on Monday evening (with three other lanes closed). The trucks moved through fairly efficiently, but the car lanes barely crept along.
Several people had to open their trunks or RVs to let the inspector look inside, and a motorcycle in front of us had to pull over and open
up all their luggage. We waited nearly an hour before we finally got to the front of the line.
Once we did reach the inspection station, everything was quite routine. The officer scanned our passports and asked a few
cursory questions. When we said we were headed for Churchill, he commented that we‘d be missing the polar bears (which are mostly
visible in fall). We noted that we‘d be taking a tour to see beluga whales instead, and he agreed that was a good reason for heading
north as well. He waved us forward, and we were in Canada.
There‘s a welcome center just north of the border, where decades ago Steve and I had stopped on our way out to the world‘s
fair in Vancouver. Margaret and I had hoped to pick up a Manitoba map there. Unfortunately the place was closed, and they didn‘t
even have a rack of maps for the taking after hours. We were able to use their restroom, though, and I was also able to use some
Canadian change I‘d brought along to get some pop from a vending machine outside the building. That refreshed us a bit, making the
last leg of today‘s trip go fairly quickly.
We went just a short distance north on the expressway before turning off onto Manitoba highway 14. This is a narrow road
with a rough asphalt surface that runs past fields of corn, beans, wheat, rapeseed (where ―canola‖ oil comes from), and sunflowers.
There were also a few crops that neither Margaret nor I recognized. The sunflowers particularly stood out, because instead of facing

the sun they‘d all turned their back to it. It was a bright, hot day, and I certainly couldn‘t blame the plants for wanting to catch a bit of
shade.
We drove about half an hour west to our ultimate destination, the town of Winkler, Manitoba. Winkler is among the largest
―cities‖ in Manitoba, though it‘s essentially the same size as Algona. There‘s really only one true city in Manitoba, and Winnipeg
dominates the province even more than Chicago dominates Illinois or the Twin Cities do Minnesota. There‘s one small city (Brandon,
with about 40,000 people), a handful of what are essentially county seat towns (like Winkler), and lots and lots of little villages tucked
amid the fields and forests.
Canada prides itself on diversity. There‘s not really a clear majority in most places in Canada; with Anglo or French
Canadians living side-by-side with immigrants from Asia, the Caribbean, and Eastern Europe, as well as the ―first nations‖ people who
were there before the first white Canadians arrived. I mention this because Winkler is probably the least diverse place I‘ve ever been to
in Canada. It was settled by German Mennonites just over a century ago, and today that‘s still who most of the residents are . (There‘s
a few Scandinavians thrown in for good measure.) It‘s easily as white as the towns across the border in North Dakota, and the
residents in Winkler would likely be surprised by just how diverse even small towns are in Ontario, Alberta, or British Columbia.
Our home for the night was the Quality Inn—Winkler, a low, rambling hotel located at the corner of the two main drags (Main
Street and highway we‘d come in on) at the north end of town. It‘s kind of an odd place that shares its lobby with a Country Kitchen
restaurant that markets mostly to community residents rather than hotel guests. Country Kitchen also operates a bar (CK‘s Lounge),
which was doing a steady business on Monday night. Margaret had reserved our room tonight for free as a point redemption from
Choice Hotels. We checked in quickly and walked past the pool and meeting rooms and then down two long hallways to our room. I‘m
glad no emergencies came up, because even the nearest exit was quite a hike.
The Quality Inn is in the heart of the sprawling strip that houses most of Winkler‘s business. Across the highway to the north is
a shopping center whose main occupant is Wal-Mart. Across Main Street is what is probably the busiest business in town, a Tim
Horton‘s restaurant that is open 24 hours a day and seems to be packed around the clock. Also nearby are a car dealer, several other
fast food places, a furniture store, and a tiny local shopping mall.
The most noteworthy business was just south of the hotel. That was a convenience
store operated by a chain that dominates the business world in rural Manitoba, CO-OP. The Red
River Cooperative was established back in the Depression era to benefit local farmers. It was
originally a venture similar to the wheat pools that run the grain elevators in Saskatchewan and
Alberta. They‘ve since expanded, though, and today they run filling stations, supermarkets, and
even pharmacies and clothing stores. There were at least a dozen separate businesses in
Winkler run by CO-OP, and it would be possible to do the vast majority of your shopping without
patronizing anyone else. While anyone is welcome to shop at CO-OP stores, members of the cooperative give their number every time
they make a purchase. They then receive annual dividends which are paid in the form of discounts on gasoline. It‘s an interesting
concept, and the company is huge in Manitoba.
After getting settled in our room we both
used an ATM in the lobby of the Quality Inn. The
ATM was one of dozens we‘d see that were operated
by DCBank. ―DC‖ stands for ―Direct Cash‖ Bank.
The company is based in Calgary, and it is a
chartered bank that follows the same regulations as
staid old institutions like the Bank of Montreal and the
Royal Bank of Canada. What DCBank doesn‘t have
are actual bank locations. There are no physical
offices anywhere with tellers or loan executives. All
their business is done either through ATMs or the
internet. It‘s an interesting business model, and one
that really makes good sense in today‘s world.
The exchange rate made this a very good
time to be visiting Canada. A large part of the
Canadian economy is based on energy, and falling oil
prices have meant a sent the ―loonie‖ reeling. Just
eight years ago I went out to Vancouver and
complained that the Canadian dollar was worth
US$1.05, and when I went to Toronto in 2012 the
greenback and the loonie were pretty much dead
even. The exchange rate varied during this trip, but it
averaged about 77 US cents to a Canadian dollar.
That means a U.S. dollar is worth almost $1.30 in
Canadian funds.
Even with steep taxes, the
favorable exchange made almost everything we
bought surprisingly affordable.
Canadian polymer $10 bill
(from the Currency Museum of the Bank of Canada)

Canada has now completed the transition to
using plastic money instead of paper. While a few

old banknotes are still in circulation, all the new ones (probably 99% of those we encountered) are printed on polymer film. These
are supposed to both prevent counterfeiting and make the money more durable. I‘m sure the first is true (they are highly secure
notes), but I‘m not so sure of the second. While the twenties that came out of the ATMs were always crisp and new, the fives and tens
we got as change were much more worn. In particular the bills have a wide metal stripe on top of the plastic, and that seems to wear
away with normal use. No one ever questioned a bill we spent, though, nor even looked at one a second time. I‘ve been to stores in
America where they run the validator pen over anything larger than a five. In Canada, though, every bill was just accepted
automatically.
As has always been the case with Canadian money, the new bills are brightly colored and really quite attractive. I especially
like the back of the purple $10 bill, which shows a picture of the famous Canadian train running through the mountains near Jasper.
Margaret has taken that train, and I‘d love to do it myself some day. The blue five shows an astronaut walking in space suspended
from a mechanical arm developed in Canada. It‘s also kind of nice to see the face of Queen Elizabeth on the new $20 bill. The
updated picture makes her look like the great-grandmother she is, rather than showing her as she looked decades ago. She‘s still a
striking, elegant woman, but she‘s far from being a girl.
We went across the street to have dinner at Tim Horton‘s. That was kind of amusing, because ―Timmie‘s‖ appears to be the
prime hangout for Winkler‘s teenagers and college kids. Margaret and I were definitely on the top end of age span among the
customers. While Canada‘s biggest restaurant chain started as a doughnut shop and makes most of its money selling coffee, most
locations have a very broad menu at lunch and dinner. I had a ham and Swiss Panini, a cherry danish, and a bottle of Pepsi, while
Margaret had a BLT, a maple danish, and a frozen ―hot‖ chocolate drink. We ate our meal sitting on leather easy chairs beside a fake
fireplace next to their window. We mostly ate at Tim Horton‘s because we‘d gotten to Winkler late and it was convenient. It made for a
nice dinner, though.
After we got back to the hotel I went out again, this time to get gas. That turned out to be easier said than done, because
almost all the gas stations in Winkler were full-service only. When I found out that the CO-OP convenience store only had ―we serve‖
pumps, I drove on. I tried pulling into Wal-Mart, but there was no gas station associated with this one. I passed by another CO-OP and
then pulled into a dingy looking FasGas ―gas bar‖. Gas bar is traditionally a Canadian term for self-service, but FasGas also only had
full-serve pumps. Seeing that, I pulled out as quickly as I‘d pulled in.
I ended up at a strange place called the Hi-Way Groceteria, which had a sign for Tempo brand gas. There were a couple of
beat-up pumps out front with old-fashioned dials on them, and I think they were the only self-service gas pumps in Winkler. The price
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was the same as at all the full-serve stations: $1.11 a liter. Doing all the conversions, that works out to about US$3.13 a gallon.
That‘s 50 – 60 cents higher than it is back in Iowa, but by global standards it‘s dirt cheap.
Both Margaret and I wanted to use the internet at the Quality Inn. It was password protected, though, and there was no
indication on the packet our keys came in or anywhere in the room what that password might be. So I made the trek back to the front
desk. No one was there when I showed up, and there was no way to summon anyone. Eventually a Country Kitchen employee went
and roused the same clerk who had checked us in earlier. She obviously didn‘t recognize me and asked if I was there to check in. I
said we‘d checked in earlier and the room was fine, but we needed the internet access code. She seemed annoyed that I‘d bothered
her but did eventually give it to me. Why we hadn‘t been notified of it at check-in, I have no clue.
I left the room one more time as well. This time I walked over to the CO-OP convenience store to buy some potato chips and
juice. The clerk seemed surprised that I didn‘t have a CO-OP member number, but I was able to buy things at the posted prices.
We watched the news from Winnipeg
on TV. Several times it was interrupted by
something similar to the Emergency Broadcast
System in the U.S. They announced, both with
a crawl and a computer-generated voice, that
there was a tornado warning in the southwest
portion of Manitoba. The places affected were
identified by their regional municipalities, which
are equivalent to counties back home. The
computer voice just called them ―R.M.‖, though,
which made it a bit difficult to understand.
Eventually we did manage to figure out that the
warning was well west of Winkler, and that all
we were likely to encounter was heavy rain.
Because of its more northerly location,
tornados are much less common in Canada
than in the American Midwest. This one turned
Website picture of the southwest Manitoba tornado
out to be a doozy, though. We‘d read about it in the papers and see coverage on TV for the next few days. This one stayed on the
ground for nearly three hours, meandering back and forth near the Saskatchewan and North Dakota borders. Fortunately no one was
killed, but there were some injuries as well as substantial damage to crops, power lines, buildings, and bridges.
When we retired it was still just a hot, muggy night in Winkler. Fortunately the storm would settle down a bit before it moved
further east. That allowed us to get a decent night‘s sleep.

While I slept pretty well last night, I was wide awake at 6:15. I tried to keep quiet, but the shower was extremely noisy and
woke up Margaret. We were both dressed and ready to go around 7am.
Pretty much every Quality Inn in the world serves breakfast—the exception being the Winkler, Manitoba location. While the
key envelopes issued by the chain mentioned a full hot breakfast, when we asked at the desk about it, we found that none was
included. Had we not gotten the room free, I‘d be tempted to accuse them of false advertising.
We ended up having breakfast at Country Kitchen, which I‘m sure is what they hope guests do. They do well to at least
provide a coupon or something, though. Instead we just got the standard menu with its standard prices. Margaret took advantage of a
special that gave her eggs, with bacon, hash browns, and toast at a discount price. I chose the skillet scramble—ham, eggs, and
cheese over hash browns, with toast on the side. It was good, but having to pay for everything left a bit of a bad taste in our mouths.
What‘s more, Margaret had to return her eggs because they‘d arrived sunny-side up rather than the over hard she ordered. She also
had the wrong kind of bread for her toast, which made us wonder if they‘d mixed up her order with someone else‘s.
Around 8:00 we set out on a long, long
drive. Winkler is at the extreme south end of
Manitoba, just north of the U.S. border. Our
destination today was Thompson, the selfproclaimed ―hub of the north‖ and basically the
end of the road. (You‘ll find it just above the ―M‖
on the map of Manitoba at left.) Manitoba is
shaped roughly like Minnesota, but it‘s a lot
bigger. Even though the end of the road is just a
little more than halfway up the province, the
distance is 835km (a little over 500 miles). That‘s
about the same as the distance from Algona to
Chicago. The big difference, though, is that
there‘s pretty much nothing between Winkler and
Thompson.
We began this morning by following the
itinerary I‘d laid out ahead of time. We took
highway 3 north from Winkler to Carman, where
we turned onto highway 13. We followed that
eastward to highway 2 at Elm Creek. We took
highway 2 east to the town of Fannystelle, and
then caught highway 248, which we followed up
to its junction with the Trans-Canada Highway at
Elie. This whole route consisted of roughly paved
two-lane roads with minimal shoulders. The
speed limit varied between 90km/h and 100km/h
(basically 55 – 65 mph). We slowed down for the
towns, but all of them were irrelevant. Besides
endless fields, the most interesting thing we saw
were what passes for ―billboards‖ in this area—
black magnetic signs with neon lettering
proclaiming the businesses that are in each
upcoming town.
We stopped at a Tim Horton‘s in Elie, where we got some coffee and a box of Timbits (doughnut holes) that we snacked on
throughout the day. When we re-joined highway 248, we saw a sign saying it was closed north of Elie for bridge repair. That road is
really the only direct route between north and south at the longitude of Winkler, so we needed to find some alternative fast. While we
hadn‘t been able to get a Manitoba map at the welcome center and I‘d left my atlas at home, fortunately I‘d done some screen captures
of maps of the areas we‘d be traveling through from the Manitoba tourism website and saved them as a .pdf document on my Kindle. I
pulled off the road and studied the map. Before long I determined that the best route would be to head east on the Trans-Canada to
highway 424 (which was just the other side of the Assiniboine River) and then take it back to 248. The surface on route 424 was
dreadful, and the area is surprisingly developed (basically the distant suburbs of Winnipeg). We did manage to avoid the closed bridge,
though.
We lost about half an hour with the detour, but before long we‘d made our way up to Manitoba highway 6, which we‘d follow
for the rest of the day. Many Manitobans we talked to on this trip didn‘t believe we‘d actually driven up highway 6 all the way to
Thompson. The highway is apparently legendary in the province for its remoteness. Guide books advise making sure your car is in

good mechanical shape and that the gas tank is filled at every opportunity. An article in the Winnipeg Free Press described it as the
―highway of death‖, while the Winnipeg Sun referred to it as ―carnage corridor‖. I almost felt like I was heading up the Alaska highway
rather than just cruising up through central Manitoba.
For all the hype, highway 6 turned out to be a surprisingly enjoyable and easy drive. It‘s a good two-lane road the whole way.
It‘s all asphalt, and most of it has a wide gravel shoulder. Traffic was light, but not so much that we felt like there‘d be no one to stop if
we had a breakdown. The surface is mostly smooth, and while the speed limit is 100km/h, pretty much everyone (including us) drives
the road at closer to 110. The only real annoyance is double-bottom trucks (particularly those with two tanker trailers). Most of them
zipped right along as well, though. I‘ve certainly had far more complaints about other stretches of road.
Along almost every Manitoba highway it‘s common to see diamond-shaped orange signs at the side of the road. Though they
have no wording, we soon figured out that they were intended to indicate bumps or dips. I must say, though, that the highway
department and I seemed to differ on exactly which undulations in the road should merit signs. Many of the marked bumps were barely
noticeable, while others that lacked signs sent the car bouncing.
Highway 6 runs between Lake Winnipeg and Lake Manitoba for most of its length. We saw almost nothing of either lake,
though. At the south we saw the same kind of farmland we‘d found around Winkler—very flat, with fields extending as far as we could
see in every direction. Towns are fairly frequent here near the south end of the route, though none of them amounts to much. The
further north we traveled the rougher the farms got. While the fields are lush in the south, there‘s almost no soil atop the solid rock, so
before long there wasn‘t even much in the way of grazing land.

LEFT: World’s largest Canada goose
RIGHT: World’s largest sharptail grouse
Several of the communities along here participated in the
great Canadian tradition of enormous concrete sculptures. We
stopped briefly to see the world‘s largest Canada goose at Lundar and also the world‘s largest sharptail grouse at Ashern. I‘m not sure
what sort of civic pride sparks a community to erect the world‘s largest sharptail grouse, but it was still interesting to see.
Ashern is pretty close to the end of civilization in Manitoba. South of there it‘s mostly farms, hardscrabble though some of
them may be. The farmland ends north of Ashern, though. From there until the tree line (which we‘d see later in the trip), there‘s
nothing but forest. While an atlas will show a few ―towns‖ in the interlake region north of Ashern, those are at best a gas station and a
couple of houses. Fortunately Infrastructure Manitoba (whose white trucks we saw frequently on this trip) cleared a wide swath of the
forest for the highway and the power lines that parallel it. That made this feel less closed in than many roads through the woods.
Just about the only thing on highway 6 between Ashern and Grand Rapids is a rest area. However that rest area doesn‘t even
have porta-potties. It‘s just a couple of picnic tables, a trash can, and a recycling bin with a gravel parking lot. It made a nice place to
stop, though, and it did provide a nice view of what by Manitoba standards is a small lake. It‘s almost unbelievable just how many lakes
there are in Manitoba and how big some of them are. Minnesota calls itself the land of 10,000 lakes, but Manitoba has more than a
hundred thousand lakes within its borders. The largest of them rival the Great Lakes (Lake Winnipeg is almost exactly the same size
as Lake Ontario), and countless lakes in Manitoba are bigger in size than a Midwestern county.

Our stops were fairly frequent on this
trip. That was intentional, partly because of
Margaret. My sister had a knee replacement
this past spring, with major abdominal surgery
almost immediately after that. While she‘s
recovered well from both surgeries, she‘s still
not 100%. Her knee functions well, but she gets
very stiff when she keeps it in one position too
long. My car is small and very low, which I
knew could be uncomfortable for her. The
breaks seemed to help, though. While none of
them was long, just a quick stretch now and
then seemed to keep her knee moving as it
should.

ABOVE: One of the 100,000 lakes in Manitoba
BELOW: David Burrow’s Mitsubishi Eclipse at the interlake rest area

It had rained quite heavily overnight in
Winkler, and we‘d see flooding in the ditches
and wet pavement pretty much all day during
our drive. The forecast had been for rain
throughout the day, but fortunately we missed
most of it. Throughout the trip it appeared that
heavy showers had just passed, but it was just
barely dripping by the time we got there. While
the sky looked gloomy all day, it wasn‘t hard
driving. What‘s more, with the front passing, it
was no longer miserably hot out.
The only real town between Ashern
and Thompson is Grand Rapids, which is near
the northwest corner of Lake Winnipeg. The
town has just 300 people, but it‘s the service
center for a large Indian reservation (or First
Nations reserve, as such places are called in
Canada). We stopped at a gas station on the
reserve just south of Grand Rapids called
Pelican Narrows. Before I could even turn off
the engine, a young native man hopped out to
0
pump my gas. The price was just $1.10 ,
almost 2¢ per liter less than I‘d paid in Winkler—
even though this was full service and at a
station 250 miles north of the Trans-Canada
highway. It may have been slightly cheaper
because it was on the reserve, but prices
seemed pretty consistent throughout Manitoba.
I was expecting we‘d pay a premium the further
north we went, but that wasn‘t the case.

While three-fourths of the drive up highway 6 was through forest, the scenery changed surprisingly frequently. Sometimes we
saw pine trees, other times birches, and then there would be a mixture of conifers and deciduous trees. The density of the forest
varied, and so did the height of the trees. Sometimes scraggly trees would cling to nearly bare rock, while other times the trees
towered above a mossy forest floor. In one large area there had been a forest fire, and we could see the various stages of re-growth
before our eyes.
Our next stop was at Ponton, one of those ―towns‖ marked on
the map that aren‘t even wide spots in the road. Ponton is at the
junction of roads that lead to Thompson to the east and the Pas and Flin
Flon to the west. A major edifice built of logs there houses a gas station,
restaurant, and motel—all of which are run by the Cross-Lake First
Nation. We bought a couple snacks and used the restroom at Ponton
and were soon on our way again.
Our final stop on the way north was at a beautiful natural
feature pretty much nobody outside northern Manitoba has ever heard
of. Pisew Falls (pronounced ―PEE-soo‖) is a provincial park just a little
ways south of Thompson. A short drive off highway 6 leads to a wooden
walkway that winds through a rainforest environment (where lush ferns
Pisew Falls, Manitoba
and moss live off the spray) to the falls themselves. Like most of
Manitoba, the surrounding area is very flat. Right here, though, a fault in the Canadian Shield produces a waterfall about the same size

as the American Falls at Niagara. While it started raining when we were there and the boardwalk was slippery and precarious, the hike
was well worth it. The falls are gorgeous and powerful, and completely different than anything else we saw on the trip.

―Selfie‖ at Pisew Falls
They have outhouses at Pisew Falls, and I decided to use one. That was probably a mistake, as the rain fell harder while I
made my way there, and I got completely soaked in the process. The dampness would dry out, though, and the stop at the falls was
definitely the highlight of the day.
It rained hard for the rest of the trip. There was construction near Pisew Falls, and it was less than pleasant going through it in
the rain. We made it, though, and around 6pm we finally made it to Thompson.
We finished up the doughnut holes on the last leg of the trip. While doing so we entertained ourselves with a game that was
printed on the box in both French and English. It was intended to be played while driving, and challenged people to be the first to locate
a Tim Hortons, a construction cone, a gas station, a lake or pond, and a bus. On highway 6 the lake was by far the easiest to find,
followed by construction cones. We had seen some gas stations, and we‘d see more in Thompson. It was at Ponton that we‘d seen a
southbound Greyhound bus, and we‘d see city buses in Thompson. The Tim Horton‘s was the last thing we located, since the first one
we saw north of the Trans-Canada was just down the street from our hotel in Thompson.
Tonight we were staying at another Quality Inn. This was another point redemption, this time with my Choice Hotels points.
We definitely got value for this stay. I‘d read several traveler‘s review sites that gave the Quality Inn—Thompson top ratings, and our
stay would confirm those were well deserved. Quality Inns are usually older hotels that have traded down the franchise ladder. This
hotel, though, is almost brand new. It was built as an extended stay hotel, which means all the rooms are extra-large (basically studio
apartments) and include full kitchen facilities. The place is immaculate, the staff is helpful, and it‘s convenient to almost everything in
Thompson. There‘s just about any amenity you could imagine (pool, fitness center, laundry, business center, etc.) About the only issue
is parking. While we managed to find a space, the parking is very tight. There are far fewer spaces than there are rooms, which is
certainly unusual for a new hotel in a remote location.
We got settled in and then dashed through the rain to the closest restaurant, Boston Pizza. Even with hats and an umbrella,
we got thoroughly soaked. It was actually a good thing that the service was leisurely, because that gave us a chance to dry off.
Margaret had one of their summer specials, butter chicken fettuccini, that is pasta with curry sauce. Her meal looked quite a bit better

than the lasagna I ordered. It was lacking in both sauce and cheese, one of the driest excuses for lasagna I‘ve ever seen. We both
also had French onion soup, and I liked my soup much better than the main course.
Back at the hotel I got out my computer and went to a link I‘d been sent by a hotel we‘d be staying at later in the trip. The
Tundra Inn in Churchill runs a restaurant that was featured by the Canadian version of Food Network on a show called You Gotta Eat
Here. I‘d tried to access the link they sent at home, but apparently the videos on foodnetwork.ca can only be watched in Canada.
Before the Tundra Inn visit, we had to watch reviews of restaurants in Newfoundland and Vancouver—plus numerous commercials for
Kellogg‘s and Procter and Gamble products. Eventually they interviewed the chef in Churchill and showed him cooking beef and bison
stew, caribou pot pie, moose and veal meatloaf, and a vegetarian ―borealis burger‖. The restaurant looked interesting, and we made a
definite decision to eat there while we were in Churchill.
I made a trip to the vending machines at the Quality Inn, where I picked up an item that was quintessentially Canadian:
poutine flavored potato chips. Poutine is a combination of French fries, cheese curds, and gravy that is served absolutely everywhere
in Canada. For these chips Frito-Lay attempted to recreate the flavor. I‘m not sure if they succeeded or not. The chips tasted truly
nasty, but that‘s pretty much my opinion of ―real‖ poutine. I could only stomach about half the snack-size bag, but it was definitely one
of those ―only in Canada‖ experiences.
We watched the TV news (again from Winnipeg) and then settled in for the night. This had been a long day, but we‘d made as
far north as we‘d be driving without incident.

I was up around 7:15 this morning, and I soon turned on my netbook computer. I had signed up to get a free upgrade from
Windows 7 (which the com0puter came with) to Windows 10 (the latest operating system), and Microsoft had implied that the upgrade
would be installed today. I figured that might take a while, so I wanted to make sure the computer was turned on early. As it turned
out, though, Microsoft only started to distribute Windows 10 today—presumably to its most important customers. More than a week
later, they still haven‘t gotten around to updating my computer.
They had a wide variety of breakfast items at the Quality Inn, though I wouldn‘t say the morning meal was a highlight of the
place. The bacon was undercooked and fatty, and the hash browns were more white than brown. I had some scrambled eggs and a
cup of yogurt. This was also one of the few times I made one of those do-it-yourself waffles, which I topped with honey. That made a
tasty treat.
Several other hotel guests were in the breakfast room while we ate. It was amazing how many of them apparently lived at the
hotel, rather than just staying there for a day or two. People talked about their jobs, including one woman who was remarkably
unconcerned that she‘d be late for work. The long-term residents probably shouldn‘t have surprised me. As I noted earlier, the hotel
was built as an extended-stay property, and that‘s precisely how these people were using it. Thompson has one of the highest
percentages of transient residents of any city in Canada, and these people were among them. There jobs must pay well, though, since
I certainly couldn‘t imagine paying $100+ for a hotel room night after night.
As at most hotels, the Quality Inn had a TV blaring in the breakfast room. What was particularly strange here, though, was
what they had it set to. Instead of a news or weather station, the TV was playing Good Morning, America and then some talk show on
the ABC affiliate from Detroit. The American networks (typically from Detroit and Buffalo, because of their proximity to Toronto) are
shown on cable and satellite systems throughout Canada, but it was certainly strange to be watching ads for Michigan businesses
thousands of miles from the Motor City.
After breakfast we went to the business center, where I printed out the confirmation for our VIA Rail ticket. Margaret also used
the ATM there to get some more cash. We then headed back to the room and watched the weather on TV. It was rather depressing,
steady rain with occasional heavy showers throughout the day and into the evening. We‘d hoped to spend our day doing some
sightseeing around Thompson, but clearly those plans would need to be modified.
We made some dashing trips through the
rain to load up the car. Then we checked out and
headed out for the day. Our first stop was at a
store I‘ve been wanting to visit for years: Giant
Tiger. You may remember my mentioning that
chain in my Toronto and Calgary travelogues. The
place proved elusive on those trips, but this time
we‘d finally find the holy grail.
Giant Tiger is a discount department store
chain based in Ottawa with locations all across Canada. It‘s definitely toward the low end of the retail spectrum; in Canada Wal-Mart is
considered a better place to shop. These days there‘s not anything exactly like it in the States. The Thompson location reminded me
of an old Woolco store. It was enormous, but manageable, and filled with all types of merchandise at rock-bottom prices.

I was honestly amazed at just how cheap the stuff at Giant Tiger was.
Normally when I go to Canada I feel I‘m getting a bargain if I pay the same or
just slightly more than I would back home. Here even the regular prices were
what I might expect in Iowa, and after the exchange was considered it was like
everything was 25% off. While we were intending to just browse, both
Margaret and I did some everyday shopping for things we‘d use back home.
Besides that, I picked up a lot of clothing that was on clearance. Among those
were nice polo shirts for $3 and $5, which works out to US$2.30 – $3.85.
They were, of course, from obscure Asian countries, but then so are all the
clothes we get in the States. I honestly thought there would be a catch, but
everything rang up at the posted prices at check-out.
Another thing I picked up was a true souvenir of Canada. It was just
a six-pack of black ankle socks, but instead of being made by Hanes, these
were made by CCM. CCM (originally Canada Cycle & Motor) is the Canadian
sporting goods company, and they‘re known in America as the premier
supplier of hockey equipment. In the U.S. they sell skates, sticks, and
protective equipment, but in Canada the brand is a lot like Nike or
UnderArmour. You can find it on pretty much anything, including everyday
socks. The socks weren‘t on sale, but they were no more expensive than
something similar would cost back home—I think $5.95 for the six-pack. Not
that anyone would care, but it‘s certainly something no one else in Algona will be wearing on their feet.
Something I couldn‘t help but notice at Giant Tiger was the large collection of safety apparel. An entire wall of the menswear
department was devoted to fluorescent orange and green apparel, the sort of thing the kids wear when we do Adopt-a-Highway at
Garrigan. I wondered if workers might not have to buy their own safety garments in Canada, rather than having their employers provide
it for them.
After visiting Giant Tiger, we did the first of a lot of cruising we‘d do around Thompson. This is a place not quite like anywhere
else I‘ve ever been. One of the youngest cities anywhere, Thompson was built as a company mining town around 1960. It has since
grown into the governmental headquarters for northern Manitoba and a major shopping destination. With about 12,000 people
Thompson is the third largest city in Manitoba, and it‘s by far the biggest thing for hundreds of miles in any direction. It has a full range
of stores, an enormous hospital, and the regional offices of just about every company or government department in Canada. In spite of
that, the place doesn‘t really seem all that big. It never had a real downtown. Instead a bunch of minimalls are at the heart of the place,
surrounded by housing developments. There‘s a disproportionate number of apartments, though the bulk of the residents live in small
single-family houses on cul-de-sacs. Everything looks relatively new and well cared for. It‘s kind of like a large suburb without a real
city next to it.
Thompson is known throughout Canada for its high crime rate, though we didn‘t really get that impression while we were there.
Part of that is that in a city of 12,000, a high crime rate can be caused by just a comparatively small number of crimes. What‘s more,
almost all of Thompson‘s crime is the sort of thing you might expect in a mining town rather than a big city. There‘s a fair number of
charges for assault and for drunk and disorderly conduct, but there were literally no murders for the past two years. I probably wouldn‘t
want to be out on the street in Thompson on a Saturday night, but it was a perfectly pleasant place to visit during the day on
Wednesday.
Unlike Winkler, Thompson is a very diverse place. A little less than half of its residents are natives, a mixture of Cree and
Chipewyan people from the south, Inuits from the north, and a large number of Metis (who are treated as a separate ―tribe‖ in Canada).
Most of the rest are Anglo white people, the bulk of whom have moved here from somewhere else in Canada. There‘s also a fair
number of Asians and a surprising number of black people. It‘s generally a very young city (not a place people go to retire), and there‘s
about 125 men for every hundred women.
Our next stop was in one of the minimalls, at a place called Robin‘s Donuts. On
the day I‘m writing this, one of the trivia calendars I have noted that Canada has the largest
number of doughnut shops per capita of any country in the world. While better than half of
those are probably Tim Horton‘s locations, many are local and still others are smaller
chains. Robin‘s is in the third category. It‘s a small chain based in Thunder Bay with about
100 locations in Ontario and a handful of others scattered around the country. The menu
(both doughnuts and other foods) is very similar to Tim Horton‘s, but the atmosphere is
much more laid back. There were only two other customers at Robin‘s when we stopped,
while pretty much every Tim Horton‘s is perennially busy.
We each had coffee at Robin‘s. Margaret also had a muffin, and I ordered a
cinnamon roll. This was largely in honor of a flyer we‘d gotten from Manitoba Tourism that
hailed the province‘s ―Cinnamon Bun Tour‖. More than a hundred places (both chains and
local bakeries) were on that tour. Robin‘s didn‘t happen to be one of them, but I figured I might as well taste one of theirs to see how it
compared to the competition. The cinnamon roll was actually very good. It was more spicy than sweet, and it came dripping with a
copious load of real butter. I‘d certainly order one again.

While we sipped our coffee and munched on the snacks, a TV played in the background. It was airing Global News (basically
Canada‘s answer to CNN), but all the commercials were for Robin‘s Donuts. I don‘t know how they arrange that, since I‘m sure those
were not the commercials that were airing nationwide. It was interesting to see, though.
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I drove through the minimall parking lot to a PetroCanada gas bar. The pump price was $1.14 per liter, which works out to
about US$3.22 per gallon. A few cents difference per liter do make a much larger change per gallon, but it was still pretty reasonable.
Next we drove to the south end
of the city, where the Northern Heritage
Museum is located. This is a small local
facility that the government bills as a
―Manitoba star attraction‖. They attempt
to cover geology, wildlife, native history,
and the history of the town in a single
oversized log cabin. While I‘m not sure I‘d
call it a star attraction, it was an
interesting place to visit. The taxidermy
here was as close as we got to seeing
most of the northern wildlife. (We saw a
few deer and lots of birds, but I was just
as glad not to encounter anything else.) I
was particularly intrigued by the town
history exhibits. It‘s kind of weird to think
about ―historic‖ things that happened
around the time I was born, but of course
that‘s all the history Thompson has. One
display showed the original office of INCO
(International Nickel Company) as it
looked in the early ‗60s.
I‘ve used
telephones like the one they had
displayed. My dad had a desk chair much
like the one the mining company president
used, and my grandfather had an adding
machine similar to the one on the desk.
INCO Office at Heritage North Museum – Thompson, Manitoba
All of those things are hopelessly dated today, as was the wood stove they used to heat the place.
INCO, by the way, is now owned by the Brazilian company Vale (VOLL-lay), one of the largest mining companies in the world.
The Thompson mine remains a major operation, though Vale has closed many other mine sites around Canada.
We of course stopped at the gift shop on our way out of Heritage North. My main purchase there was a tiny jug of birch syrup.
This is similar to maple syrup, but made with the sap of birch trees. I tried a little taste of the stuff, and it has a strong flavor like
sorghum. I‘m more likely to use it in baking than on pancakes or French toast.
They were doing some construction work in
front of the museum, and one of the workers chatted with
us and asked where we were from. When we said we
were from Iowa, he asked for more specific information.
Apparently he had been to Mason City, and he was also
familiar with Decorah. I guess it is a small world.
There aren‘t any real tourist attractions in
Thompson. The thing the Chamber of Commerce
recommends that tourists do is to hike along Spirit Way.
This trail (partly in the woods, and partly along
sidewalks) connects a variety of man-made attractions
related to wolves. The forests around Thompson are
apparently filled with wolves (and foxes and lynx and
bears of every kind), and they‘ve adopted the wolf as
their city mascot. All along Spirit Way are painted
sculptures of wolves that were decorated by various
businesses or civic organizations. There are dozens of
the things all over the city. It reminded me of the Cows
on Parade exhibit they had in Chicago years ago.
We snapped a picture of one of the wolves and
then set out to see another Thompson attraction, King
Miner. This is another of those enormous concrete
sculptures that litter towns all over Canada. Officially just
Wolf sculpture – Thompson, Manitoba
called the mining monument (to avoid confusion with the local minor league hockey team, which is the King Miners), King Miner
portrays a smiling man in safety equipment holding a rock drill. The fifteen-foot giant was erected in 1981 and now stands in a highway

rest area at the south end of the city. It‘s right up there with the world‘s largest sharptail grouse, but it made an interesting diversion.
From King Miner we bounced over some of the worst city streets I‘ve driven on to get to the Thompson railway station. While
this is the busiest station on the Winnipeg—Churchill line, Thompson station is honestly pretty pathetic. It‘s a small stucco building
located in the middle of a ratty industrial park on the east side of the city. It‘s about the same size as the Amtrak stations I‘ve used in
Mt. Pleasant and Princeton, but not as well
designed. A large part of the space is occupied
by restrooms and offices, which means there‘s
very limited seating for waiting passengers.
A gravel parking lot is in front of the
station, and it features some of the biggest
potholes I‘ve ever seen. They were filled with
water after the recent rain, and I honestly wasn‘t
sure if my car might not be swallowed up by
them. I did make it through, and we went inside
the station.
Originally we‘d booked our passage to
Churchill in upper berths (an accommodation I‘ll
describe later), which are the lowest cost of the
―sleeper plus‖ fares available on VIIA Rail. After
Margaret‘s knee surgery, it appeared that
having to climb a ladder to the bed might not be
the wisest option, so we‘d changed the tickets.
Our ride from Thompson to Churchill was
booked in a cabin for two, somewhat similar to
the roomettes Amtrak has on their Eastern
trains. The return trip would be in a lower berth,
King Miner – Thompson, Manitoba
the second cheapest sleeping option on VIA.
Both of these were more expensive than the upper berths, and strangely while VIA let me change the tickets over the phone, they
wouldn‘t let me give them a credit card number to pay for the difference. We had to pay the extra (Can$210 or US$162) at the station
in Thompson before we could get our actual tickets. The woman working there was a bit surprised that we still owed money, but she
was able to process the transaction with no problem. She issued our tickets and also gave us tags to check our baggage. She told us
to just leave the bags in front of the ticket window, where she assured us they‘d be safe. She also said the train was running on time,
and they‘d probably begin boarding around 4pm for a 5:00 departure from Thompson.
We cruised around town some more, this time ending up at City Centre Mall. The main feature here is Wal-Mart. The
Thompson Wal-Mart didn‘t come across as expensive, but it wasn‘t nearly so cheap as Giant Tiger. The prices were about what they
would be back home. That made it cheap by Canadian standards, but no real bargain for a tourist. The only thing of significance I
bought was a cheap watch that I could have gotten for almost exactly the same price at the K-Mart in Algona.
We entrered Wal-Mart through the parking lot and left through the mall. There‘s really not much in City Centre Mall, and we
spent no more than fifteen minutes window shopping there. The most memorable place sold extremely overpriced plastic funeral
flowers. There was also a Safeway supermarket, a Toronto—Dominion Bank, a lottery retailer, a gift shop, a cell phone store, and a
handful of clothing and jewelry stores. It‘s more than you‘d typically find in a town this size, but hardly a destination mall.

LEFT: The Thompson wolf mural
RIGHT: Spirit Way Millennium Trail
in Thompson, Manitoba

We drove around a bit more and ended up back at Heritage North. The rain had let up, so we spent a while hiking part of the
Spirit Way trail. The part that we hiked is a gravel path through the woods just east of highway 6 at the south end of the city. Along the
way we passed a couple of the wolf sculptures, some scenic views, and a few interpretive signs that explained the flora and fauna of
the area. Our ultimate destination was the most famous location in Thompson, Highland Tower. This ten-story apartment building
(which is apparently privately owned, but looks remarkably like a big city public housing project) features an enormous mural of a wolf
painted on its side. It is the largest mural in Canada and the oldest and largest of numerous wildlife murals that are painted on public
buildings all over the city. I‘d read about it ahead of time and was fascinated to see the thing. The mural is visible from many b locks
away; it essentially is the ―skyline‖ of this tiny city. It‘s really more interesting up close, though, where you can see how it was applied to
individual pieces of siding.
The weather in Thompson was completely different than it had been further south. I told Margaret it seemed like we‘d
suddenly switched from summer to fall. The rain that fell was cold, the sort of thing you‘d expect in late October or early November
back home. Temperatures were in the 50s (Fahrenheit) throughout the day. We‘d used the air conditioner on much of the drive up, but
today we wore jackets and even had the heat on in the car at times.
We considered just about every restaurant in Thompson for lunch, but we ended up at Pizza Hut that shared a parking lot with
yet another minimall. The place was interesting, because all of their employees were male. Our main waiter was a college aged native
boy who was obviously in training. Most of the time an older guy was watching over him like a hawk. He really did better when he was
left on his own, but they obviously didn‘t feel he was ready to ―solo‖ yet.
We perused the menu at length before deciding that the best value was to split a medium pizza. We got thin and crispy crust,
half with pepperoni topping and half Hawaiian (Canadian bacon and pineapple). We also ordered drinks. Margaret had coffee, and I
got iced tea. That turned out to be a mistake, because it was served sweetened by default. I hate sweet tea. I ended up adding extra
lemon to it and nursed it down alternating with sips of water. At least the pizza was good.
While we ate we watched some city employees filling a pothole on the street in front of Pizza Hut. I noted earlier that a lot of
the streets in Thompson are very rough. While it‘s not as far north as Anchorage or Yellowknife, Thompson‘s climate and geography
are severe. Much of the city is built on solid rock, with little or no soil at the surface. Where there is soil, it has traditionally contained
pockets of permafrost. Summer temperatures have warmed significantly since the town was founded, though, and today those
permafrost pockets melt in summer, which is the main cause of all the potholes. The melting also causes water mains to break, and
there are frequent service disruptions in summer. Last year melting permafrost caused problems for the rail line we‘d be taking on this
trip. A freight train derailed south of Churchill, and the line was closed to both freight and passenger traffic for more than a month.
They‘ve rebuilt that section on a gravel embankment, but there are serious questions as to whether the rail line can be sustained if
global warming accelerates.
After lunch we did some more cruising, this time stopping at
yet another wolf statue. This one was in front of R.D. Parker
Collegiate, the main high school in Thompson. The wolf here was
particularly amusing, because it sported a graduation cap and
honored the Class of 2015. Margaret snapped a picture of it from the
car when we parked in the school driveway. I, however, decided I
could get a better picture by heading outside and going right up to the
statue. That was a mistake. While it was merely dripping out, the
lawn in front of the school was totally saturated. After taking just a
couple steps my shoes were also soaked.
I didn‘t particularly want to wear soggy shoes for the rest of
the trip, so we headed back to Giant Tiger. I looked through the
footwear department and quickly found a pair of running shoes that fit
the bill. They weren‘t dirt cheap, but they weren‘t expensive either—
about twenty-five Canadian dollars (under twenty in U.S. currency).
While buying the shoes I also picked up some Five Alive juice (DeliCinq in French) that happened to be on sale. That turned out to be a
wise purchase.
It was mid-afternoon by now, and we made our way back to
the Thompson train station. Much of the parking lot was full, which I
found a bit of a relief. VIA‘s website notes that parking is available in
Thompson ―at own risk‖. While that would certainly be the case
anywhere, Thompson is the only place I could find where they
Wolf with mortarboard
actually phrased it that way. Given the city‘s reputation for crime, it
R.D. Parker Collegiate – Thompson, Manitoba
made me wonder if they‘d had problems in the parking lot. It was
good to see that other passengers (including cars from California and Texas) felt comfortable parking there. We found a space clear at
the south end of the station, unloaded our carry-on bags, and strategically arranged the parka I always carry in the back over the stuff
that was left behind in the car. Then we made our way into the station. I was relieved again to see that the bags we‘d checked in the
morning were still where we‘d left them.
It was a little worrisome that there was no train on the tracks when we arrived. The northbound train is scheduled to arrive at
Thompson at noon, and it has a five-hour layover there for servicing. That layover is also padding in the schedule in case it arrives late

from Winnipeg, though. The station agent didn‘t
indicate that there was any change in the
departure time, so we found some seats and
waited until they called us for boarding. I
changed into the new shoes (and also a pair of
the new CCM socks I‘d bought), and I put the
wet shoes in the back of the car. Hopefully it
would be warm enough that they might dry out
by the time we returned.

ABOVE: VIA Rail Station – Thompson, Manitoba
BELOW: Winnipeg—Churchill Train on the platform at Thompson

Before long a VIA Rail train arrived,
which we assumed was a good sign. That train
let some people off and then pulled up far
beyond the station. Then, just a short time later
a second train arrived. More people got off, but
no announcements were made regarding either
train. It turns out that the northbound and
southbound trains are scheduled to arrive in
Thompson within a couple hours of each other.
If both trains are on time, the southbound (which
has a much shorter layover) will have departed
before the northbound train arrives.
The
southbound train was quite late today, though.
The northbound train had come into the station
first, and it had to clear space for the
southbound train‘s arrival.
The station was a bit of a madhouse.
The bulk of the passengers boarding at
Thompson are native people who are headed to
stops on the First Nations reserves outside the
city. Their main purpose for being here is
shopping, so almost everyone was hauling
enormous boxes and bags together with
traditional luggage.
There are signs and
brochures that specify exactly what is allowed
both as checked and carry-on baggage, but it
appears those regulations aren‘t strictly
enforced.

It certainly didn‘t help that there was
very little communication about what was going
on with the two trains. Most people (including
Margaret and me) weren‘t completely sure which train was which, and no one seemed to know when either of them would be leaving.
There was a P.A. in the station, but the only time we heard it used was to call a specific passenger to the ticket window. They also had
a moving digital sign above the ticket window. In other stations I‘ve been to such signs give helpful information. Here, though, all the
electronic sign did was advertise the company that distributes digital signs in Thompson.
Around 4:30 a conductor came into the station and announced that passengers headed for The Pas and Winnipeg should
board. They did, and before long the southbound train headed out. Around that time I went up to the ticket window to inquire about the
status of the northbound train. The agent acted surprised and said, ―Oh, you haven‘t heard?‖ She proceeded to explain that there
would be a long delay in departure because the engineer‘s mandatory rest period was about to kick in. Normally they get a fresh train
crew in Thompson, but because of the train‘s late arrival one was not available. She said, ―They might let you board, but the train isn‘t
going anywhere until after midnight.‖
They did let us board the train about 5:15pm. As we found our places, though, the car attendant informed us that the train was
now scheduled to leave at 1:30am. That would make us eight and a half hours late just leaving Thompson. It was quite likely we‘d be
even later getting into Churchill, which would mean we‘d probably miss a tour we had scheduled for tomorrow night. That certainly
wasn‘t the news we wanted to hear.
VIA Rail‘s flagship train is the Canadian, which runs from Toronto to Vancouver through the majestic mountains. The
Thompson station also had posters advertising the Ocean, which runs from Montreal to Halifax along the St. Lawrence River and the
Atlantic coast. VIA also provides frequent and punctual service on its Corridor trains that connect Toronto and Montreal, as well as
Ottawa, Quebec City, Hamilton, and Windsor. The Winnipeg—Churchill train (formerly called the Hudson Bay), though, is the poor
stepsister of the system. VIA makes no secret about the fact that they‘d rather not run this train at all. They have a government
mandate to operate it, though, since it provides the only land access to places in the north. They provide that service with some of the
most dated, worn train equipment I‘ve ever seen and with a train crew that wears multiple hats—doubling as car attendants and waiters
in the diner, for example. A ride on the Canadian can be thought of as a luxury journey; the Winnipeg-Churchill train is more of an
adventure.

Our accommodations were comfortable, if a bit strange. From the outside the sleeping cars on VIA look quite similar to those
Amtrak uses on its single-level eastern trains. Inside they‘re different, though. The sleepers on the Winnipeg—Churchill train are called
Chateau cars. I researched them after the trip, and they were apparently built in 1954. They look very much like they‘re from that era.
The interiors feature enamel in the same pastel aqua hue you see in schools and other public buildings of that era. The cabins are
divided by portable walls made of the same material you might see dividing parts of a ballroom at a hotel. The larger cabins have
regular doors, but the smaller ones (and the berths that we‘d stay in on our return trip) just have burlap curtains at the side. While they
get basic cleaning regularly, everything is banged up with sixty years of wear.
Our cabin for two was enormous by the standards of train accommodation, quite a bit larger than the equivalent on an Amtrak
train. By day the cabin featured two chairs placed side by side that faced a triangular sink surrounded by mirrors. These weren‘t train
seats, but actual chairs with metal frames and hard cushions covered with fake leather in that same ‗50s blue. They were heavy, but
they could be moved around if we wanted to change our seating position. The sink was by far the most prominent feature of the cabin.
It seemed ridiculously large, almost an altar that we worshiped as we faced it. To the left of the sink was a door that led to a very
cramped toilet. There was a big shelf above the toilet where luggage could be stored. To the right of the sink there was just a coat
hook on the wall that was the back of the next cabin‘s bathroom.

ABOVE: Margaret Sullivan and David Burrow sitting in the Cabin for 2
RIGHT: The sink that the cabin seats faced
BELOW: The ―Do not flush‖ warning posted above the toilet
Knowing we wouldn‘t be leaving until the wee hours, we were
concerned to see a metal sign above the toilet that said ―Please do not flush

when train is in station‖ (and, of course, the equivalent in French). We eventually asked, and the chief of services assured us that the
cars had been retrofitted with waste storage tanks, but they hadn‘t bothered to remove those signs. When I did use the toilet, I ended
up embarrassing myself, because instead of pressing the ―flush‖ button, I instead pressed the button that called the attendant. The

latter was much more prominent in the bathroom. There was a long pause when I eventually pressed the correct button (long enough
that I thought it was broken), but eventually a loud ―whoosh‖ sounded, and the stool contents disappeared.
Those who might consider taking the Winnipeg—Churchill train are advised to choose the time of year they take it carefully.
The ―good‖ times are July, August, and October, the times of year when higher numbers of tourists visit Churchill. During those three
months they have a full dining car on the train, with meals prepared to order on board. Meals are included in the sleeping c ar fares the
rest of the year, but all they serve is microwaved frozen dinners.
Our train had an additional bonus, the park car. Located at the very back of the train, this car is a lounge car for the exclusive
use of sleeping car passengers. While the domed park cars are nearly as old as the sleepers, they‘re either been recently renovated or
were much better maintained. VIA says these cars are provided on ―select runs‖ of the Winnipeg—Churchill train in summer, and we
were lucky enough to have been selected both ways. The park cars are both comfortable and immaculate, and they provide a nice
view of the scenery.
… Not that there was much to look at
on this train. Since we never moved, the view
never changed. To the left of the train was the
station and parking lot, while to the right was a
freight train parked on a siding full of gravel
(probably nickel ore from the mine).
We had coffee in the park car and then
made our way back to the cabin. Around 6:15
we made our way to the dining car for supper.
Even though our train wasn‘t going anywhere
any time soon, the meals continued as
scheduled.
While the selection was somewhat
limited, the food they served in the diner was
excellent. I had pot roast with mashed potatoes,
while Margaret had salmon with rice. Both
came with a mixture of different beans on the
side. There was no salad, but they served a
marble cake with maple frosting for dessert. We
might not be going anywhere, but at least our
stomachs were satisfied.
―Scenic view‖ from the Winnipeg—Churchill train at Thompson
Our dinner companions were a couple
from Kelowna, British Columbia who used to live along the Alaska Highway. They were part of a tour group that had booked the vast
majority of the space in the sleeping cars on this train. They‘d all boarded at Winnipeg at noon yesterday. It takes significantly longer
to get to Thompson by rain than by car, because the railroad follows an extremely indirect path. Instead of going between the lakes like
the much newer highway does, the railroad basically makes a big ―C‖ It runs all the way west to Saskatchewan before turning to the
northeast. The couple assured us that we hadn‘t missed much by driving up to Thompson. Pretty much all they saw the whole way
was trees.
During dinner the chief service attendant let us know that our train would not be going to Churchill. Because of all the rain
there had been a wash-out on the tracks, and train service was cancelled until it was fixed. The good news (which made almost
everyone in the diner burst into applause) was that VIA would be chartering planes and flying the passengers bound to Churchill to their
destination. Executives in Montreal were working on the logistics of that, but they expected that they should be busing us to the airport
shortly after breakfast tomorrow morning.
We returned to our cabin at 7:20. Soon bored, we made our way back to the park car. While we were there the chief service
attendant came around asking for our names and birthdays, information that was apparently needed to book the flight.
There were about 80 passengers who would be flown to Churchill at VIA‘s expense. That‘s not an easy thing to accomplish.
Both Thompson and Churchill are remote airports, typically served by very small planes. Charter planes in Manitoba are mostly based
in Winnipeg, so they‘d have to arrange for both aircraft and a flight crew to fly first to Thompson and then on to Churchill. That‘s not
something that can just be done on the spur of the moment.
While it wouldn‘t be accomplished as quickly as the initial announcements implied, at least we would eventually be flying north.
The news wasn‘t so good for passengers bound for intermediate destinations, though. Most of those places don‘t even have airports;
the train is literally the only way in or out. Those people (almost all of whom were economy passengers) would stay on the train tonight.
Tomorrow night VIA would put them up in hotels in Thompson, but they‘d have to wait until Friday for the next northbound train to
leave—provided the tracks were fixed by then.
While it was still fairly early, the attendant made up our beds while we were in the park car. At night the chairs in our cabin
were folded up and stowed away. A lower bunk folded out from the walls, and an upper bunk dropped down from the ceiling. While on
Amtrak the beds run parallel to the movement of the train, the beds in our VIA cabin were perpendicular to the tracks. Since the train
wasn‘t moving, it really didn‘t matter which way we were facing, and there was ample space in this configuration. Along the walls there

were burlap pockets where wallets, glasses,
cosmetics, and the like could be stored.
We spent quite a while just laying in
our bunks reading. Margaret was reading my
travelogue of our trip to Hawaii a few weeks
back. It had been quite a while since I‘d thought
about that trip, so I got out my Kindle and
skimmed through the same thing. I also read
some of the travel information I‘d gathered on
Churchill, hoping to be prepared for our arrival.
Sunset was around 9:30, but we kept reading
until closer to 11pm.

David Burrow laying in the upper bunk
spent while traveling, but I‘m certainly thankful that at least we were safe and sound.

I used some of the juice I‘d bought to
take my blood pressure medication and then
settled in for the night. Normally when I travel
by train—whether in coach or sleeper—the
movement of the train sort of rocks me to sleep.
That wasn‘t possible when we were parked in
the station all night long. It took me a while to
get to sleep, but eventually I did. Probably
because there wasn‘t any movement, I also
ended up having a pretty good night‘s rest. This
was definitely one of the strangest nights I‘d

I was up around 6:30 this morning and made my way down to the communal shower in the middle of the car. While I had to
press a button repeatedly to get more than a few seconds of water, the shower was surprisingly strong and almost too hot. It was
certainly refreshing on a chilly morning.
Margaret also got up and prepared for the day. Eventually we went to the diner. Joining us for breakfast was another retired
couple from the tour named Jake and Ruby. I was taken aback at first, because the husband could have been a double for my Uncle
Dale. Dale has been dead for decades now, but this man‘s facial structure and mannerisms certainly brought back memories.
Margaret chose a ham and onion omelette for breakfast, which was served with an English muffin and hash browns. I chose a
menu item called ―the railroader‖ which featured two eggs cooked to order, two slices of bacon, a tiny bit of ham, and two pancakes.
Both came with coffee (which they‘re not too keen to refill on VIA Rail) and tiny cups of juice (cranberry for me, and tomato for
Margaret).
While we were out the attendant made up our room for the day. We assumed we‘d be in it just a short time, so we left our stuff
and made our way to the park car. Several people from the tour were there, and they were buzzing about the latest news on our status.
Word was that now we‘d be stuck on the train in Thompson through lunch. That was because the train that would fly us north couldn‘t
leave Winnipeg until noon, and it had to fly to Thompson before any of us could leave. The plan was apparently to have the small plane
make either three or four round-trips to Churchill, taking some people north each time and then returning with passengers who needed
to get out of Churchill. The tour group would apparently have priority, but the plane wouldn‘t hold all of them. Because of that their tour
leader was looking for volunteers who were willing to wait until the second plane (which would likely be mid-afternoon) before departing.
Margaret would be on that plane regardless. While there was still a possibility we might miss our scheduled tour tonight, we were glad
that at least we wouldn‘t have to wait for a third flight like the economy passengers.
We saw lots of activity in the station when we looked out from the train. Normally Thompson station is closed on Thursdays,
as trains only stop every other day. Today, though, it was buzzing with activity. We hoped it would all have an effect and actually get
us moving.
We returned to our cabin in the Chateau Argenson (all the chateau cars are named after prominent French Canadian figures),
and we spent an hour or so reading through an assortment of travel literature. We soon got bored with that, though, and decided to do
some exploring. We made our way past the diner and on into the economy section of the train. This section is set up quite differently
than the coaches on Amtrak. Most of the seating is arranged in groups of four, with two seats facing two other seats. That might be
nice for a large family, but I can‘t imagine most other people liking it. Margaret remarked that were she in that section, she‘d almost
certainly get stuck riding backwards. The seats are upholstered in fake green leather, another key to the age of the cars on this train.

A single step was placed outside one of the economy
cars, allowing passengers to leave the train to stretch their legs.
Margaret and I decided to do that. We walked the length of the
platform and then made our way into the station.
Our luggage was no longer in front of the ticket window,
which we hoped meant it had been stored somewhere secure.
We knew that we‘d now need to re-claim our luggage to take on
the flight, and we weren‘t sure what problems that might pose.
Most airlines charge for checking luggage these days, but we
assumed (or at least hoped) VIA would pick up those fees. We
also weren‘t sure what we should do with our carry-ons. We
hadn‘t packed for flying, so both of us had standard sized
toiletries instead of the tiny bottles permitted on airplanes. I also
had a pocket knife with me, which would be considered an illegal
weapon by security. At this point we could only wait and see
how things played out.
Inside the station they had breakfast intended for the
economy passengers. Meals aren‘t normally provided in coach,
but the special circumstances warranted it. They‘d catered the
breakfast from Tim Horton‘s.
Surprisingly there were no
doughnuts to be found. There were trays of muffins laid out on a
bench, though, plus bagels and coffee cake. They also had big
cardboard boxes (presumably lined with metal or foil) that
dispensed coffee. It was quite a spread!

Margaret Sullivan, walking on the station platform at
Thompson, Manitoba. (David Burrow’s Mitsubishi Eclipse
is the first car parked behind her.)
We re-boarded the train and made our way back to the park car, where we chatted for a while with a couple on the tour who
lived in Winnipeg. They were among the many who couldn‘t imagine we had actually driven all the way up to Churchill. They a sked us
what we were planning to do after we got back from Churchill and offered their tourism suggestions. Every one of the things they
suggested was in Winnipeg. Margaret and I didn‘t have the heart to tell them we were avoiding the place, and I‘m not sure they would
have believed us if we had. To them it was impossible to visit Manitoba without going to its single major city.
We spent most of the morning just sitting around our cabin. We snacked on some candy and drank most of the juice I‘d
bought at Giant Tiger yesterday. Word spread through the morning that the flights would be later than what had originally been
planned. Now they told us we wouldn‘t actually find out anything final until after noon.

Lunch would not normally be served on the final day of the Winnipeg—Churchill train‘s journey. The train is supposed to get
into Churchill around 9am, so even if it‘s late, they should be there in time for passengers to eat at the local restaurants. With the train
still on the platform at Thompson, though, alternate provisions had to be made. We were called to the diner for what they called a
―limited menu‖ lunch. It was indeed quite limited. The choices were grilled cheese or Caesar salad. Almost everyone chose the former
option. The grilled cheese was tasty, but under-cooked. Part of the problem was that they‘d been overly generous with the cheese
That made the sandwich so thick that the cheese didn‘t properly melt. The bread was also cooked unevenly. One side was cooked to
a golden brown, while the butter was barely melted on the other. Beggars can‘t be choosers, though, and I‘m not going to complain
about free food. There was even a bit of dessert, a tiny plastic cup of canned fruit cocktail
At lunch they made the definite plans for getting to Churchill known. Everything would be happening in the evening now. Most
of the tour group would be flying out around 6:30. The plane would head up to Churchill and return, and then Margaret and I would join
the rest of the tour group on a 9:30 flight. A third flight scheduled at 12:30am would take the economy passengers who were headed to
Churchill. This would guarantee we‘d miss our excursion tonight, but at least there was a bit of certainty.
A lot of people complained about the delays and about having to wait on the platform in Thompson. There really wasn‘t a lot
else VIA could do, though. The railroad‘s headquarters are in Montreal. There isn‘t even a regional office anywhere in the Central
Time Zone. People in Quebec were trying to make flight arrangements between two small, remote airports in northern Manitoba on the
spur of the moment. That they found anything is almost a miracle. What‘s more, at least we were in Thompson, rather than stuck out
in the middle of the forest somewhere, hundreds of miles from civilization.
Since we had the whole afternoon to kill, we decided to drive back into town and do some more exploring. One of the best
things about having driven up to Thompson was that our car was right there in the parking lot, making it easy for us to get away. While
many of the passengers did walk into town, the station was about a mile from the business area, and the walk wouldn‘t have been
particularly pleasant.
We had read that Thompson was the smallest city in Canada with a zoo, and we thought that might be an interesting place to
spend some time. We found it easily enough, located right along the Burntwood River behind the high school and the University
College of the North. Unfortunately we quickly learned that the zoo was closed for renovations. It‘s being merged with a botanical
garden to create the Boreal Forest and Zoological Centre. The name led to a discussion, during which I learned from Margaret an
obvious fact I‘d never figured out before, that ―boreal‖ simply means ―northern‖. That makes sense when you think of ―aurora borealis‖,
but I‘d never really put that together before. I just sort of pictured the tree roots boring into the rocks when I heard ―boreal‖ before.

Since the zoo wasn‘t open and the weather was better today, we decided to hike the northern part of Spirit Way. This section
is much more open, partially on sidewalks and partly through clearings in the woods. In addition to a bunch more concrete wolves, we
passed by the city hall and provincial government building. We also saw some more murals, scenic views of the Burntwood River, a
clock dedicated to the town founder, a simple ―lest we forget‖ tribute put up by the Royal Canadian Legion, a pedestrian river crossing
that was the remains of a portable military bridge, and an old floatplane that was a tribute to northern aviation. Among the most
interesting sites was a monument to northern firefighters. They note that they fight fires ―from a mile above ground to a mile below‖,
dropping water on forest fires from the air and fighting fires that break out in the mines.

Scenes along Spirit Way – Thompson, Manitoba

After hiking for an hour or so we made our way back to the Thompson Tim Horton‘s. I ordered an orange pineapple smoothie
and a Boston crème doughnut, while Margaret had coffee and a maple walnut danish. Like most fast food places these days, Tim
Horton‘s provides free internet access. Margaret had brought her Nook tablet, and we used that to go online. My goal was to e-mail
Sea North Tours to let them know we‘d have to cancel the tour we‘d scheduled for tonight. That was easier said than done. I‘d never
used a touch screen computer before in my life (while technically a tablet, my Kindle has a keyboard that makes it easier to use—at
least from my point of view), and the mobile version of the e-mail program worked completely differently than the version I‘m used to
using on a ―real‖ computer. Eventually I thought I‘d sent the message, and I was pleased the following day to have gotten a reply
showing it went through. I‘m certainly not going to be rushing to buy a touch-screen device, though. I found using the Nook for even a
very simple task to be incredibly awkward.
I used the restroom at Tim Horton‘s. The toilets there had those auto-flush features with electronic eyes. This one was
obviously mis-calibrated. It flushed while I was sitting on the seat—a most interesting experience. The thing flushed again when I got
up off the seat and yet again when I opened the door to the stall. That would seem to defeat the purpose of saving water with an
automatic flush mechanism.
Next we went to the Safeway store at City Centre mall. All I did there was pick up the Winnipeg paper. I used the self checkout lane at Safeway, and it appeared that they‘d programmed the price of the paper incorrectly. Signs by the rack of papers said the
cost was $1.74 + tax, which very likely makes it an even two bucks. When I scanned the bar code at the self check-out, though, the
price rang up as $1.51, tax included. Since Canada no longer uses pennies, that meant I had to pay $1.50—quite a savings from the
posted price.
There was a bus near where we had parked when we returned to the station, so we parked on the other side instead. The
train was much emptier when we re-boarded. The bus was there to haul the tour group members out to the airport, and they‘d also
found hotel rooms for some of the people who were going to places other than Thompson. This train would be tuning around and
heading south tomorrow, so everyone who was northbound had to be accommodated somehow.

We went down to the park care, and I thumbed through the Winnipeg Free Press. Something strange that I always enjoy
doing when I travel is reading the obituaries. Morbid as that may sound, it‘s kind of entertaining. Obituaries are written differently in
different places (those in Canada tend to be very flowery), and it can also be interesting to see if there are patterns to the causes of
death. At home I just glance at the obituaries and only really read them if people I know personally have died. I do tend to read them in
depth while on the road, though.
While I was reading about who died in Winnipeg, the tour guide from the group came to the lounge and announced that we
should get ready to leave as soon as possible. VIA had apparently managed to track charter a second plane, and we would be flying
on it about three hours earlier than was originally scheduled. Since we were just about the only other sleeping car passengers besides
his group, Robert the guide had come to treat us almost as if we were his responsibility as well. The two of us would be bussed
together with his group to the airport, and we‘d be flying up to Churchill with them.
st

Robert, who was apparently with Nature 1 Tours, was a former employee of VIA Rail who had worked for many years on the
Winnipeg—Churchill train. He had chosen to retire early partly because of issues he had with VIA. It was largely through him that we
found out about VIA trying to dump the route, and he lamented the increase in seemingly pointless regulations and all the corners they
attempted to cut on service.
The car attendants were already cleaning things up when we returned to our cabin. This crew (mostly college kids) had
already been working thirty-six hours straight, and they had to be thoroughly exhausted. They were looking forward to getting the last
of the passengers off the train so that they could finally go off duty.
We got our carry-ons and soon made our way out to the platform. I asked Robert whether I‘d need to switch the ―illegal‖ stuff
in the carry-on to my checked bag, and he said that from what he‘d heard, because this was a charter flight, we shouldn‘t have to go
through security. We did have to claim our checked bags, though. To do that, they made me climb up a ladder into the baggag e car
and identify Margaret‘s and my bags, which were among just a handful still left in there. I‘m not sure some of the elderly people in the
tour group could have made it up that ladder, but presumably they were somehow able to claim their bags.
We waited for about fifteen minutes outside the station. Then, about 5:30, we boarded a Greyhound bus for the ride to
Thompson airport. The vast majority of the ride was familiar. We drove into town, past Wal-Mart and city hall, and the float plane
memorial where we‘d just been hiking. The final part was a highway through the woods that looked remarkably similar to the highway
south of town.
While Thompson Airport (YTH) boasts that it is the third busiest airport in Manitoba, it‘s a small and unimportant place. The
airport is similar in size to Mason City. It was more confused inside, though, almost like a Third World airport. Two airlines serve
Thompson, Perimeter Aviation and Calm Air. These are actually different divisions of the exact same company. Both airlines are
actually owned by the same investment company, which also has a major share of Air Canada. Perimeter Aviation connects Winnipeg
with minor airports around Manitoba and Ontario, while Calm Air mostly serves the far north.
We had been told our charter was through Perimeter, but it turned out we were actually flying with Calm. Once we got to the
correct counter, we had to present our photo ID. We were then issued boarding passes with our names handwritten on them. The
passes were actually for a flight on Calm Air‘s schedule, but they‘d crossed out the number for that flight. They said ―Churchill‖, though,
and that‘s where everyone was heading.
We had to put both our checked and carry-on luggage on a scale, and they carefully weighed the two together. While we‘d
end up flying in a comparatively large plane, I‘m sure weight is a major factor in some of the smaller planes that serve the north. Once
they weighed everything, we could decide which bags we wanted to keep with us and which would go in the cargo area.
After getting our boarding passes, we were led through a side door that bypassed security and took us to Gate 1. There are
technically three gates at Thompson airport, but it appears Gate 1 is the only one they ever actually use. Right after we‘d gotten settled
there, a middle aged south Asian man came in to tell us we had to leave the gate area. The plane we‘d be flying on had just left
Winnipeg. It would be arriving in Thompson at 7:00, and we wouldn‘t actually be leaving until 7:30. That was still two hours earlier than
they‘d told us this morning, though, so it wasn‘t that big of a deal.
We saw a particularly amusing sign in the waiting area at Thompson airport. It said ―NO DONUTS, PIZZA, OR CHICKEN
FOR CARRY-ONS‖. It‘s apparently quite common for people from the remote north to bring back junk food when they travel south.
Tim Horton‘s actually took note of that, and they opened one of their busiest locations in Iqaluit (formerly Frobisher Bay), the capital of
the territory of Nunavut. The smaller outposts in the north don‘t have doughnut shops, pizza parlors, or chicken stands, though, so the
natives have to bring greasy tastes of civilization home with them. At least from Thompson, though, that has to be in their checked
baggage.
With that sign it was not at all surprising that the one and only food vendor at Thompson airport was Robin‘s Donuts. The
menu board at Robin‘s did include pizza and chicken, as well as burgers, soups, salads, and deli sandwiches. Much of the VIA group
headed over to Robin‘s, and I was lucky to be near the beginning of the line. It was apparently quite near closing time, and the sole
worker (a middle aged Asian man) was less than happy about having to feed a crowd.
In the notes I made about this trip I wrote that I had ―chili and imaginary salad‖. I ordered chili and got it quickly. The man told
me there would be a wait on the salad, though. I‘m not really sure why that would be, since fast food salads are almost always made
ahead of time. I paid him and ate the chili, though. Then I waited … and waited … and waited. Eventually I went back and he told me I
could either have something else or get a refund for the salad. I chose the refund, and he ended up giving me back $4 (two $2 coins),

which was actually a buck more than the price of the salad. Even with tax it was more than should have been refunded. When I tried to
point that out to him, he was busy serving other people, so I just kept the bonus.
Margaret got some coffee and a chicken salad sandwich. For my drink I bought a bottle of grape Crush from a vending
machine. The pop was strange and tasted watered down. At least it was wet, though.
Both Margaret and I used the restroom at Thompson airport. The men‘s room was not particularly memorable, but Margaret
was intrigued by a sign posted in the ladies‘ room. The sign noted that the airport was not responsible for questionable language that
might be written on the bathroom walls. Margaret said there actually wasn‘t any bad language in the women‘s room, which made the
sign even more amusing.
Our group did completely avoid airport security. That was not the case for those taking scheduled flights, though. They all
went through the metal detector, which seemed to be set so that absolutely anything would set it off. We heard beep after beep as
passenger after passenger set the thing off. Many people got individually wanded, which led to more beeping in the background. They
also x-rayed not only the carry-ons, but also the checked bags for all the scheduled flights. I don‘t think anyone had anything they
shouldn‘t, but they certainly were thorough in their formalities.
At 7:30 we finally boarded our plane.
We‘d been told we‘d be on a sixteen-passenger
plane, but in fact that was the first plane to
leave. Ours was a larger ATR-42. This plane
(made by Airbus) seats 42 when it flies short
routes in Europe. In northern Canada, though,
they take out one of the rows to provide
additional cargo space, so our plane held 38
passengers. Margaret and I sat in Row #1. The
cargo area is actually in front of the passenger
cabin, providing a buffer between the
passengers and the cockpit. We were pleased
to see our bags were among the first ones
loaded on board.
The pouch in front of my seat held two
different magazines, an air sickness bag, a
safety brochure, and a language card. The
language card was the indication of just where
Calm Air flies. As is true in all of Canada,
Walking out to the tarmac for the flight to Churchill
announcements are automatically made in both
French and English. For many of Calm Air‘s passengers, though, neither of those is their native language. The card gave common
phrases that both passengers and flight attendants might say and translated them into Inuktitut, the language the Inuit people of the
north speak. Inuktitut is written using a syllabic system like Japanese. The characters are a strange combination of curves and straight
lines that look completely alien to those used to a western alphabet. I couldn‘t begin to try to read it, let alone speak it.

The syllabic writing system of Inuktitut
Shortly after we‘d settled in we were greeted by Hillary, the full-figured native woman who served as our flight attendant. Row
#1 was an exit row, so she had to confirm that we were willing to open the escape hatch in the event of an emergency. The instructions
were more complex than on some planes, and it appeared that if there actually were an emergency we‘d have thrown the panel
containing the window straight at the propeller. Nonetheless, we agreed that we would be able to do our duty if we had to. Fortunately
no emergency came up.

Once all thirty-eight of us were seated, they closed
the doors and Hillary began the safety demonstration. The
presentation was recorded, with English first followed by
French. Hillary obviously spoke English well, and she had
done the demonstration enough that she knew when it was
appropriate to hold up the seatbelt or gesture towards the exits
when the French recording played. She then checked to make
sure everyone was buckled in, and we taxied and took off.
While ours was a charter, I checked the cost of flying
from Thompson to Churchill on scheduled flights. A lastminute ticket on Calm Air costs $360 (Canadian), and even an
advanced booking with their ―back to school super-sale‖ costs
$315. The round-trip fare on VIA was Can$667.80—including
meals and sleeper accommodations, so if they paid anywhere
close to the commercial fare, the railroad made nothing at all
on our ticket. In addition to flying us north, we found they also
had to pay the crew overtime because of the delay. It would
be interesting to know what the total bill was.
The flight from Thompson to Churchill is fifty-nine
minutes long. Hillary kept very busy in that time. She did a
drink service (Margaret and I had orange juice), and once that
was done she served what she called ―a light snack‖ that
consisted of cereal snack mix made with Cheerios instead of
Chex (a packaged Nabisco product called Méli-Mélo). There
was a bit of turbulence, so by the time she was going around
with the trash bag, it was nearly time to land.

ABOVE: David Burrow in the ATR-42, bound for Churchill
BELOW: Calm Air route map

A bonus of being re-routed onto the plane was that
we got to see northern Manitoba from the air. One of the
things I‘d toyed with doing on this trip was taking a helicopter
tour. That would have been absurdly expensive, though. With

View out the window on the way to Churchill
the Calm Air flight, we were able to see the landscape from above without paying anything more. What stood out most as we flew was
just how much water there is in the north. There are lakes—large and small—absolutely everywhere. We also saw major rivers (the
Nelson and the Churchill) and the endless Hudson Bay in the distance.
Like most of Manitoba, the land itself is almost entirely flat. Toward
the south end (by Thompson) it‘s mostly covered in trees, though those
seemed to rapidly get shorter as we made our way north. While it‘s nowhere
near the Arctic Circle, the area near Chuchill is considered tundra. There are
scrubby occasional trees there, but mostly it‘s just rocks covered with moss,
lichens, and wildflowers.

Terminal at Churchill airport

Around 9pm we arrived at Churchill Airport (YYQ). The group broke
out in applause when we landed, and before long we taxied and reached the
terminal area. While it‘s housed in a bunch of pre-fab buildings in the middle
of nowhere, Churchill actually seemed like a more important airport than
Thompson. Churchill is a gateway to numerous communities in the far north.

Even a lot of people who come to Churchill by train take flights to points further north. Churchill is also an emergency landing point with
runways that can handle even the largest aircraft. All that makes the airport seem larger than it is.
We weren‘t really sure what we were
supposed to do once we arrived in Churchill.
We‘d chosen our hotel partly based on its
proximity to the VIA station, but now we were
arriving at the airport. We knew the hotel had
an airport shuttle, but we couldn‘t find a public
telephone anywhere in the terminal that we
could use to call them. Robert, the tour guide,
came to the rescue. He told us to just join the
group on their shuttle. They were staying at a
different hotel, but there was no problem in
dropping us off at ours.
st

The Nature 1 Tours shuttle was an
old school bus that was still painted safety
yellow. Our driver was a grizzled old man who
looked like he belonged on one of those survival
reality shows on TV. Above the front window of
the bus was a military-style shotgun that the
driver assured us was for protection from
unwanted wildlife. He told us the gun wasn‘t
usually necessary between the airport and town.
However he lived eight miles outside of town,
and almost any animal might show up there.

Shotgun in the shuttle bus – Churchill, Manitoba

The driver entertained us with a continual banter as we bounced over the badly potholed road into town. He pointed out a few
sights along the way and tried to explain what life in Churchill was like. ―It‘s a small town,‖ he gruffly said. ―Everybody knows your
business. There‘s nowhere to run and nowhere to hide.‖
One of the sights the driver pointed out was an arrangement of three concrete wolves like those that are all over Thompson.
The city of Thompson had given them to Churchill, and in exchange Churchill had given Thompson a statue of a polar bear. ―But did
any of you see any polar bears down in Thompson?‖ he asked. ―No.,‖ he responded sarcastically. ―They just put our gift in storage.‖
Most of the tour group was staying at a hotel called the Seaport Inn, which is where we stopped first. Once they got off we
went to the Polar Inn, where the overflow of the tour was staying. Once they‘d left, there were four people on the bus: Margaret, me,
and two twenty-something blonde girls. We had all told the driver our destination was the Tundra Inn, but it turned out the girls were
actually staying in a different place than Margaret and I were. The Tundra Inn runs both a traditional hotel and a hostel (dorm-like
accommodations with shared toilet and bath). The girls were staying at the hostel, while our reservations were for the hotel. The two
are across the street from each other, and both are just down the block from the Polar Inn. The driver, though, made separate stops for
each establishment.
The door of the Tundra Inn was covered with stickers. Some
announced they had won various hospitality honors (like the 2014 Award of
Excellence from the online review site TripAdvisor). Others announced the
owners affiliation with the Metis community. The symbol for Canada‘s mixedrace people is a white infinity symbol, normally on either a blue or red
background. The infinity symbol supposedly symbolizes the mixing of the
European and native American races. Most of the stickers and flags we saw
in Churchill (including those at the Tundra Inn) were blue, which supposedly
indicates French ancestry through the Northwest Company. That‘s interesting,
since Churchill itself was originally a trading post from the British Hudson‘s
Bay Company.
No one was at the desk when I arrived, but there was a note there
saying that if anyone needed service, they should dial ―0‖ on the lobby phone. There were actually two phones in the lobby. The first
one I tried connected to a computer voice at the local telephone company. The other was the house phone, and before long a c ollegeaged woman who very likely was Metis showed up at the desk.
It was actually fortunate that the door was unlocked when I arrived. The Tundra Inn normally locks its door when no one is at
the desk, and there‘s a sign on the door that says you should call a local number for service. Since our cell phones didn‘t work in
Canada, I‘m not sure what we would have done if the door had been locked when we showed up.
The desk clerk found my reservation easily. For payment she got out a portable credit card machine, the sort of thing waiters
bring around with the check at Canadian restaurants. Until quite recently most American credit cards would not work in those
machines, which are designed to read smart card chips rather than magnetic stripes. Last spring my Mastercard was updated so it
does include a chip, and the machine read it easily when I inserted the card. I wasn‘t sure if there might not still be a problem, though.

Canadian credit cards are designed to be used with a PIN number, similar to how American ATM cards work. There‘s no PIN number
that I‘m aware of associated with my Mastercard, so I wasn‘t sure what to do when that stage of the process came up. The clerk
instructed me to just press ―OK‖, and almost immediately the transaction went through. No signature, nor any sort of identification was
required. That was certainly weird, but at least the payment worked. The clerk presented me with two traditional metal keys, and we
had a room for the next two nights.
While we‘d come in the school bus, the luggage had followed in a van. They had to first unload all the tour group‘s bags, so
there was a bit of a wait before they finally brought our stuff to the Tundra Inn. Eventually we got our bags, though, and we made our
way to the room.
While there‘s a lot of hotels in Churchill, all of them are fairly small ma ‗n‘ pa affairs rather than chain franchises. Most look to
be perfectly decent, though, and the Tundra Inn was really quite nice. The rooms are in a split-level stucco building, with the lobby
attached at the side in sort-of a split-level fashion. On the outside it looks rather like an old Super 8. Inside there‘s a bright,
comfortable lobby, and the hallways are decorated with frescos of northern wildlife. Our room was spacious and well lit. We had two
double beds, a dresser, a table, and a refrigerator and microwave. There was a fairly large TV mounted on the wall with cable TV. The
bathroom was large and modern. The bathroom door didn‘t close properly, but I have exactly the same problem in my apartment at
home. Our room was quiet, and overall the place seemed nicer than the places where the tour group was staying.
It‘s interesting that the hotel had heat, but no air conditioning. It‘s cold in Churchill, even in summer. Highs were around 50
while we were there, with lows in the lower 40s. It was quite windy the whole time, which of course made it feel even chillier. Our room
was quite well insulated, and on occasion it got more than a bit toasty. We could open the window, though, and before long it would
cool down to a more manageable temperature.
We settled in, and I flipped on the TV. They have an eclectic mix of channels on the local cable system. The ―local‖ TV comes
not only from Winnipeg, but also from Vancouver. It was interesting to watch reports about traffic congestion at the U.S. border on the
way to Seattle from a point just about as far away from there as you could imagine.
I also thumbed through the phone book in our hotel room. A fairly thin directory was labeled ―Northern Manitoba‖ and covered
literally half of the province. The largest share of the directory was devoted to Thompson, and Churchill was confined to just three
pages.
Eventually we turned out the lights and called it a night. It was good to finally be at our destination.

I was up around 7:30 and got a quick shower. Once Margaret was also ready we checked out the breakfast at the Tundra Inn.
This was definitely the weak point of the hotel. The buffet area was very cramped, and they didn‘t really have much to offer. In addition
to juice and coffee, I ended up having a piece of toast with hard butter that wouldn‘t melt and a half-frozen pastry. Margaret may have
fared just a little better, as she had a cup of yogurt.
We went out for the day and explored a lot of what there is to see in Churchill. While it appears on almost every world map—
together with New York, Paris, and Tokyo—Churchill is a very tiny settlement. The population has been dwindling since the 1970s, and
today the place only has about 800 people. Its importance is more than you might expect of a town that size, though, because it is
North America‘s only Arctic port. Grain from the Canadian prairies is shipped through Churchill to Europe and Africa, and with the polar
ice melting there are proposals for a direct shipping route from here to Russia.
Important or not, though, Churchill is still a small town. Books say you can walk between any two points in ten minutes. I think
that‘s an exaggeration (and I walk pretty fast), but it is certainly possible to cover the place quickly. The town lies on a peninsula, with
the bay to the north and the Churchill River estuary to the south. The railroad runs along the river, connecting the port (at the far west
edge of town) to the rest of North America. The airport lies a few miles to the east.
Churchill is one of the most incredibly spread out places I‘ve ever been to. It reminded me a lot of Thoreau, New Mexico, the
town on the Navajo Indian Reservation where my brother Steve used to live. In Iowa a town this size would fit in half the space or less.
The very center of Churchill is packed comparatively tightly (though still with lots of empty lots), but the edges of town trickle on with
tons of space between the buildings. There‘s a single main street (Kelsey Boulevard), but the town stretches along it for more than a
mile.
While its coastal setting is striking, Churchill will never win any awards for its beauty. Thompson was actually a rather
handsome community, but Churchill is best described as dumpy. It‘s a frontier town in a harsh environment and a place where
everything has to be shipped in. Both businesses and homeowners are more concerned about building cheaply and sturdily than about
architectural beauty. There are a lot of unfinished details and often neglected maintenance, particularly on the outside of buildings.
Most of the lots don‘t have formal yards, so there‘s either dust or mud all around. Again, the feeling is rather like what you might see on
an Indian reservation or perhaps in a Third World country. It‘s not an unpleasant place, but no one will use words like ―pretty‖ or
―quaint‖ to describe Churchill.

Kelsey Boulevard– Churchill, Manitoba
As a side note, Churchill was not named after the prime minister who led Britain through World War II. The town and its name
are much older than that. The mouth of the Churchill River has been permanently inhabited since 1717, which makes it one of the
oldest settlements in western Canada. Both the river and the town were named after John Churchill, First Duke of Marlborough, who
was Governor of the Hudson‘s Bay Company when the first trading post here was established. The duke was an ancestor of Winston
Churchill.

LEFT: Welcome to Churchill sign
ABOVE: Community garden in tractor tires
There are decorative features throughout Churchill.
Both private and public gardens adorn the town, and even
where nothing is formally planted wildflowers grow.
… And, of course, there are the polar bears. The
whole town is littered with statues and murals of the area‘s most
prominent wildlife.. Each is different, but the theme is definitely
the same. In addition to the artistic bears, there are warning
signs cautioning of where the bears are most likely to roam and
noting what to do in the event of an ursine encounter. Even the
street signs that mark Kelsey Boulevard have silhouettes of
the world‘s largest carnivore on them.
The main time to see live polar bears in Churchill is October. The bears have almost a reverse
hibernation. They spend the summer dormant on the tundra. In winter they head out to ice floes on the
bay, where they live off seals in the water. October is migration time, as they make the great white bears
make their way from land to sea.
While the start of winter may be prime time, though, polar bears can be found in the Churchill
area any time of the year. The town really is just a speck in the endless open land, and it‘s not
uncommon for them to wander into town in any month. Our hotel had a bulletin posted from the Manitoba
Conservation Ministry that noted there had been sixteen bear sightings just in July. We‘d hear of another
one later today.
When polar bears do wander into town, the goal is to keep both the people and the animals safe.
The most common response is to shoot off firecrackers or ammunition blanks, which will normally scare
the bears away. If that doesn‘t work, they‘ll try to tranquilize the bear and move it to what amounts to a
―solitary confinement‖ facility, where it will stay until it can be moved back into the wild. On rare occasions

they will need to shoot the bears, but that is very rare. They used to have more problems when there was an open dump outside of
town that the bears would scavenge for food. Organic waste is now fully contained, which creates fewer opportunities for the bears to
interact with humans.
Our first destination today was one of
the largest buildings in Churchill, the Hudson
Bay Railway Station. This grand edifice was
erected toward the end of the Great Depression,
when the railroad was completed between here
and southern Canada. While it still houses VIA
Rail‘s ticket counter and waiting area, today the
building‘s main occupant is Parks Canada.
There is no national park in the town of
Churchill, but there are three important sites
nearby. Prince of Wales Fort, the original
Hudson‘s Bay Company trading post, lies just
across the Churchill River estuary. South of
town is the enormous and nearly inaccessible
Hudson Bay Railway Station – Churchill, Manitoba
Wa[pusk National Park. Beyond t here, at the
mouth of the Nelson River, is York Factory, which for centuries (up until the 1950s) was the port from which the Hudson‘s Bay
Company shipped furs to Europe. The old depot in Churchill essentially serves as a visitors centre for all three of those parks, and they
have films and displays relevant to all of them.
Wapusk (which means ―white bear‖ in the Cree language) is a nature preserve, and most of the exhibits devoted to it focus on
wildlife. They do a good job of explaining how the harsh environment affects both plants and animals and how the native people have
managed to survive. They also explore the differences that climate change has brought. For instance, grizzly bears have recently
expanded their range much further north, so they now compete with polar bears and other wildlife on the tundra.
Beyond the wildlife, this is a very important area historically. Much of the history of Canada is intertwined with that of the
Hudson‘s Bay Company, and the historic sites here are at the heart of that. We saw a film on the building of York boats that sailed from
Winnipeg up the lakes and then down the rivers to Hudson Bay and another that described what life was like at the remote company
outposts. There were dioramas that showed what the historic sites looked like in their heyday and numerous artifacts that further
explained the history. Many of the exhibits were trilingual, with explanations in English, French, and Inuktitut.
We were the only people at the visitors center early this morning, and the young ranger was almost overly eager to help us.
Most of the questions we might have had were answered by the exhibits, but we did manage to come up with a few queries for him.
We also took several brochures. Finally we left a note for the VIA agent (who wouldn‘t be in until afternoon), asking about the status of
our southbound train. We were planning a long drive after getting back to Thompson, which would not be possible if things were as late
as they were on our northbound trip.
From the train station we made our way to the Polar Inn, the hotel where part of the tour group was staying. Just off their
lobby is the office of Sea North Tours, the company we had scheduled an excursion with last night. I asked whether it would be
possible to reschedule that tour, either for this evening or tomorrow morning. (All their tours depend on the tides, so departure times
vary a lot from day to day.) Their main tour tonight was sold out (pretty much all the tour group we‘d come up with), but the clerk noted
that she could arrange for us to do the same whale watching and fort tour, but in a Zodiac rather than a large boat. Zodiacs are small
rubber-sided boats that are essentially modern versions of the landing craft they built in New Orleans for the D-Day invasion. We didn‘t
quite know what to expect from that mode of transportation. We both wanted to do the tour, though, so we signed up for it.

Tundra buggy

We next walked down to the port area,
which is dominated by an enormous grain
elevator. On the way we passed a tundra
buggy. Tundra buggies are enormous vehicles
that are basically buses on super-high all-terrain
frames. They give tours in these that go out
onto the tundra, where tourists are much more
likely to see a polar bear up close. This was the
one ―must do‖ thing we didn‘t do in Churchill.
It‘s convenient to say there were no tours on the
days we were in town, but we probably wouldn‘t
have gone out in the buggy even if there had
been.
At $269 per person, it‘s just too
expensive. I had better things to spend my
money on.

The port itself looks like a port. We‘d find that the group on the train got a tour of the grain elevator, which none of them found
particularly impressive. It sounded like the wheat pool museum Margaret and I visited out in Calgary was more interesting. There‘s a
big sign that announces ―Manitoba‘s Arctic Seaport‖. Apparently geographers do consider Hudson Bay to be part of the Arctic Ocean,
though you could certainly debate that assessment. It‘s really more open to the Atlantic than the Arctic, and it‘s larger than many
bodies of water that are considered seas in their own right.

Park near the Port of Churchill
Notice the polar bear statue, the inuksuk, and the grain elevator.
We next walked through a residential area. About three-fourths of the housing
in Churchill is either apartments or town houses. I think that‘s intentional, because
building homes that share walls cuts down on the heating costs. This is also a place
that has a lot of temporary residents. Doctors and nurses, teachers, government
employees, and service workers come and go frequently, so there‘s a need to have
places they can live.
We saw ads on the local access cable channel for single family homes that
were for sale in Churchill, and they‘re some of the cheapest homes you‘ll see anywhere.
You can buy a two-bedroom home here for about Can$85,000 ($65,000 in U.S.
money). That would be low even in a small Midwestern town, and it‘s a small fraction of
what they pay on those Canadian real estate shows that air on HGTV.
The next thing we saw was the oldest building in the town of Churchill: St.
Paul‘s Anglican Church. While the place is a ―listed‖ heritage site (equivalent to the
National Register in the States), I found out about it mostly through a blog I happened to
come across online. The blog was written by the Rev. Tony Harwood—Jones. Fr. Tony
is a retired priest who served various Anglican parishes in the Winnipeg area for more
than forty years. In 2011, shortly after his retirement, he was asked to do a six-week
term of clergy supply at St. Paul‘s in Churchill. Part of his blog is a chronicle of the
adventures he had on this assignment. I‘d read his account myself, and I shared it with
Margaret as we drove northward.

Garbage bin in Churchill
(All the town’s trash receptacles
have polar bears on them.)
Fr. Tony freely admits that Churchill is one of the least religious places in a country that overall isn‘t very religious.
There
are three churches in Churchill. He preached on Easter Sunday, 2011, and he noted that all three churches had a combined
attendance that day of less than 100.
While I‘m not sure I‘d have known about the place aside from
the introduction I‘d gotten from Fr. Tony‘s blog, St. Paul‘s is noteworthy
for other reasons. It‘s the oldest prefabricated building in Canada and
one of the oldest in the world. The cast iron walls and roof were built in
London and shipped here between 1890 and 1892. It originally stood
across the river near Prince of Wales Fort and was moved by boat to
the current location in 1933. In addition to a prefab cast iron frame, the
building has historic stained glass windows. The most famous of these
was donated by the widow of arctic explorer Sir John Franklin and was
originally in the chapel at York Factory. When the settlement there
closed, it was moved to Churchill for preservation.

St. Paul’s Church – Churchill, Manitoba
Unfortunately the church has seen its better days. With a
small parish that is far from wealthy, they‘ve had to defer some much-needed maintenance. Much of the iron is rusted, windows are
covered in plastic, and a whole section of wood siding is missing from the steeple. The place really looks kind of sad. It was interesting
to see, though, and it‘s kind of amazing that it‘s stood for well over a hundred years.

Just beyond the Anglican church
is the beach. It‘s kind of weird to think
about a beach. With water temperatures
in the 50s even in summer, this is
definitely not a beach for swimming or
even sunbathing. The rocky shoreline is
very pretty, though. It reminded me both
of the coasts I‘d seen on both sides of
Canada—in Newfoundland and on
Vancouver Island in British Columbia.
At both sides of Churchill beach
are signs warning about polar bears. One
is a traditional yellow diamond with a bear
outline on it, while the other says ―Don‘t
walk in this area‖ and gives a phone
number to call in case of a bear sighting.
Between those signs they have picnic
tables along the beach, so Margaret and I
figured it couldn‘t be too dangerous to
stroll along the water briefly. We enjoyed
the view, and I stuck my finger into the
chilly water.
If I wanted to get technical about
things, because of splashing my hand in
the waves at Churchill, I could claim to
have visited Nunavut, Canada‘s newest
territory. (I have already visited every
other province and territory in Canada,
and Nunavut was part of the Northwest
Territories when I visited that region back
in the 1970s.) According to the national
government, all the water in Hudson Bay
(as well as James Bay to the south and
Ugavna Bay to the east) are considered
part of Nunavut (though you‘ll still need a
Manitoba license if you try to fish from the
beach). Every island in the bay is part of
Nunavut, and we could clearly see such
an island not far offshore. The inhabited
part of Nunavut (if you can call it that) is
actually quite a ways north of here.
o
Churchill lies at about 58 latitude, and the
th
60 parallel is the boundary on land. The
nearest town in Nunavut is Arviat
(formerly Eskimo Point), about 150 miles
north along the coast. In winter there‘s a
big dog sled race between the two towns.

Polar bear warning sign on the beach – Churchill, Manitoba
(Note how the sign is supported by a rock weighing down a metal base.)

As it turned out, we probably should have been a bit more
observant of the polar bear warning signs than we were. About an hour
after we were at the beach they had a polar bear sighting right in the area
where we‘d been. We were at our hotel at the time it happened, but
apparently the bear was just strolling along the beach much like we were.
They shot off firecrackers to scare it away. Several people commented
on it later in the day.
A large wood boat (the Beluga) is permanently dry-docked at the
top of the beach in Churchill. While I‘m not entirely sure you‘re supposed
to, it‘s fairly easy to climb up onto the deck, and we did. There‘s a nice
view of the surrounding area from up there.
Just south of the beach is a building that everyone in Churchill
calls ―the complex‖. Officially called Churchill Town Centre (which
sounds like the name of a mall to me), this is a massive pre-fab building
that extends for nearly three blocks. It includes the local school and
hospital, as well as a movie theater, a fitness center, and a hockey arena.
The Beluga – Churchill, Manitoba
Most likely all of those were thrown together to save on heat, but the combination makes for an enormous building.

Across from the complex is a much smaller pre-fab building
that houses the post office, a government liquor store, and a branch of
the Royal Bank. As is the case with many buildings in Churchill, the
entrances here are small and not well marked. There‘s also a
vestibule by each entrance with thickly insulated walls that keep the
cold out in winter.
Margaret and I found an entrance and made our way inside.
We used an ATM at the bank and then went to the post office.
Margaret bought stamps she could use to send some postcards. With
apologies to my relatives, I chose not to spend $1.20 (92¢ U.S.) to
mail cards from Canada. It‘s less than half that price to send a card
within the States, and that‘s more in my price range.
Another attraction of the Churchill post office is that they will
stamp passports. This is not an official immigration stamp, of course,
but rather a souvenir. I got my passport stamped, and Margaret got a
whole collection of stamps on a piece of paper.

ABOVE: David Burrow on the deck of the Beluga
BELOW: Cathedral of the Holy Canadian Martyrs

Website photo of polar bear passport stamp
(Mine, of course, was dated two years later.)
Just down the street from the complex is another of
Churchill‘s Catholic church. Technically this is a cathedral, head of
the Diocese of Churchill—Baie d‘Hudson. The diocese includes
northeastern Manitoba and essentially all of Nunavut, an area larger
than 95% of the countries on earth. In that enormous area there are
just seventeen Catholic churches. Many of those churches have no
resident priest, since there are only seven clergymen serving the
entire diocese. All (including the bishop) are missionaries from an
order based in France called the Oblates of Mary Immaculate. You
certainly wouldn‘t know looking at it that the Cathedral of the Holy Canadian Martyrs Church was the head of a diocese. While better
maintained, it‘s smaller than the Anglican church. The attached rectory is nearly as large as the church itself, and I have a feeling it
serves as a base for priests who travel to the far-flung parishes around the north.
Our next stop was a true institution in northern Canada, the Northern Store. While they‘ve changed a lot in modern times,
Northern Stores are the direct descendants of the old Hudson‘s Bay Company trading posts. Until the early 1980s they were owned by
HBC itself. The Bay (which is now owned by an American investment company) consolidated its business in the ‗80s, focusing on
exclusive department stores in major cities. They spun off the Northern Stores into a new corporation, which amusingly took the name
of HBC‘s old competitor, the Northwest Company. Based in Winnipeg, the new company operates 129 stores in remote areas of seven
provinces and three territories in northern Canada. They also operate similar stores in rural Alaska and on remote islands in the Pacific
and Caribbean. The Northwest Company prides itself on being the largest employer of aboriginal people in the world. While they‘ve
been criticized for having high prices, they do provide a valuable service in extremely remote areas.

Churchill‘s Northern Store is located in
a pre-fab steel building. In the middle is a false
front made of concrete that they apparently think
looks better than the steel. The steel siding is
painted bright blue, making it a building you
definitely can‘t miss. The place is the size of a
small discount store (like an old Pamida or a
Wal-Mart that hasn‘t gone ―super‖). Inside
about half the space is devoted to groceries,
and the rest includes just about anything you
might imagine. Perhaps most interesting was a
wide selection of all-terrain four-wheelers, not
something I can find at K-Mart in Algona. There
was a sale on the four-wheelers, which will soon
be replaced with snowmobiles.

Northern Store – Churchill, Manitoba

Those four-wheelers, by the way, aren‘t the sort of thing that farm kids putt around in here in Iowa. They‘re real transportation
up north, and they‘re designed to be truly all-terrain vehicles. The wheels are bigger, the frame is higher, and the suspension is much
stronger than what they have in the four-wheelers back home. Most are bigger vehicles overall, sometimes with seating for multiple
passengers as well as the driver. They almost seem like a cross between a pick-up truck and a convertible. The most common
manufacturer appears to be Polaris (the snowmobile company), but I also saw ATVs from Fords and various Japanese carmakers.
The clothing selection at the Northern Store was bizarre. There was a lot of very basic stuff (underwear, socks, etc.), plus
some things like stylish basketball shoes aimed at teenagers. The selection of shirts and jeans was minimal, and almost everything
was in enormous sizes. I saw long-sleeved T-shirts that said ―Churchill‖ on them, for instance, but the smallest size they had was XXL.
They had some stuff that was 3XL and even 4XL, a size I don‘t think I‘ve ever even seen before. Sadly, the clothing is sized
appropriately for a lot of the native people who shop here. You‘d be hard pressed to find anyone you could call petite.
There‘s a lot of hardware and home improvement goods at the Northern Store, and they also sell computers and other
electronics. Things that are high priced everywhere actually aren‘t that much higher in the north. I saw an Acer netbook similar to mine
for Can$475. I paid US$325 for mine on Amazon, which is only slightly less than what they wanted n Churchill. (Amazon does have a
Canadian subsidiary, by the way, but I‘m not sure if they have the same free shipping policy they have here.)
We spent quite a while browsing through the Northern Store, pricing various things. The most important factor in price
appears to be weight. Things that are comparatively light (like clothing or potato chips) aren‘t much more expensive than they would be
further south, though there‘s not much of anything you‘d call a bargain. When you start looking at heavy items (like canned goods) and
especially perishables, the prices are through the roof. As examples, I‘ll quote some prices from this week‘s Northern Store sale flyer.
(These are Churchill prices; they use the same flyer for all their stores, but the prices vary by location.) Canned corn and peas are 2 for
$4, while a 240-gram bag of coffee (just less than 12 ounces) is $8. Cheese comes in unusually shaped half-kilo slabs (about twice the
size of the little bricks we get here). This week those are on sale for $9.50. A six-pack of canned pop is $4.75, and hamburger (which
is priced in pounds, but packaged in grams) costs $5.50 a pound. A bag of lettuce (a comparatively light, but perishable product) is on
sale for $2.50, while a kilo and a half of oranges are $7.50. A box of Kleenex is $2, while a small bottle of dish soap is $6. Banquet TV
dinners are $3 each, a two-pack of snowball snack cakes is $2, and two liters of house-brand ice cream is $8. Rice-a-Roni is 3 for $5,
Ragu spaghetti sauce is 3 for $10, and a package of wieners is $7. All those prices are Canadian dollars, but then again there would
be tax added to the bill after the conversion. You can see there are occasional deals, but the vast majority of food prices are quite high.
It‘s interesting that the Northwest Company also owns the master franchise for Giant Tiger stores in western Canada. A lot of
the store-brand items they sell at Northern are actually Giant Tiger brand. It would be fascinating to go through item by item and
compare the costs in Churchill versus Thompson. I‘m sure there‘s not a single thing that‘s cheaper in Churchill, and in some cases it
could cost several times as much.
I bought some gum and a bunch of candy bars (prices ranging from $1.33 to $2 each) at the Northern Store, plus a 1-liter box
of juice ($2.75). I was intrigued to discover that in Manitoba there is a deposit on juice boxes. I don‘t think those are even remotely
recyclable (they combine paper, plastic, and metal in the same item), and I have no idea what might become of them after people
reclaim their deposit.
Between the Northern Store and the Tundra Inn is the Churchill location of University College of the North. This is a small
building set up on stilts, with a long ramp leading to the doorway. It probably has two classrooms, and I‘d bet that all their courses are
done by some form of distance learning. To their credit, though, UCN does offer a full range of classes in Churchill. Apparently you
can even get a four-year degree without leaving town.
We rested up a while at the hotel and then went out for lunch. Our destination was a place that all the guide books say visitors
absolutely must go to—Gypsy‘s. This is primarily a bakery. They also serve diner food, though, including a number of Portuguese
dishes reflecting the ethnicity of the proprietors. What‘s more they‘re licensed, so you can get booze to wash everything down if you
want. We passed on the alcohol, but we did have a tasty lunch as well as dessert from their baked goods case. I had a Mediterranean
salad, while Margaret ordered fish and chips. Gypsy‘s is part of the official cinnamon bun tour, so of course we had to split one of
those. We also got angel food cake with berry sauce. That looked delicious, but it turned out to have surprisingly little flavor. Except
for the cake everything was delicious. The service was exceedingly slow, though. Several people from the tour group were eating
there when we did, and they seemed unprepared to deal with a crowd.

Gypsy‘s staff is interesting. The bulk of the employees are members of the same extended family. A forty-ish man runs the
counter, while his mother takes care of the cash register. An uncle (who drank on the job while we were there) runs back and forth
between the dining room and kitchen, and another older man (perhaps the father) buses the tables and serves coffee. The kitchen staff
appeared to be native, and the waitress in the dining room was a college girl from Asia (Japan, I think) who didn‘t seem to speak
English well. Most of the adults spoke to each other in Portuguese, and the older generation didn‘t seem to speak English well at all. It
was fascinating to see how everyone interacted.
Like almost every business in Churchill, Gypsy‘s has a gift shop. Both Margaret and I picked up some junk. There was a bit of
a delay, though, because Mama at the cash register didn‘t seem to want to sell us anything. Eventually we did get our stuff, though,
and we were on our way.
We had an excursion scheduled for this afternoon that we‘d booked well ahead of time, so once we got back to the hotel we
waited around the lobby to be picked up for that. While we were there an old geezer showed up to take some other hotel guests on a
walking tour of the city. If we‘d had more time that might have been interesting, though I don‘t know that it‘s likely he‘d go anywhere we
hadn‘t been on our own.
While we waited a friend of the desk clerk came into the hotel. She had apparently just received a package that excited her.
She‘d ordered reading glasses (I think mostly for cosmetic purposes), and they‘d come sooner than she‘d expected. Once she opened
the package, though, her excitement turned rapidly to disappointment. She‘d apparently not gotten the item she‘d ordered, and she
didn‘t care for the design of the glasses she did get at all. The desk clerk agreed with her friend that the glasses would have to be
returned, and she commiserated with her over what a chore that would be in Churchill.
Eventually a woman came in and introduced herself as Jen from Blue Sky Expeditions. We joined a handful of other people
who were already in her van and headed out for the tour.
I‘d originally heard about Bluesky Expeditions from Fr. Tony‘s blog. Jen (technically Jenafor Azure) and her husband Gerald
run a bed and breakfast in Churchill and also run a dogsled business. They are active members of St. Paul Anglican Church, and they
took Fr. Tony on a sled ride when he was doing clergy supply there. When I found they did rides with the dogs pulling carts in the
center, I thought that might be fun.
Jen began our afternoon by purposely taking a round-about way out to the dog compound, sort of a bonus tour of local points
of interest. We drove along the beach and then followed some back roads in the vicinity of the airport. About the only thing we saw
that travel guides mention was ―Miss Piggy‖, the wreckage of a cargo plane that crashed in 1979. It‘s precisely as interesting as it
sounds (i.e., not at all), but for some reason the guide books make a big deal of it.
Honestly more interesting was our trip past Churchill‘s metal dump (technically called a ―recycling facility‖). Organic waste has
been moved to a sealed landfill, but anything made of metal ends up in an enormous pile that looks like it belongs on the edge of a
Third World city. Apparently every three years or so the stuff is shipped south for recycling, but it‘s truly amazing just how much waste
a small town can generate in that time. A small part is made up of tin cans and traffic signs, but by the vast majority is metal siding and
roofing material, old trucks, and appliances. Churchillites frequently scavenge through the dump. Jenafor recalled a time when her
dishwasher broke down. The one and only person who repairs appliances in Churchill deduced that the solenoid was broken. Shipping
a solenoid to Churchill would cost nearly as much as a new dishwasher. The mechanic was able to find a replacement from the metal
dump, though, and the repair was made quite cheaply.
Another interesting place we passed was Churchill‘s weather station. Among other things they launch weather balloons from
this station each day. Since it‘s almost literally in the middle of nowhere, getting accurate weather data from Churchill is critical in
determining forecasts for the rest of Canada.
Today the weather station would be reporting very windy weather. Jenafor was one of many people who told us how fortunate
this was. The wind keeps insects away. Churchill is notorious for its mosquitoes, biting flies, and no-see-ums. We‘d brought along
cans of Deep Woods Off to fight the bugs, but we found out we really didn‘t need it because of the wind.
The person who launches those weather balloons each day just happens to be Jenafor Azure. Jen, like just about everybody
in Churchill, has multiple jobs. Lots of people have one job that involves tourism and another that doesn‘t. Things like launching
weather balloons provide a steady income, regardless of the economy. It‘s not unlike all the Iowa farm families who also earn a cash
income from a town job.
Jen told us some more about herself and her husband as we continued our drive. She‘s originally from Port Alberni, British
Columbia, on the west coast of Vancouver Island. She trained as an x-ray technician and came to Churchill in 2003 to do a practicum.
She took a dog sled ride as a diversion, and her future husband happened to be the musher. Gerald Azure is a Metis man who grew
up in Cormorant, a town that is twenty-four hours south of Churchill by train, near the Pas. Gerald‘s family used sled dogs for hunting,
something that has now been largely replaced by snowmobiles. In Canada both hospital and the weather station are run by the
Canadian federal government. Working at the weather station requires a high security clearance, and Jenafor (being young and never
having gotten into trouble) she was one of the few government employees in Churchill who could get it. As for Bluesky—Jen takes care
of the business details and runs the bed and breakfast, while Gerald drives the dogs. It takes both of them to care for the dogs, which
they have to do every day year round. They built a small cabin next to the dog compound where they can stay overnight in winter if
they have to.

It took about twenty minutes to get out to the dog compound, and then the official excursion began. I really wasn‘t sure how I‘d
like it, but it turned out to be a highlight—not just of this trip, but of all my travels. I‘m not at all a dog person, but I‘d go back and do
another ride in a minute.

Scenes from the dog compound
We began by meeting the dogs. I was rather dreading this, because I‘ve not had good experiences with dogs over the years.
Thee Bluesky dogs, though, are some of the best behaved animals I‘ve ever seen. They respond well to both Gerald‘s and Jenof er‘s
commands, and they are very good with the guests. They‘re eager and responsive without jumping all over people like some dogs do.
They responded to petting almost like cats do, practically purring with pleasure. One dog (Maddie) sat right next to me for a long time
in the tent they have set up next to the compound, and neither I nor the dog was uncomfortable at all.

While they don‘t treat their dogs like people, Gerald and Jen described the animals each having a unique personality. We
could see that in how they responded, both to us and to their owners. None of them had a bad temperament, but each responded in a
slightly different way.
The compound is set up with about two dozen individual kennels. The dogs are chained to the kennels, and they can roam in
a circle around them. The kennels are just far enough apart that the dogs are with each other, but they can‘t actually touch or fight with
one another. When the dogs sense that they‘re about to be run, they get very excited. Fr. Tony described that he heard them yelping,
―Pick me! Pick me!‖ That‘s honestly not that far from the truth. They obviously enjoy pulling the cart, and they want to run.
The lone exception to the excitement was a smaller white dog who we were told the Azures adopted after she had been
abused. I‘ve had students in the past who came from abusive homes, and they responded much as this dog did. It was as if she
expected to be beat up, and she was surprised when that didn‘t happen.
Before they are attached to the cart (or to a sled in winter) the dogs are tied to a line at the edge of the compound. That‘s sort
of a final inspection stage before the main event. They then attach the dogs to a to the tow rope, with a fifty-pound weight holding them
and the cart in place. Once everything is ready, they remove the weight. Gerald shouts the command ―hike‖, and the dogs take off.
We signed legal releases and heard a safety lecture. Then it was time for the rides to begin. The group on our tour consisted
of two middle-aged artsy women from California, a quiet and dignified man from England, a very opinionated old bat from Australia, and
a girl from France who spoke only broken English and acted like she might have some sort of mental disability. They took us out on
rides two at a time, with one of the women from California going twice to accompany the French girl.
While we were watching one of the other pairs ride, we heard a train whistle in the distance. That was a reassuring sign.
While VIA wouldn‘t be arriving in Churchill today, the fact that a freight train could make it through meant the tracks should be open.
Hopefully we would be able to go tomorrow.

Margaret Sullivan and David Burrow on the dog cart ride
Margaret and I were the third group to ride. We rode down a gravel road and then went into the woods on a dirt trail. The
dogs slowed down when we were out in the woods, but they sped up again once we neared the compound. We stopped there, and
Gerald swapped out a couple of the more tired dogs for fresh ones. Then we repeated the loop again. In addition to the unique
experience of a dog ride, this was kind of like a pleasant nature hike. The low, rugged woods are both unique and beautiful.

After everyone had taken their rides, Jenafor took us back into the tent while Gerald and an assistant took care of the dogs.
We snacked on homemade bannock (a thick, biscuit-like flatbread) with jam Jen had made from local berries. Also available were tea
and a powdered hot apple drink. While we snacked, Jenafor showed got out her computer and showed us a slideshow of pictures she
had taken during our rides. I suspected these might be available for purchase, but she actually e-mailed them to us free of charge.
Also free was a series of postcards featuring Gerald and the dogs that made nice souvenirs of the day.
The excursion overall was not free, of course, and we spent quite a while paying for it. Jenafor had to fill out an individual
receipt for each customer, and she carefully kept track of what everybody paid. Almost everyone (including Margaret and I) paid in
cash, because there were two incentives to do so. First, the price was about five dollars lower if paid in cash. (Presumably they have
to pay a fee for credit card transactions, which they pass on to customers.) Moreover, each cash customer also got a $10 gift certificate
that was good at a local hotel and restaurant, the Lazy Bear. With the rebate, the actual cost of the ride was about $80 per person (a
little over $60 U.S.). That‘s not cheap, but I thought it was very good value.
We returned to Churchill by a much shorter route, basically the road we‘d taken in from the airport. It was theoretically paved,
though you wouldn‘t really know it for all the potholes. Jenafor dropped most of the people off at the Lazy Bear, which was apparently
where they were staying. The French girl wanted to be dropped off at the Northern Store, and we said we‘d be fine with getting off
there as well. Jenafor said she‘d be happy to take us right to the door of the Tundra Inn, but we were certainly capable of walking a
block. As it turned out there was a car blocking the side street anyway, so she have had to go well out of her way to reach the Tundra
Inn.
We relaxed briefly at the hotel and then around 6pm walked back to the Polar Inn. We paid for our evening tour and were
presented with orange stickers that said ―BELUGA – FORT‖ at the top and ―TRESS‖ at the bottom. The girl we paid said Tress would
be our guide and would meet us at the docks. They had shuttle buses that would take us there.
There were actually several shuttles carrying Sea North customers. There were lots of customers to transport, because pretty
much everyone in Churchill seemed to be taking a tour this evening. The largest group by far was the group we‘d been with on the train
in Thompson. There were several others, though, including a number of people who were taking classes at the Churchill Northern
Studies Centre, a biology research facility outside of town. We got on a school bus (painted green and white this time) together with
many of the train people and made the short ride out to the port. We then waited there for quite a while until all the different buses
(including a return trip of our bus) had arrived with all the various people taking tours tonight.
From the name Tress I‘d expected our guide would be a young woman. In fact it was a college-aged man. He was well
tanned and sported long curly hair of the sort a rock star might wear. In fact he looked somewhat like Brian May from Queen looked
back in the ‗70s. Tress was from Calgary, but he had some sea-related major that‘s hard to do in Alberta. That‘s what brought him to
Churchill. Tress was accomplished at running the Zodiac, and he was also a pretty good guide. While he didn‘t volunteer a lot of
information, he did a good job of answering everyone‘s questions.
There were just five tourists in our group. The other three were all staying at the Northern Studies Centre. Two were a
college-aged couple who appeared to be boyfriend and girlfriend. The boy in particular stood out because he wore a red stocking cap
with a strange design of what looked like a rather devious duck. I think the third person was the boys father, though I never compl etely
figured that out. The three were from Tucson, Arizona, which would certainly have a different climate than Churchill.
We put on life jackets and listened to a
brief safety lecture. Then we made our way
down to the docks to board the Zodiac. That‘s
not a particularly easy thing to do. The inflated
rubber sides are high, so you either have to step
up on the side and use it like a step or take a
very long stride onto the floor of the boat itself.
Tress had told us that the former method was
preferred, and he‘d also demonstrated how to
hold another person‘s arm (above the wrist, not
at the hand) for assistance in boarding. I didn‘t
trust the footing on the side of the boat, though,
so I stepped over it. I made it in fine (mostly
because I have long legs), but Tress scolded
me for not properly following directions.
The Zodiac can probably hold about
ten passengers. We sat right on the rubber
sides and were directed to hold onto a cord
along the top if the waves got rough. The floor
of the boat is wood, and there‘s a standard
outboard motor on the back. Once we were out
on the estuary, we were just barely above water
level. I expected I‘d get soaked, but even when
things got rough, not a drop of water got into the
boat.

Zodiacs at the dock – Port of Churchill

There were times in the past when I‘ve gotten quite seasick, and I was expecting a Zodiac ride in rough waves might bring on
some nausea. I was pleasantly surprised. The fresh, cold air certainly helped, but I really liked the sensation of riding in the Zodiac
better than a traditional boat. While it was a rough ride, being right down on the water I could see the waves as I felt them. It was
almost like I was in control of the motion—like the difference between driving a car and riding in the back seat on a winding road.

ABOVE LEFT: Tress getting things ready in the Zodiac
ABOVE RIGHT: Margaret Sullivan and one of the
other passengers on the estuary cruise
BELOW LEFT: View out the front of the Zodiac
On our way across the estuary we had views of the town, the
port, and Cape Merry, the end of the Churchill Peninsula that served
as the battery for Prince of Wales Fort. Beyond the town the
peninsula rises rapidly and basically ends up as a big rock jutting out
into the bay. That would certainly make a better battery than the
tundra where the fort was built.
The various groups doing beluga/fort tours were divided half.
The first half (including us) was to go straight over to the fort for a tour
and then spend the rest of the time whale watching. The remainder
did the whale watching first, followed by the fort tour. I‘m glad we
went in the order we did. While sunset wouldn‘t technically come until
both parts were over, it was notably brighter when we were at the fort
than when the other group was. Being on the Zodiac, we also got
some bonus beluga spotting. The Zodiacs travel much faster than the
big boat (the Sea North II) that carried the tour group from the train.
That meant we had time to fill while we waited for them to arrive. Tress filled that time by zipping over to the edge of the bay where a
pod of belugas was frolicking. So we actually saw whales both before and after touring the fort.
The picture I have here of beluga whales, by the way, is from the Sea North
Tours website. We did see a lot of whales, but honestly it‘s all but impossible to get a
decent photo of them unless you have professional equipment. ―Beluga‖ just means
―white‖ in Russian, and most of the time I just sort of saw quick flashes of white as the
whales abruptly rose up for air before diving down again. A lot of the time it wasn‘t even
that. Often the people from Arizona would ooh and ah. I‘d look over in the direction they
were gazing, and by the time I did, there was nothing there at all. I think I actually saw
more whales on the whale watching trip we did in Iceland.
It really was cool to do the whale watching in the Zodiac, though. Being right on
Belugas
the surface of the water, there were a couple of occasions when we could see the whales
up close. Once a whale swam along with us and repeatedly scratched itself on the bottom of the boat. That‘s certainly not an
experienced I‘ve ever had before.
For me the fort was really the highlight of this tour. We were met at the dock by two Parks Canada employees. The main
guide was Rhonda, a thirty-ish woman with closely cropped hair who had lived in Churchill for several years. While she had a rather
bossy, schoolmarmish voice, she was an excellent guide. She did a good job of explaining the history of the place, telling what life was
th
like in a remote outpost in the 18 Century, and also giving us a peak into what life in Churchill is like today. She also did a good job of
introducing us to the plants, animals, and rock formations of the area. Her discussion of one plant (a type of gooseberry) was
particularly amusing. She noted that the plant has numerous sharp prickles on it. She absolutely hates picking the berries and only
does it once a year—and she wouldn‘t do that, she said, except that ―my partner likes the jam‖.

Also accompanying our group was young man named Duane, whose primary role was bear protection. Duane carried a shot
gun and binoculars. Whenever the group was outdoors he scoured the horizon for polar bears. He told us if one should approach we
should immediately seek the nearest indoor facility (either the fort itself or a storage building near the dock). He would shoot off blanks
to attempt to drive the bear away. He also had live ammunition if that didn‘t work. He noted that no one who had ever stayed with the
group and on the trail had been injured. The same could not necessarily be said of those who got themselves separated from the
group or chosen to go their own way.

ABOVE: Duane on the lookout for polar bears
RIGHT: Rhonda explains construction of the fort wall
At one point Duane pointed out that he had actually spotted a bear, though it was a great distance away. At that distance, he
noted, all it really looked like—even through binoculars—was a fuzzy white rock. I joined many others in the group in looking in the
direction he pointed (in my case using my camera‘s zoom like binoculars). I might have seen a polar bear, but I certainly wouldn‘t
swear to it. Honestly, though, I‘m very glad we didn‘t encounter any dangerous wildlife at a range that was close enough to actually
see. I‘ve seen plenty of polar bears in zoos, and that‘s enough for me.
While Duane‘s main purpose was standing by with the shotgun, he was a good guide in his own right. Both he and Rhonda
knew the history of the place inside an out, and they were both excited to be working at this particular location. There‘s not a whole lot
to actually see at the fort, but they did a goof job of bringing it alive in a way that made sense to casual tourists.
Prince of Wales Fort wasn‘t intended as a military facility. Indeed, the one time there was an invasion here, they immediately
surrendered. It was primarily a Hudson‘s Bay Company trading post. Building a substantial fort on the coast was mostly a way of
building up the company‘s reputation. Natives would camp semi-permanently just outside the walls, while HBC employees (young men
and boys who were mostly recruited from poor families in northern Scotland) lived inside. Many of the Metis who live in the Churchill
area today are direct descendants of these two groups.
The fort is one of the few in the world
that retains its original set of canons, though
each was somehow damaged when the
Northwest Company took over the fort in its one
military encounter. Most forts in the British
colonies shipped their canons to Britain during
World War II to be melted down to make more
modern munitions. Simply because it was so
remote, no one ever bothered to get the canons
from Churchill.
There‘s a lot of current ongoing
archaeology work happening at Prince of Wales
Fort. While many historical sites have been
investigated to the point that there‘s not many
artifacts left to be found, there‘re finding things
all the time in Churchill. It would be interesting
to return some day and see exhibits of all the
stuff they‘ve found.
Two of the original canons at Prince of Wales Fort – Churchill
There are deposits of gravel all around
the fort, both near the beach and inland. Several people in the group asked about these. They are there for several reasons. The pile
near the river is man-made, the result of dredging a channel in the shallow estuary. Near the beach are deposits washed in by the
waves. The bottom of Hudson Bay is covered with gravel, and it regularly washes inward. This has extended the coastline so that the
beach is yards farther out than it was when the fort was built. The third source of gravel is from sinkholes that are linked to the melting
permafrost. This is s continual problem in Churchill, serious enough that homes and other buildings have to be regularly leveled—and
even then doors and windows often don‘t fit square.
The tide had risen markedly while we‘d been looking at the fort, and when we returned most of the dock was underwater. The
big boat had managed to dock, but there was nowhere the Zodiac could tie up. When we arrived at the dock Tress was rowing around

in circles, looking for an opportunity where we could board.
Eventually he pulled up near some rocks near the dock, and he got
the kid from Arizona to hold on tight to the rope to hold the boat in
place while everyone else boarded. He then essentially lifted the guy
into the boat. It was awkward, but it worked.
The ―official‖ whale watching session after the fort tour was
not nearly so enjoyable as what we‘d done earlier. The light was
getting dim, and it rapidly got very chilly. One beluga pretty much
looks like another, and honestly this part of the tour just seemed to
drag on and on.
There were two interesting diversions. One was when Tress
said he was going to take us surfing. That‘s really pretty much what
we did, although instead of a surfboard we used the Zodiac to ride
the waves. The combination of a very high tide and stiff winds had
created some spectacular waves, including some of those tubes you
see pictures of surfers riding on in Australia and Hawaii. I can‘t
imagine anyone doing that kind of surfing in Churchill. It would be
Tress rowing the Zodiac at high tide
far too cold. Riding nearly perpendicular to the water on the Zodiac was surprisingly fun, though.
The last fun thing in the evening was sunset, which occurs around 9:45m on July 31 in Churchill. (Sunrise is about 5am, and
at midsummer there‘s daylight from about 4am to 10:30pm. At Christmas, on the other hand, the day runs from 9:15am to 3:30pm.) It
was unique seeing the sun go down over the water, with just a hint of barren tundra in the background. I won‘t say it‘s the prettiest
sunset I‘ve ever seen, but it really was quite nice.

Sunset at Hudson Bay
Eventually we got back to the port. Margaret slipped while trying to lift her leg up to the high side of the Zodiac, and she took a
tumble to the floor of the boat. It apparently wasn‘t anything serious. She‘d just sat in one position too long, and her leg had gotten
stiff. Tress was very worried about her, though. He wouldn‘t let her get out until he had fetched a special step she could stand on.
Why that isn‘t included as standard equipment in the Zodiac, I have no clue.
One thing we did not see on this trip was the northern lights. The aurora borealis is visible year-round in Churchill, but only
when it‘s clear at night. While the sunset was nice, it was already starting to cloud over as we headed back to the port. By the time it
was truly dark out, the sky was overcast. I‘d love to see the northern lights sometime, but that will have to remain on the bucket list.
It was after 10:30pm when the bus finally left us back at the Polar Inn. We hadn‘t eaten since lunchtime, and both Margaret
and I were quite hungry. There‘s not much open late at night in Churchill. In fact, just about the only option is the pub run by the
Tundra Inn. Their dining room actually closes at 9:00, but the kitchen stays open to serve a limited bar menu until after midnight. We‘d
wanted to eat here anyway, so we stopped in.

This was Friday night, so of course the bar was hopping. It was definitely a young crowd. Legal age is 19 in Manitoba, and
while probably everyone was legal, there were several kids in the bar I would have asked for ID from if I were the bartender. Pretty
much nobody there approached Margaret‘s or my age. In addition to being old, we were also underdressed. They had a special
―Fancy Friday‖ promotion, so the guys were wearing nice shirts and the girls donned party dresses. Some of the high hemlines and low
o
necklines revealed more than they probably should, and it intrigued me that none of the girls wore coats, even though it was barely 40
outside. Of course the kids I teach wear shorts all winter long, so there‘s certainly no monopoly on stupidity.
Among the loudest people in the bar were two college-aged guys. One kept asking the other to identify the people who
appeared on various denominations of Canadian currency. ―No one knows these guys,‖ he lamented, ―and they‘re some of the most
important people in Canadian history.‖ His friend (who, in fairness, may have had his intelligence reduced by alcohol) couldn‘t even
identify who was on the $20 bill. The man asking the questions pointed out that it was ―her fricking majesty, the queen—how can you
not know that?‖ The other bills he had were a five and a ten, which happen to feature former prime ministers Wilfred Laurier and John
MacDonald. I knew that, but then I‘ve always kind of liked Canadian money.
We ordered our food at the bar. We shared an order of perogies (pasta filled with mashed potato and cheese, then covered
with caramelized onions) as an appetizer. For my main course I had the tundra salad. The menu describes it as ―a wild mix of romain
lettuce, carrots, cucumber, celery, dried cranberries, sunflower seeds, grated beets, sundried tomatoes, feta cheese, and avocado
tossed in balsamic house dressing‖. In spite of the name, there‘s nothing about it that‘s associated with the tundra other than the
restaurant that serves it. It was both tasty and filling, though. Margaret had an elk burger with corn bacon relish. It came with a side
salad that was nearly as large as my entrée salad. We also each had a rum and coke made with the tasty dark Screech rum we‘d first
encountered in Newfoundland.
This was certainly not a cheap dinner, but prices were typical for Churchill. The entrees were about fifteen bucks each (which,
of course, is just $11.50 in U.S. currency). The perogies added another $11, and the drinks were five bucks a piece. The portions were
enormous, and (as we‘d find everywhere in Churchill), the food was delicious. The atmosphere was what you‘d expect in a bar, but it
looked like the dining room (where the prices are identical, and the menu is broader) was very pleasant.
We made our way across the street to the hotel and used our keys to unlock the front door. We made our way back to the
room, and I watched the CTV news while we unwound. The big story was that Prime Minister Stephen Harper was about to call a
national election. The election will be held in October, and it was big news in Canada that this would be the longest campaign of any
election in Canadian history. If they think two and a half months is a long campaign, they should definitely travel south. Those of us in
Iowa know that the 2016 Presidential campaign has already been going on for months, and it‘s well over another year before Election
Day.
There are three major parties in Canada, all of which tend toward the center to left side of the political spectrum. Harper
heads the Conservative Party, which is currently trailing in the polls. The Tories (Conservatives) are often compared to American
Republicans, but their policies are actually closer to our Democratic Party. The party that is currently leading in the polls is the New
Democratic Party. The NDP is basically libertarian, but it tends toward the liberal edge of those beliefs (pretty much live and let live),
rather than the radical conservatism (don‘t mess with my guns) you often see with libertarians in America. The NDP has never led the
national government, but may experts say their leader, Thomas Mulcair, could be the next prime minister. The final party is the Liberal
Party. This is usually compared with American Democrats, but (regardless of what the Republicans say) the Democrats are much more
conservative than equivalent parties elsewhere in the world. Canada‘s Liberals are led by Justin Trudeau, the son of long-ruling former
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. While he‘s 44 years old, we saw countless TV ads telling us ―Justin‘s just not ready‖ to be prime
minister. I was intrigued to read a biography of Justin Trudeau and find out that before entering politics he had been a mat h teacher.
That, of curse, predisposes me to like him.
By the way, the Canadian press also color-coding for political parties just as we do in the States. The colors, however, are the
opposite of the standard that‘s been adopted here since the Bush years. The Liberal party is red, while the Tories are blue. The NDP
is represented by orange, which can sometimes be hard to tell apart from red.
Eventually we turned off the TV and went to bed. In reading back over this day‘s events, I notice that in writing this I‘ve
included thirty-two different pictures just for Friday alone. I think that may be a record, even counting the pictures I‘ve added when
revising other travelogues. Churchill is a once-in-a-lifetime place, though. I always write these summaries as much for myself as for
anyone else, and I‘ll enjoy looking back at all those pictures in the future.

While it again got quite warm in our room overnight, it was cold and misty outside. It would be gloomy all day long, with only
occasional relief from rain or drizzle. I was glad we‘d done most of our sightseeing yesterday, because it would have been miserable to
do either the dog or boat rides today.
Because of the weather we were fairly slow getting started. Indeed it was around 9:00 when we finally had breakfast. While
we were in the lobby I went to the desk to make sure the bill and ask if we could leave our luggage there during the day. I was
surprised when they told us that we could just stay in the room until evening (when the train was scheduled to leave) at no additional

charge. We‘d end up leaving about seven hours after the posted check-out time; I‘ve had shorter overnight stays at some hotels.
Clearly the place wasn‘t full, or there‘s no way they would have let us stay. I suppose that in a location like this they kn ow exactly what
their occupancy will be from day to day. It‘s not like someone can just stop while driving down the highway and decide to check in. At
any rate, it was nice of them to let us keep the room.
We left for the morning around 10:00. As we did, we heard a train whistle. That was reassuring, because it was almost
certainly the VIA train. While it was about an hour late, the crew would have the whole day to prepare things for the southbound
journey.
The main place we went today was Churchill‘s Eskimo Museum. Run by the Catholic diocese for more than sixty years, the
museum uses artwork to explain the history, culture, and lifestyle of the native people of the north. We appeared to be the first visitors
of the day, and the manager (a native girl named Amanda) seemed a bit surprised to see us. She welcomed us, though, and we had a
good visit.
The museum points out that while ―Eskimo‖ is sometimes considered offensive in North America, it is the general term for all
the natives in the circumpolar region—including those of Alaska, Canada, Greenland, Scandinavia, and Siberia. They briefly mention
all those groups, but they focus mostly on the Inuit of Nunavut—who, of course, are the parishioners of their diocese. ―Inuit‖, by the
way, has the same meaning as the names of most native tribes. Essentially it means ―people‖.
My first reaction to the Eskimo Museum was an expectation that it
would be a boring place that I‘d be grateful didn‘t have an admission. This is
not a ―gee whiz‖ hands-on museum, and it looks very dull upon entry. I
expected to spend a few minutes circling the exhibits and then wait in the gift
shop for Margaret to look at them in more detail. We both ended up spending
about an hour and a half there, and it turned out to be fascinating. What made
it so were their audio explanations. There were about a dozen phone
handsets scattered around the room. Each had about a five-minute recording
that explained some of the artifacts in three or four nearby display cases.
They were the right level of detail, providing good information without
becoming boring. I listened to every word of all of them, and I learned quite a
lot about Inuit culture. Much of the artwork is extremely intricate and well
crafted, and I wouldn‘t have really looked at any of it closely were it not for the
recordings.

Website view of Eskimo Museum
On our way back from the museum we went past the Nunavut Territory Keewatin Health Board Residence. This is sort of like
a Ronald McDonald House. Churchill is the primary hospital for thousands of people who live in the mainland part of Nunavut (the
Keewatin region). The residence provides a place to stay for families of children who have extended hospitalizations and adults who
have treatments that are technically outpatient procedures but require them to be away from home. The cost (including airfare to get
them here) is absorbed by the Nunavut Territory, which in turn gets its budget from the Government of Canada.

Churchill is an amazingly large hospital for a small town, but
obviously they can‘t do every sort of treatment there. Those who can‘t be
treated locally are flown to either Thompson (identified as a secondary care
facility) or Winnipeg (which is the tertiary facility for all of Manitoba and
Nunavut and much of Ontario and Saskatchewan). Except for the capital, the
towns in Nunavut have health centers staffed by a nurse or EMT, but no
doctor, so getting people to Churchill fast is important. All the commercial
airlines in the north provide medevac services, but apparently it‘s more
common for local pilots to just offer to fly patients in single-engine planes.
The health residence is one of several places in Churchill where we
saw ―idle-free zones‖. Given the climate, it‘s no surprise that people want to
leave vehicles running when they run inside quickly in winter. (I‘ve been
known to do that while grocery shopping on January days in Iowa.) The signs
proclaim ―HEALTHY COMMUNITIES DON‘T IDLE‖, with a ―not‖ symbol over
the tailpipe of a car. It occurred to me that they could probably use the same
slogan to promote fitness and exercise.

Idle-free zone – Churchill, Manitoba

We stopped back at the hotel, and Margaret rested up for a while. I
was a bit antsy, so I went back to the Northern Store. Besides browsing some
more, I used the ATM there. The Northwest Company operates what it calls
the WE Financial Network. I have no idea what ―WE‖ is supposed to mean,
but their advertising implies it is supposed to be the bank for native Canada.
While technically not licensed as a bank, WE operates much like the DCBank I
wrote about earlier. Because they‘re not a bank, instead of ―accounts‖ they
take deposits (in cash and transfers from employers and welfare payments) to
prepaid debit cards. The cards look and act like any other Visa cards and can
be used anywhere in the world. Since most of the communities in the north
don‘t have banks, this provides the people there access to electronic

payments. Of course they charge fees for their services, but they don‘t seem unreasonable. The WE ATM at the Northern Store
charged $2 to get money, while the Royal Bank charged $3.
I went back to the Tundra Inn, and then Margaret and I walked over to the depot. We were delighted to see a handwritten sign
on the door announcing that the train would be leaving on time at 7:30pm. The sign also noted that the station would open at 6pm, and
boarding would start at 7:00.
Mostly because of the rain we killed a bit more time at the Parks Canada visitors centre. Among other things we watched a
very lengthy film that detailed what all four seasons were like at Wapusk National Park. The photography was beautiful, but honestly
the film as a whole was rather dull. It did keep us warm and dry, though.
Once the film was over we got thoroughly soaked as we made our way to our next destination. Since we‘d gotten the gift
certificates from the dog ride, we decided to have lunch at the Lazy Bear. That hotel is clear at the east edge of town, what seems like
halfway to the airport. It was just drizzling when we left the depot, but by the time we got to the Lazy Bear it was raining steadily. We
were both wet and shivering as we made our way inside.
The Lazy Bear is a very strange place, particularly for Churchill. It‘s a large hotel and restaurant combination built entirely of
logs. That might make sense in Montana or Alberta, but here at the edge of the tundra it stands out like a sore thumb. The local trees
are never more than an inch or two in diameter, so they had to have shipped in all these logs at some ridiculous cost. They also have
live trees growing inside the place, which makes it seem even odder. The overall effect is a bit too pretentious, and honestly I was glad
we were staying at the Tundra Inn.
The service at the Lazy Bear was nothing special. It took a while just to have the waitress recognize us. Once we ordered, we
waited forever for our food. The wait was long enough that when the bill came, the waitress took off Margaret‘s coffee as an apology.
I‘m not sure what was up, but I wonder if there wasn‘t someone new in the kitchen. The waitress‘ boyfriend came to chat with her while
we ate. She told him breakfast had been okay, but lunch was crazy. That was an interesting statement, because while we were there
were two other tables occupied in the place—and one of them only ordered coffee.
Margaret ordered a Reuben sandwich with fries. I had their mozza-bacon burger. I chose to have a cup of chili on the side.
The waitress tried repeatedly to talk me out of that and seemed surprised that I was willing to pay a surcharge for the chili. All the food
was very good. The chili, however, was cold on top, but hot underneath. Margaret wondered if it might not have been in the
refrigerator and been microwaved. Perhaps that was the reason the waitress didn‘t want me to order it.
After eating at the Lazy Bear we stopped for dessert at Gypsy‘s. I had an
apple tart, one of those fancy French things that‘s both tasty and beautiful. Margaret
ordered a chocolate éclair. Both were excellent, as was almost everything we ate
while we were in Churchill. You‘d be hard pressed to find another place so small that
has as many places to get good food.
Right next to the Lazy Bear is one of the newest things in Churchill—a cell
phone tower. Until just a year ago there was no cell service in Churchill. They had
internet access, but all phone calls had to go by land lines that paralleled the railroad.
With the advent of smart phones, people started demanding cell service, and it finally
came to town in 2015.
While cell phones are new, satellites have been around for a long time in
Churchill. Space in general is an important part of the town‘s past. For many years
NASA had a major rocket testing facility here, and both the U.S. Air Force and the
Canadian Forces used that base to test aircraft in winter conditions. The facility was
abandoned, and much of it now serves as the Northern Studies Centre.
Another thing we saw was Churchill‘s only gas station—or perhaps I should
say Churchill‘s only gas pump. The business is primarily a mechanic, but at the side
they have a single gas pump hooked up to the sort of fuel tank people might have on
a farm. People were buying gas when I was there, so I didn‘t have a peek at what the
price was. This isn‘t the sort of place about which people report prices to
gasbuddy.com, so I can‘t say what the going rate is. The most recent price I could
find online was from 2012, when the price hit $2.17 a liter. At that time stations in
Winnipeg were charging $1.19. Assuming a similar premium today, it‘s probably right
at two bucks a liter today (or around US$5.60 a gallon). That‘s pricey, but far from
the most expensive in the world.
Our next stop was at the Manitoba liquor store. Residents of Churchill
probably think this place is cheap. Manitoba has the same prices in all their liquor
stores, so booze costs the same in Churchill as in Winnipeg. Canada does tax liquor
heavily, but with the exchange rate the prices were actually about the same as they‘d
Cell phone tower with satellite dish
be back home. We each picked up a bottle of Screech from Newfoundland, and we.
also each got a bottle of wine. I don‘t remember what wine Margaret bought, but in honor of being in Canada I picked up a cabernet
syrah blend from Wayne Gretzky Estates. The hockey star apparently bought a winery in the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia.

While I didn‘t know it at the time, this particular wine is reviewed quite favorably by many critics. I‘ll be interested to try it at some point.
We were the only customers for most of the time we were at the liquor store That surprised me, because Saturday afternoon
is just about the busiest time at the Hy-Vee liquor store in Algona. The liquor store isn‘t a place a lot of tourists go, though, and I
suppose the locals stocked up before the weekend. That stood out because they were giving out free samples at the cash register.
They offered both Margaret and me little tasting cups of proseco (basically Italian champagne) and a canned vodka and peach c ocktail.
When I was at a baseball game earlier this summer, I‘d seen an ad for Kinky cocktails (the brand they were giving away), and I was
kind of fun to see what it tasted like. Margaret pointed out that what she called a ―sweet, girly drink‖ would actually taste better mixed
with the sparkling wine. She‘s right. The mixture would likely be very good indeed.
We stopped briefly at the main city park. There‘s a stage there that was constructed for the ceremonies they had when the
Olympic torch passed through here on the way to Vancouver a few years back. Nothing was happening today, and it was still drizzling
a bit. Because of that we just went back to the hotel.
I made one more trip to the Northern Store this afternoon. I bought some candy bars to take on the train and also a four-pack
of dress socks that were priced similar to what you‘d see anywhere. The main purchase I made, though, was a toy four-wheeler similar
to the ones we‘d seen all over Churchill. The size of a Tonka truck, it‘s got a Polaris
logo on it, and it‘s the extra-tall build and big tires the ATVs do in northern Manitoba.
The box even has a barren, rocky scene on it that looks remarkably like the
landscape around Hudson Bay. It really is the ultimate toy for a little boy in the
north. I‘m sure the kids I teach will get a kick out of it as well.
There were still a couple of hours before we‘d head to the station, so I
flipped through the TV channels again in the hotel room. We settled on TV BC (as in
British Columbia), which was showing the equivalent of a morning show on Saturday
afternoon. There was a bit of news, but mostly fluff features. The one I most
distinctly remember was an Asian bartender with limited English skills who was
showing how to make ―virgin‖ cocktails.
We‘d used up the coffee supplied by the Tundra Inn this morning, so I
hauled out some ―freebie‖ coffee I‘d taken from other hotels we‘d stayed at on this
trip and put it in our coffeemaker. As is so often the case with hotel coffee, even
when we used two little packets, it was still incredibly weak. I sipped it, though,
while I did some work on the school website and sent e-mails to a couple of my
brothers.
We had a bit of a delay when it came time to finally go to the station.
Margaret could find neither her room key nor her train ticket. There really is no
option but to return a metal room key, and VIA hasn‘t joined the age of electronic etickets yet. So she had to search and search until she found them. They were, of
course, in an obvious pocket of her purse—just not the one she expected they‘d be
in.
Around 5:30 we grabbed our stuff to head for the station. There was a sign
at the front desk that said a shuttle would leave at 6:30, but we figured it would be
just as interesting to wait at the depot as in our hotel room. The rain had let up, so it
was just windy and cold now, and it really is a short walk to VIA from the Tundra Inn.
We left the keys at the desk and made our way to the station. We honestly
Four-wheeler route sign
felt kind of ridiculous being both the only pedestrians in a place where pretty much
no one walks and also towing luggage behind us. As we neared the station a pick-up from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police was
driving around in front of the place. The mounties looked at us a bit suspiciously, but they didn‘t say anything.
It was about a quarter to six when we arrived at the station, fifteen minutes before they were scheduled to open. We made our
way around to the platform side, expecting there might be a bench there where we could wait until they unlocked the door.
Unfortunately, there wasn‘t. The only thing that resembled seating along the platform was an old-fashioned luggage cart. I leaned
against that, while Margaret looked around trying to find a trash can. She ended up talking to the one other customer who had gotten to
the depot before they opened, a guy who was seeing friends off. The man was apparently working in Churchill, but his home was even
more remote—Nome, Alaska. I‘ve met a surprising number of people from Alaska over the years (including a guy in the apartment
building I live in who‘s from Sitka), but Nome is definitely a first.
The station attendant arrived early and let everyone into the building shortly after 5:50. We were the first customers she dealt
with, and we were able to quickly check our bags to Thompson. It‘s interesting that VIA‘s baggage tags are color-coded. The
―Churchill‖ tags we‘d gotten earlier were navy blue, while the tags for Thompson were neon orange. We also saw people check bags to
The Pas, and they got green tags. Luggage bound for Winnipeg was tagged with a turquoise color. That‘s probably easier for the
workers to recognize than the three-letter codes (similar to airport codes) Amtrak uses.
There is a single bench for passengers to sit in inside the station in Churchill. At night most of the visitors‘ centre is closed off
with a metal gate, so the place rapidly became quite crowded. The tour group we‘d come up with would be taking this train back to
Winnipeg, and there were a dozen or so other tourists on board as well. In addition were about thirty native people (some families and

some traveling solo) heading to remote
destinations on the line. People leaned on the
walls and sat on their luggage while they waited.
Seeing all of them I was very glad Margaret and
I had gotten here early.
A young woman who appeared to be
the daughter of the stationmaster served as the
baggage handler for the Churchill station.
Probably a high school girl, she had a tiny build
that made her look younger than she was.
Some of the bags were literally bigger than she
was, but she moved them all like an expert.

ABOVE: Crowd at the VIA Rail Station – Churchill, Manitoba
BELOW: Train on the Churchill platform shortly before departure

The group that the guy from Nome was
seeing off had some problems with their tickets.
They were headed to the Pas (in west central
Manitoba), but for some reason their tickets
were only to Thompson. Apparently there had
been some miscommunication on the phone
when they made the booking. The station agent
noted that it would be quite a bit cheaper to
issue additional tickets from Thompson to the
Pas than to modify their existing tickets for a
new destination.
They‘d just show the
conductor both sets of tickets when they
boarded. They were annoyed at having to pay
additional fare, but everything did work out all
right.
I filled much of the time by thumbing
through various government brochures that
were in a rack beside the Parks Canada desk.
One of the most interesting was advising young
workers to be wary of temporary summer jobs.
Apparently they‘ve had problems with
employers exploiting youth—making them work
for less than the minimum wage and in unsafe
conditions. A lot of the Canada‘s tourist industry
workers (including many of those in Churchill)
are summer temps, so I suppose that was a
fitting brochure to have on display here.

I also read about how to apply for
health and old age benefits in Canada and
about the requirements for Canadian passports
and the various types of Manitoba drivers licenses and ID cards. Canadian passports are slightly cheaper than their American
equivalent, but they have even stricter application rules. There‘s three whole pages just on what is and isn‘t allowable for a passport
photo. It amazed me how many different drivers licenses and ID documents Manitoba had, each with a different level of security. The
most secure can be used like a passport card to cross the U.S. border, while even the least secure is considered valid ID. Costs and
application requirements vary widely depending on the type. They all look different, which has to be a pain for bars when they card kids
to see if they‘re of legal age.
About 6:50pm we made our way back out to the platform. They hadn‘t put the steps out yet, nor were there any attendants by
the cars. Even so, the tour group had already started boarding. We debated a bit and eventually joined them. We were glad we did,
because that gave us a chance to find our seats before the train became very full.
For our trip back to Thompson we would be riding in accommodations that are called ―berths‖ in English and ―couchettes‖ in
French. These are in the sleeping cars, but they‘re not really rooms. By day each berth section features two large bench seats facing
each other. By boarding early Margaret and I were able to claim forward-facing seats that were across the aisle from one another. At
night those seats convert to beds like the table area in a motorhome, and upper bunks fold down from the wall on each side. Burlap
curtains that close with straps afford some level of privacy at night The berths are quite a bit cheaper than actual rooms, sort of a
cross between economy and first-class accommodations. There were no electrical outlets near our seats, and we were told shortly
after boarding that there was no hot water in the car. That meant if we wanted to shower, we‘d have to either go to another car or live
with cold water. There were neither refunds nor apologies for this; it‘s just the way it was.
Ideally what Margaret and I should have booked was an upper berth for me and a lower berth for her. For some strange
reason that‘s not possible with their online booking system, though. They require that all tickets in a party be for the same fare class.
Since upper berths are cheaper than lower ones, you can‘t mix the two. When I originally booked the ticket I‘d booked upper berths for

both of us, and when I made changes after her surgery I switched to lower. The problem with both of us having lower berths was that
another group (an Asian family) had the uppers. We were basically in each other‘s way the whole trip.
The family was really quite interesting. . I assumed they were from some Canadian city (almost all of which have lots of Asian
immigrants) until as we were leaving Thompson we saw them driving a car with Minnesota plates. The mother‘s native language
appeared to be French (and perhaps something Asian as well), and everyone in the family spoke both French and English. They
included an Anglo father with a beard who looked like Shai Wise, the minister who was at my church a few years ago. I‘d bet he‘s a
professor at some college. His wife looked like Bo Schnurr, the Korean wife of one of my co-workers at Garrigan. They had three
children with them: a teenaged boy and girl (we debated as to which was older) and a toddler daughter. The little girl was at the ―why‖
stage, asking about absolutely everything she encountered. The boy was pretty laid back, but the teenaged girl seemed very
independent and wanted to have as little as possible to do with her parents.
We left Churchill at 7:33pm, three minutes late. We spent nearly fifteen minutes crawling through town and only picked up a
tiny bit of speed once we got to the edge. I‘d find that VIA train #693 was the slowest train I‘ve ever been on. Apparently this is true
pretty much its entire length, but especially at the northern end. The seventy-five year-old tracks across the permafrost are precarious,
so the train proceeds with caution. It reminded me of riding through the slow zones on the aging Chicago ‗L‘. We were almost always
moving (no stops for freight trains like on Amtrak), just very, very slowly. It does go faster than a person could walk, but not by much.

Views out the raindrop-speckled window of VIA Train #693
LEFT: A large Canadian flag in Churchill
RIGHT: Stunted trees on the mossy tundra just south of Churchill
A little bonus we got from being
bumped onto the plane on our northbound trip
was that we got to see the landscape of
northern Manitoba both from the air and from
the ground. The area just south of Churchill is
the true tundra that all the guide books say is a
―must see‖. There‘s no real soil here, just solid
rock covered with moss and lichens. Scrubby
grasses and wildflowers grow, but not much
more. It reminded me a lot of the landscape we
saw in Iceland a few years ago.

Abandoned tripod power pole next to Hudson Bay Railway

The occasional trees that survive are
scraggly pines that in many cases only have
branches on one side. The nearly constant
breeze basically scours the upwind side of the
trees, leaving them looking strange and
unbalanced.

About half an hour south of Churchill we entered the boreal forest. The woods start out low and scrubby, but they gradually
get taller and denser. All the trunks are very narrow, though.
Telephone or power lines parallel the railroad all the way south. There are actually two lines, one of which has been
abandoned. To the east of the single track the wires have been removed, but poles still stand, complete with their original glass
insulators. Since they can‘t dig into the rock to support a pole, they instead balance three poles on the ground to make a tripod that
held up the wires. Some of these have collapsed and become overgrown, but most still stand. The tripods have been replaced by a
much larger line that looks like the sort of thing you‘d see leading to a major city: pairs of big poles with cross-braces that hold support
numerous wires. The new poles stand straight up, but they‘re still not placed in the ground. Instead they‘re held up by guy wires that
are anchored in the rock.

It‘s hard to overstate just how remote
northern Manitoba is. It‘s pretty amazing that
they ever laid a railroad through here and that
they‘ve managed to maintain it all these years.
I used my computer to make some
notes and happened to press the internet
connection to see what was there. When I‘ve
taken Amtrak trains, even when we went
through remote areas, there was always a
wireless connection used by the train itself.
Here, though, there was absolutely nothing.
On the VIA schedule there are dozens
of stops between Churchill and Thompson.
Only one of those is a real station, though. Most
are what they call ―signpost stops‖, just marked
locations along the tracks with nothing nearby.
Most exist either to serve native settlements or
hunting and fishing camps that are off in the
woods vaguely near the stops. We passed by
almost all of these without stopping or even
acknowledging their existence. We wouldn‘t
hear any announcements on VIA until we were
about to arrive in Thompson, so it was often
hard to figure out just where we were.

David Burrow in a seat that converts to a berth

About an hour out of Churchill we came upon something rather grim. This was the site of a major accident that closed down
the Hudson Bay Railway for most of last summer. A freight train mostly hauling grain derailed while going over track that lay along
a section of ground softened by melting permafrost. More than a year later, those crumpled freight cars are still at the side of the
track. It looked like the sort of carnage you see after a major disaster. I‘d have liked to have gotten a picture of it, but I was too stunned
to get my camera out until we were nearly past the wreckage. The accident triggered a major debate, because Omnitrax (the rail
operator) had gotten approval to haul long trains of oil tankers over the line just shortly before the derailment. That approval has since
been put on hold, though it could certainly be argued that it‘s actually safer to run the oil trains through the middle of nowhere than
through populated areas. There has also been some discussion as to whether they should just abandon the tracks as they become
increasingly hard to maintain with the warming climate. For now, though, they‘re just maintaining things as they are.
They don‘t serve dinner on the southbound train leaving Churchill. We were expecting that, so we basically just snacked on a
few things we‘d picked up at the Northern Store. They do serve coffee in the diner pretty much around the clock, and Margaret was
able to get us a couple of cups. We also went back to the park car at one point, but it was crowded back there.
While it was only about 9pm when we went back to the dome car, the car attendant made up our beds for the night while we
were gone. That was kind of awkward, because we basically had no option but to lay in bed after that. The father from the family in the
upper berths spent a long time in the aisle, helping his young daughter get ready for bed and then telling a bedtime story to her. When
he finally left I snapped the privacy curtains shut. I kind of regretted that, though, because it made for a rather closed-in feeling. At
least I was in the lower bunk with a window, though. I think I would have been very claustrophobic upstairs. I tossed and turned for
quite a while, but eventually got to sleep.

I slept in fits and starts through the night. Mostly because the overall movement of the train was so slow, it seemed like I felt
every jerk along the way.
What fully woke me up was our stop at Gillam shortly before 5am. It was daylight out at that point, and the long stop made it
pretty much impossible to go back to sleep. With a little over 1,000 people Gillam is by far the largest town between Churchill and
Thompson. It is located on the Nelson River, and its raison d‘etre is servicing three major hydroelectric dams nearby.
I actually hauled myself out of bed around six o‘clock. I didn‘t bother showering, but I did clean up a bit and change in the
restroom. At 6:45 Margaret and I made our way to the diner for breakfast. This time I had eggs with ham, while Margaret had the
railroader. We stopped in the town of Ilford while we ate, still roughly on time.
After breakfast we spent some time in the dome car. Most of the people in the lounge were members of the tour group, and
they were passing around a book that described the route in terms of mileposts. It‘s interesting that the distances are still marked in
miles, not kilometers, though Canada has been Metric for nearly forty years now. I really don‘t know where they counted from. They
were far to short to be Winnipeg or even the Manitoba/Saskatchewan border, but they seemed too far to be Thompson.

The forest became taller and denser toward the south end of
our train trip, and it began alternating between conifers and
deciduous trees. We crossed several major rivers, and the land in
general is wetter than it is further north. The track runs arrow straight
on a fairly low embankment through here. The view out the windows
is kind of pretty, though no one would call it spectacular. It rained
pretty much the whole way, and it was just kind of a dreary morning.
We had hoped that they might make up our beds for day
while we were in the park car, but when we returned the family was
still occupying the upper bunks. We sat on the lower bunks facing
the aisle. That was awkward, because people kept passing by on
their way to the diner. Eventually we went back to the dome car,
killing some time reading while others there were playing cards. We
returned to the sleeper again, only to find that they‘d made up every
bed in the car except ours. It was well after 10am when the attendant
finally put things back to the day configuration.
We were scheduled to get into Thompson at 11:30am, and
since we‘d been on time earlier, we assumed we‘d be arriving close
to that time. Because of that we figured we wouldn‘t have time for
lunch. Unfortunately, no one had told us the train had lost time
through the morning. Apparently the wash-out had been between
Gillam and Thompson, and we were crawling through that area even
slower than we‘d been going the rest of the way. Because there
were no announcements, we‘d end up missing lunch all together
today.
Hudson Bay Railroad east of Thompson

Thompson isn‘t actually on the Hudson Bay Railway mainline, because Thompson didn‘t exist when the
route was originally built. When the mine was
started, they built a thirty-mile side track that ran
from the main line up to Thompson. This is by
far the roughest terrain we went through on the
trip. To build the railroad here they blasted
through the hard rock of the Canadian Shield,
the same rock that yields the nickel ore that
supports the local economy. I‘m pretty sure we
lost even more time here. I don‘t know what the
scheduled time is from the mainline into
Thompson, but it took us two and a half hours to
cover that thirty-mile stretch.
Our approach to Thompson was weird.
We pulled off onto a siding and then backed up
into the station. I‘m sure the reason for that is to
put the engines at the front of the train when
they go back down the cut-off heading toward
Winnipeg. It‘s really strange, though, and I
wasn‘t entirely sure where we were until I saw
my car parked by the station.

We arrived in Thompson at 1pm, an
hour and a half behind schedule. That was way
Cliffs on the way into Thompson
better than our arrival in Churchill, but still not good with a long drive ahead of us. Fortunately our luggage was unloaded quickly.
What‘s more my car was parked almost exactly in front of the baggage car, so we didn‘t have to haul the bags far once we got them.
Since we hadn‘t gotten lunch on the train, we thought we‘d make a quick stop at McDonald‘s on our way out of town. That
turned out to be pretty much impossible. The parking lot was full, and cars had completely circled the drive-through. I also tried
stopping at Robin‘s doughnuts. Their website says they are open twenty-fours, but apparently they‘d closed today (which was a holiday
weekend). So, we just drove southward down highway 6.
There was an annoying amount of rain as we drove south—not really enough to have the wipers on regularly, but too much for
most of the intermittent phases. There was nothing dangerous, but it was not a pleasant drive.
Our first stop on the drive south was at the convenience store in Ponton, I‘d hoped they might have pizza or sandwiches in a
warmer there, but all they had was cold chicken salad in the refrigerator. We used the bathroom there, and I picked up some packages
of candy. What I bought were boxes of various flavors of Glosettes, which is basically a Canadian brand of movie theatre candy. They

sell chocolate-covered peanuts, raisins, and almonds. I bought a box of each, which caused the clerk to exclaim, ―Man! You must
really like Glosettes!‖ Mostly I‘d just tried to find something we could share as we drove, and these fit the bill perfectly.
Margaret drove on the next leg. It was interesting to see the family who had been in the upper berths buying gas in Ponton as
we pulled out. Aside from that there wasn‘t much of note as we re-traced our path down highway 6.
We made our way back to Grand Rapids, where we stopped for gas. We chose to patronize a different station this time, and
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that was a mistake. Not only was gas $1.15 a liter at the Esso where we stopped, but it was a run-down, unpleasant gas station. We
really should have gone back to Pelican Narrows.
I drove south from Grand Rapids. My original intention had been to stop at the same rest area where we‘d pulled off on the
way up, but I zipped by it before I realized it was there. We ended up pulling off and just stretching our legs in the ―town‖ of St. Martin
Junction, which is basically just a gas station that was closed when we got there. We then continued south to Ashern, essentially the
northern extent of civilization. We stopped briefly at a gas station there to use the bathroom and get a cup of coffee. Then we
continued southward.
Beyond Ashern is the part of Manitoba known as New Iceland. When we were in Reykjavik a few years ago we‘d learned
th
about the famine caused by a volcanic eruption at the turn of the 20 Century that led to the emigration of nearly one-fourth of Iceland‘s
population. Most of those refugees ended up in Canada. Today approximately 100,000 Canadians have Icelandic ancestry (more than
any country outside Iceland), and about a third of those live in Manitoba. While northern Manitoba looks much more like Iceland than
the interlake region we were now in, the Icelandic immigrants found good farmland here and prospered. New Iceland extends from
Eriksdale on Lake Manitoba to Gimli on Lake Winnipeg. Many of the towns here have Icelandic names (there‘s even a Reyknavik), and
the oversized concrete sculptures here tend towards things like Viking ships.
Our destination tonight was right in the heart of New Iceland. We were headed to Arborg, which means ―river town‖ in
Icelandic and is named after a town that is now in suburban Reykjavik. Part of what drew us here was the Icelandic heritage, but
mostly it was just about as far as we wanted to drive from Thompson.
We had reservations at the Arborg Hotel, which also houses the main bar in town (the Eldhus) and a laundromat. The hotel
has burned down twice—first in 1917 and again in 2006. The most recent incarnation of the hotel features ten rooms on the second
story of a nondescript concrete building built in 2009.
No one was at the desk when I arrived, but a sign advised that those seeking rooms should inquire at the bar. I did so, and
eventually the manager came out to the desk to check me in. the main concern he had was that I be aware that the entire business
would be closed tomorrow, which meant the front door would be locked and no one would be at the desk when I left. He assured me
that our room keys would open the back door and we should just leave them in the room when we left. He then had me place my credit
card in a machine similar to what I‘d used at the Tundra Inn. Again I just pressed ―OK‖ when asked to enter a PIN number, and it was
approved without a problem.
I drove the car around to an alley behind the hotel, and we walked past the laundromat and up a long flight of stairs to the
guest rooms. When I opened the door to our room there was a handwritten note on the floor that apologized that there would be no
housekeeping service tomorrow. That was irrelevant to us, of course. What mattered was that the room had been cleaned for our
arrival.
This was what most people call ―August long weekend‖ in Manitoba, so a lot of things would be closed tomorrow. It was still
strange for a hotel to shut down, though. It‘s probably family run, though, and most likely they were going to the Manitoba Icelandic
Festival in nearby Gimli. It‘s still kind of odd for all the staff to be gone all day, though.
This was easily my least favorite of the places we stayed on this trip. With taxes it cost just over a hundred dollars a night
(about US$80), and it really didn‘t seem worth it.
For some reason prices are skyrocketing at small town hotels, though. One of the reviews of the Arborg Hotel described it as
―furnished by IKEA‖. The Swedish retailer has a superstore 75 miles straight south of Arborg, so that‘s certainly possible. Whether it‘s
IKEA or not, though, the décor is assertively modern. The relatively small room had fake stone on the walls and sticky laminate flooring
like you might see at a renovated Motel 6. The furnishings had minimal design. They were made of cheap wood and covered with a
dark brown paint. It would have looked better with a natural stain, but dark paint against stark white walls is trendy these days. There
was one large bed with a minimal headboard, a table so cluttered I could barely put my computer on it, and a leather couch that
theoretically converted to a bed.
A wide-screen TV hung from the wall, but it was positioned in such a way that both Margaret and I bumped it when we‘d go in
or out of the bathroom. What‘s more, we couldn‘t get the TV to work. No matter what buttons I pressed on the remote, all that showed
up on the screen was static. I might have expected that up in Churchill (where we got good cable reception), but Arborg is only about
an hour from Winnipeg—close enough that they should be able to receive broadcast TV without any problem.
Strangely, there was a hole in the wall right below the TV. They‘d apparently been doing some plumbing work in the
bathroom, and they‘d cut away at the plasterboard to get to the pipes. They‘d positioned a small straight chair (again dark-painted
wood) awkwardly in front of it to block the hole.

Aside from the TV, the other big problem with the room was lighting. One of the lights beside the bed was missing a bulb, and
the only other lighting in the room was a tiny lamp by an end table and an LED desk lamp that put out about as much light as a
Christmas tree bulb. There was a single tiny window, and all that dark wood certainly did nothing to brighten the place up. The rain
had stopped, but it still belt gloomy at the Arborg Hotel. It had all the ambiance of a bad Days Inn.
There‘s really only one place to eat in Arborg on a Sunday
night: Chicken Chef. This is a chain based in Winnipeg with forty
family restaurants located mostly in small towns in Manitoba and a
handful more in Ontario and Saskatchewan. While ―chicken‖ is in the
name, the chain is really like a small-town version of the Canadian
institution Boston Pizza, which has a little bit of everything on the
menu. The Arborg Chicken Chef was literally across the street from
our hotel, and since nothing else was open, that‘s where we went for
supper.
Margaret ordered a Hawaiian salad which included a nice
lettuce mix, tomato, carrot, coconut, and green onion, topped with
pulled chicken, pineapple, mandarin orange slices, cheddar cheese,
and poppy seed dressing. I had their perogy dinner, which came with slices of ham and macaroni salad. The waitress asked if I
wanted my perogies boiled or fried. I chose fried, assuming that would mean pan-fried like the ones we‘d had at the Tundra Inn. It
turned out that they were deep fried. That was weird, but the crunchy pasta was actually kind of good.
While we ate I was entertained by overhearing some people talking at the next table. One of them was the owner of the
Arborg Chicken Chef. Apparently he used to own several other locations as well, but he had unloaded those. That came out when
another person at the table complained that he had eaten at the Chicken Chef in Gimli at lunch today and hand had a bad experience
there. Apparently the owner used to have the Gimli franchise, but that was no longer his responsibility.
The person who had eaten at Chicken Chef for both lunch and dinner was an overweight forty-ish man who had apparently
grown up in Arborg, moved to Winnipeg, and then basically frittered his life away. Now unemployed and without prospects of
employment, he had moved back to the small town where he perceived life was better. It was fascinating to listen to him talk.
Somehow he never seemed to consider that his own work ethic might be the cause of his problems, nor did it even occur to him that
eating two restaurant meals in a day might be a waste of money.
Several (but not all) Chicken Chef locations are on the provincial
cinnamon bun trail, and Arborg happened to be one of them. I‘m not sure if
they ever serve breakfast at the Arborg Hotel, but it was pretty clear they
wouldn‘t be serving any tomorrow. So, we asked if we could get two cinnamon
buns to go. It took forever to get them, long enough that I wondered if they
weren‘t rolling out dough and waiting for it to rise. We waited for about fifteen
minutes beside the counter, but eventually we got our breakfast and were on
our way.
I‘d picked up a number of free local papers at Chicken Chef, and I
read through those and some others I‘d gotten up north by the dim light back at
the hotel. Eventually it was time to call it a night.

For the second straight night I didn‘t sleep at all well. This time the
blame goes to the awkward sofa sleeper at the Arborg Hotel. I began the night
by pulling it down to make a bed. The problem with that is that it wasn‘t even
close to level. There was a big hump in the middle where the seat and back of
the couch came together, and it sloped down on both sides, essentially trying
to throw me to the floor. So, I put the thing back up as a couch, with the sheets
covering both the back and the seat. The problem then was that the sheet
came off the back, and the leather was very clammy. I also managed to knock
my pillow to the floor while I was sleeping, which made me wake up with my
neck aching. … Oh, well—it‘s no use complaining.

While I was awake well before then, I decided to finally get up at 7am. We were provided with complimentary Wolfgang Puck
coffee in our room, and I brewed it as I showered. The celebrity chef should be ashamed to have his name on the coffee. Even using
both the regular and decaf packets with a single carafe of water, it was surprisingly weak. It also had an off taste, almost like it had
been brewed before and re-heated.
The Chicken Chef cinnamon buns were much better. We microwaved them and slathered them with a generous amount of
margarine that they‘d been packed with. (This has to be just about the only restaurant in Canada that uses margarine rather than real
butter.) The rolls were enormous, almost like two cinnamon rolls stacked atop each other. They were also quite flavorful. They had
the right amount of sweetness, with a flavor more of spice than frosting.
After having our cinnamon buns we spent a half hour or so walking around an exploring Arborg. A big sign at the entrance to
town welcomes visitors to ―Arborg: An Age-Friendly Community‖. The age they appear to be the most friendly to is the golden years.
There‘s more senior apartments here than in any other small town I‘ve been to, and I‘d imagine a lot of old people live in the private
residences as well.
There are some distinctive buildings in Arborg, like the library which once served as a railroad depot. The Icelandic River,
which flows just south of town is also pleasant. By the standards of a generation ago, Arborg is also surprisingly multicultural. In
addition to Icelanders, the population includes Ukrainians, Germans, and even a handful of First Nations people. There‘s really not
much, though, that makes the place stand out from thousands of other small towns in North America. It is a pleasant little town, though.

LEFT: Icelandic River at Arborg
RIGHT: World’s largest curling rock
Arborg‘s dubious claim to fame is another piece of oversized concrete: the world‘s largest curling rock. Curling, of course, is a
strange sport developed in Scotland. Curlers push a rock along an ice track and then try to slow it to make it rest on a ta rget by
brushing the ice with a broom. Apparently Arborg won the provincial high school curling championship in 1949 and again in 19 50. The
enormous rock next to the local arena is their tribute to what appears to be the biggest event in the town‘s history. By comparison the
signs for the Emmetsburg football teams or the baseball teams in Bancroft that won state seem pretty tame.

David Burrow’s Mitsubishi Eclipse at the shore of Lake Winnipeg – Hnausa, Manitoba

We left Arborg
around 9am and drove east
to Hnausa, another town
with an Icelandic name.
Just south of Hnausa, along
the shore of Lake Winnipeg,
is a lovely little roadside
park where we pulled off.
The park turns out to be
privately owned.
A sign
notes that it is dedicated to
the memory of Carolyn
(Ruthie) Magnusson Klein
by her children and friends.
How
anyone
named
Carolyn came to be known
as Ruthie, I have no clue. I
also found it interesting that
they used American naming
conventions.
In Iceland,
this woman would have

been known as Carolyn Magnusdottir (the daughter of a man named Magnus), and she would have retained that name after marriage.
Regardless of the name, though, it is a beautiful park.
We drove south along the shore of Lake Winnipeg to Gimli. While we were driving through they were lining up marchers and
cars for the Icelandic Festival parade, which would be starting in just a few minutes. It might have been interesting to see that, but we
had other plans today. We just kept driving south.
Our next stop was at a convenience store in Winnipeg Beach, where I picked up some coffee. Margaret had started to get a
cold, so she got some Fresca to soothe her sore throat. Then we continued onto Selkerk, a former small town that has become the
northern extent of suburban Winnipeg.
Our destination was just south of Selkirk. We turned off a
major four lane highway and into Lower Fort Garry National Historic
Site. For most of its history various sites around southeast Manitoba
served as headquarters for the Hudson‘s Bay Company. Lower Ft.
Garry was built in 1830 to replace a fort in what is now downtown
Winnipeg that was destroyed by a major flood. Steve and I had
visited Lower Ft. Garry on our trip out to the world‘s fair in 1986, and I
thought it might be interesting to see the place again.
The fort is also important in the history of western Canada
because in 1871 Treaty #1 was signed there. This was the first treaty
between the crown (the Canadian federal government) and native
people of the west, and it ceded the land that is now Manitoba. The
treaty was actually signed 144 years ago on this very day, and in
honor of the anniversary various native groups were having a powwow at the fort. As part of that celebration there was free admission
for all visitors today.
We parked and made our way into the visitors center,
accompanied by a costumed native man who was there for the powwow. We made our way through the museum, which told about York
boats sailing the length of Lake Winnipeg and on to Churchill and
York Factory. It was interesting to read the same history we‘d just
found out about from a slightly different perspective.
Because it was right beside the museum, we next went to
the gift shop. I made a somewhat silly but fascinating purchase
there. It was an enormous beach towel in the design of a Hudson‘s
Bay blanket. It‘s made of off-white terry cloth, and it features the
same black, yellow, red, and green stripes found on the famous
woolen goods. The thing is big enough to be a blanket itself, far
Cairn with HBC coat of arms – Lower Ft. Garry
larger than the next largest towel I own. I‘d never seen anything like it before, and it makes an interesting souvenir.
Every Parks Canada employee begins their conversation with the greeting ―Hello—Bonjour‖. (My bet is the word order is
reversed in Quebec.) It was interesting to hear the woman at the desk answer the phone that way and then proceed to introduce
herself in English, and it was very odd to hear the costumed ―living history‖ guides say that. The greeting presumably means that the
employees are bilingual. There are a number of traditionally French-speaking communities south of Winnipeg, but I never heard
anyone at Lower Ft. Garry say anything but ―Bonjour‖.
Parks Canada is having a nationwide promotion now where they
invite guests to ―Find your red chair moment‖. In national parks all over the
country they‘ve placed pairs of red Adirondack chairs in positions with scenic
views. They invite visitors to sit in those chairs, and there‘s a contest where
they can submit pictures of themselves in the red chairs to win prizes. The red
chairs at Lower Ft. Garry were quite prominent, overlooking the fort near the
visitors center. I‘d have liked to have sat in them, but when we had time at the
end of our visit, a young Asian couple seemed to be killing the afternoon there.
While their literature implies there are red chairs in all the national parks, I
don‘t think that‘s strictly true. We didn‘t see them at Prince of Wales Fort, and
I doubt anyone made the trek to install them in Wapusk. It was good to catch
a glimpse here, though.
We spent a couple of hours going around the fort. While this was a
Red chairs at Lower Ft. Garry
frontier area, life at Lower Ft. Garry was much less rough than it was up at
Prince of Wales Fort in Churchill. The exterior looks more finished, and there‘s more than the absolute basics on the interior as well. In
addition to stone, a lot of Lower Ft. Garry used what they call Red River frame construction, some of which were finished with
decorative siding and look like bungalows that could fit into a modern-day city. There were farms right outside the walls that provided

supplies year-round. The ―big house‖ here comes across as a mansion and is certainly equivalent to a gentleman‘s country home in
England. By contrast, the high company officials who made their way to Churchill probably thought of it as a camping trip. It‘s telling
that after the Hudson‘s Bay Company left the
site, Lower Ft. Garry was used for a variety of
different purposes, one of which was a country
club.

ABOVE: Grounds of Lower Ft. Garry
BELOW: York boat that might have sailed to Churchill

Most of the buildings at Lower Ft.
Garry are staffed with college kids who are
dressed in period costumes and theoretically
represent specific people who occupied the fort
th
in the 19 Century. The idea is good, but the
actors they had really didn‘t do an especially
good job. They may have been good actors,
but they didn‘t know how to portray living
history. After saying ―hello—bonjour‖, they‘d
just sort of stand there without saying or doing
much of anything.
They would answer
questions when visitors had them, but they
really should have anticipated those questions
and had a standard spiel that explained the
buildings they were showing off. I suppose the
actors would get bored saying the same thing
over and over again, but it‘s tough for visitors to
know exactly what they should ask to find out
about things.

Something that‘s always odd about
living history is that the guides never really
seem to know whether they should stay
completely in character or whether they should
step into the modern world to answer guests‘
questions. There was a bit of both at Lower Ft.
Garry, with no consistent pattern. We got a bit
of both when we asked a question at the HBC
trading post for the fort. We‘d just come from a
modern restroom facility that had been
discretely installed in a stone bastion at one of
the corners of the fort. With that in mind, we
asked the young man at the counter just what
the fort‘s residents did when nature called. This
was clearly not a question the kid was
anticipating. ―Mr. Collins,‖ he nervously called
out to another actor, who was presumably
portraying a character of that name. ―What did
they use for washrooms?‖ (His nervous voice
reminded me of the ―pimply-faced boy‖
character on The Simpsons who does various
flunky jobs like a theater usher.) Mr. Collins
took the question in stride and noted there were
two large latrines just inside the walls near the
perimeter of the fort. He added that those have
been their best source of artifacts when doing archaeological investigations at the fort. The first kid went on to ask him just what a
latrine was. Mr. Collins proceeded to delicately define a large communal
st
outdoor pit toilet, crossing back and forth between a 21 Century scholar
th
and a 19 Century trader in the process.
We overheard a woman at the storehouse asking about the furs
they had on display there. The top floor of the storehouse is filled to the
brim with furs. She remembered visiting the fort when she was a girl and
didn‘t remember them having so many furs on display. The guide said that
they are all real furs. The stock they have was donated to them when a
Winnipeg furrier went out of business. It‘s mostly seconds, things that
couldn‘t be easily used to make a coat or stole. They do fill the space well,
though, and make it look as it would have in HBC days. The collection is
enormous. I can‘t begin to imagine what its value might be.

Furs in the storehouse – Lower Fort Garry

We saw an interesting bit of interaction among the guides on the
porch of the big house. One actress was on the lawn, demonstrating some

wheel-like toy to park visitors. The actress playing the lady of the house looked out at the yard and lamented that her maid should have
so little to do that she was just ―passing the morning in the garden, at play‖. The maid gave a snappy come-back, implying that she was
such a fast worker that she had time for leisure. It really was kind amusing.
After seeing the fort we drove into Selkirk. There‘s more oversized artwork here. Just outside a restaurant is the world‘s
largest catfish. I don‘t usually think of catfish in Canada, but they must inhabit the Red River as well as the Mississippi.
We stopped for lunch at a Tim Horton‘s a couple of blocks north of the catfish statue. I had a grilled cheese sandwich with
bacon also a bowl of chili. The sandwich in particular was outstanding. I may try adding crispy bacon to a grilled cheese at home
sometime in the future. Margaret ordered a bowl of vegetable soup, which she hoped would help soothe her throat. We were intrigued
that both the chili and the vegetable soup came with buns on the side, but for some reason the bun that accompanies the chili was
larger than the one that came with the soup. Chili does cost more than soup at Tim Horton‘s, but it still seemed odd that the buns
would be different.
I proceeded to get lost in downtown Selkirk, an d we ended up taking a horrible old bridge across the Red River. We also
spent quite a while following a nasty road that led past enormous suburban homes along the river. Eventually, though, we made our
way to Manitoba highway 44 and headed east.
Our next stop was at the town of Anola, which is straight east of Winnipeg at the junction of highways 12 and 15. We stopped
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at a PetroCanada station there, where we bought gas for $1.05 a liter (about US$2.98 a gallon) and picked up some drinks and chips.
Highway 12 is a two-lane highway at Anola, and we followed it south to its interchange with the Trans-Canada Highway. All
we did was go straight across, and I was glad of that. They‘ve built one of the largest, most complicated interchanges you could
imagine out in the middle of nowhere. Highway 12 widens to four lanes at the interchange, but instead of just putting all four lanes on
the same bridge, they added a second bridge about a quarter mile east of the old one. The interchange extends to the far side of both
bridges, making it seem like they paved over half the province to build it.
We continued a few miles south of the Trans-Canada to the town of Steinbach, another county seat sized town that‘s among
the largest cities in the province. Like Selkirk, Steinbach is also in the process of transitioning from a town in its own right to a suburb.
It‘s pretty clear that a lot of people in Steinbach commute to Winnipeg, and I‘m sure that number is constantly growing.
We stopped at a shopping center in Steinbach where the parking lot was full of speed bumps. I‘m surprised I didn‘t take out
the suspension of the car just driving through the lot. We ended up at a McDonalds, where we each had a smoothie. The smoothie
flavors they have in Canada are different than those in the States. Margaret had mango pineapple, while I had a combination of
strawberry, orange, and mango. Each of us liked what we‘d chosen, and it was interesting that the cost was significantly less than they
would be back home.
In the notes I made about today I wrote the phrase ―Manitoba is flat‼‼!‖—complete with the five exclamation points. With
very few exceptions (mostly around Thompson) it‘s one of the flattest places I‘ve ever been. Southeast Manitoba (which they call the
Sandilands) makes Illinois and even Louisiana seem hilly. There were some curves in highway 12, but those mostly were there so we
could cross the streams at right angles. The highway here is called MOM‘s Way, with ―MOM‖ standing for ―Manitoba, Ontario, and
Minnesota‖. From Steinbach the destination signs read ―Warroad‖, which is a town in Minnesota. MOM‘s way apparently weaves back
and forth across the border all the way to Thunder Bay.
Southeast Manitoba is a mix of forest and agricultural land. As we drove through the area we saw a number of handmade
signs that proclaimed ―NO HOG FACTORIES IN PINEY!‖ Piney is the regional municipality (county) in extreme southeast Manitoba,
and apparently there‘s some controversy over the possible construction of hog confinements in the area. For better or worse, here in
Iowa we‘ve learned to live with these facilities. No one likes the waste they produce, but we all like cheap pork. It intrigued me that
they were protesting them in southeast Manitoba, because while we saw lots of crops there (corn, wheat, rapeseed, rye, beans, and
oats), we saw no livestock other than the occasional dairy farm.
We stopped next at Sprague, a ratty little town just north of the Minnesota
border. I‘d been driving all day, but we‘d decided ahead of time that Margaret would
take over on the last leg today. That‘s because the final part of our journey would
take us on a long stretch of gravel. Margaret lives on a gravel road and is used to
driving on that surface, while I drive on gravel only occasionally and briefly.
We followed Manitoba highway 308 north from Sprague. After about
twenty miles we saw a sign much like the one shown at right, and the asphalt came
to an end. Shortly after that we turned onto provincial highway 525. Both of these
roads were really more dirt than gravel. Had it been wet out they would have been a
muddy mess. As it was, though, the surface was hard, and Margaret could go along
at a fairly good clip.
In Manitoba the higher a highway number is, the less important that road is.
Highway 525 is very close to the least important road in the province. It leads
through a provincial forest to one of the most obscure crossings of the U.S./Canada
border. Our destination tonight was the Northwest Angle, a geographical anomaly that might be described as the chimney of
Minnesota. In eastern Minnesota the Canadian border is formed by the boundary waters, which follows the route of the voyageurs who

first ventured west from the Great Lakes.
From Lake of the Woods west to the
th
Pacific the border follows the 49 parallel
of latitude. Between the two is an odd jog
that forms the Northwest Angle, a part of
Minnesota that can only be accessed via
Canada. I‘d seen the angle when I was a
small child thumbing through atlases and
always thought it would be cool to go
there. Today I finally would.
The reason the Northwest Angle
exists is a mapmaker‘s error back in the
th
18
Century.
When Ben Franklin
negotiated the Treaty of Paris that
established the border between the United
States and British North America, he
relied on a map that showed Lake of the
Woods as the source of the Mississippi
River and then used the lake as the
international boundary.
Lake of the
Woods actually drains into Hudson Bay,
while Lake Itasca (the actual source of the
Mississippi) is almost two hundred miles
south of here. The error was preserved,
though, and more that 200 years later
Northwest Angle remains American soil.
To visit Northwest Angle, we had
to cross the international border.
In
modern times, of course, that means
going through customs formalities. There
isn‘t a customs post right at the boundary.
Instead we passed a series of very wordy
signs that directed us to report to officials
at Jim‘s Corner, which is about eight miles
east of the boundary. We drove ahead
and stopped there.
A car towing a boat was parked
at Jim‘s Corner when we arrived, and the
driver was standing by the door of the
shack. We waited there for a minute, and
the driver eventually told us that while he
wasn‘t done, we should go inside.

Distance sign on Manitoba highway 525

No customs officers are actually
stationed at Jim‘s Corner. Instead there‘s
a little shack the size of a storage shed
with a gravel parking area in front of it.
We went inside the shack where various
signs explain the procedure for crossing
the border in both directions. On the wall
inside the shack is a metal box that when
opened reveals a telephone handset and
two rectangular buttons. One of those
buttons is labeled with the stars and
stripes, while the other shows the maple
leaf flag. Visitors are to press the button
of the country they are entering. The
phone apparently has a one-way video
capability. Customs officers can see the
people making the call, but callers can‘t
see the officers.

I picked up the handset and pressed the U.S. flag button. An man answered with the greeting ―United States Border Patrol –
Warroad‖. I explained that I was at the Jim‘s Corner customs station entering Northwest Angle. The first thing he asked was for the
license number of my car. Then he asked for Margaret‘s and my names and birthdates. Presumably he could use that information to
locate us in some database, but the conversation really didn‘t seem to last long enough for that to happen. He asked if we were U.S.

Sign at the U.S./Canada border at Northwest Angle
(There are several other similar signs between there and the actual customs facility.)
citizens in a tone that assumed we were. He
asked if there were any more people with me,
and when I said no, he just said ―Have a nice
day.‖ There were no questions about how long
we‘d been in Canada, the purpose of the trip, or
what I might be bringing back into the country.
He also didn‘t ask for our passports or any form
of identification, though there was a place under
the phone that said ―place documents here on
request‖.
While this may seem like very lax
border procedures, it would actually be pretty
hard to illegally enter the U.S.A. at Northwest
Angle. Later this evening we‘d notice an officer
going around looking at all the car licenses at
the place we were staying, presumably
matching those with the ones that had been
reported to customs. Had our vehicle not been
reported, there likely would have been a knock
on our door. It‘s possible to take a boat from
Northwest Angle to the main part of Minnesota
without going through any further formalities.
Doing so would mean leaving our car in the
angle, though, and sooner or later that would
The customs building at Jim’s Corner – Northwest Angle, Minnesota
have to be accounted for. There‘s also very much a small town feeling among the residents here. They know who belongs here, and
they‘d certainly report anything suspicious to authorities.
Local residents, of course, cross the border often. They have special permits that exempt them from stopping at Jim‘s Corner
on every single trip. They can, however, be stopped by both Canadian and American officials and asked for their residence permit.
They also have to stop for customs both ways any time they cross the ―real‖ border at Warroad or any other crossing.

Videophone inside the customs station at Jim’s Corner
There‘s really not much to see in
Northwest Angle. Most of the land is part of the
Red Lake Indian Reservation (though no natives
actually live on the land), and there‘s also some
fishing resorts. What we mostly saw, though,
was trees. The scenery here looks pretty much
like everything else in northern Minnesota‘s
―cabin country‖.
We made our way into Angle Inlet, the
only real town in Northwest Angle. The place is
even more spread out than Churchill, with
occasional buildings here and there separated
by long stretches of woods. There are signs all
over the angle giving directions to the various
resorts. Almost all are too detailed, though,
making them difficult to read while we were
driving. We proceeded to get missed up in our
directions and pretty much completely lost.
Eventually we re-traced our steps until we found
the road we needed (Dawson Road). We went
all the way back to Jim‘s Corner and then
proceeded in the opposite direction to get where
we needed to go.
View from the passenger’s seat of David Burrow’s Eclipse
Our ultimate destination was the Angle
Northwest Angle, Minnesota
Outpost Resort, one of the main fishing outfitters in the angle. Fishing has always struck me as one of the most boring activities
imaginable, and I think it‘s even less appealing to Margaret. The only lodging in Northwest Angle is at the fishing resorts, though, so
that‘s where we had to stay.

We stopped briefly at the Angle Outpost ―clubhouse‖, which mostly serves as their office. The woman there greeted me in a
manner that made me wonder if I wasn‘t the only guest checking in tonight. She had apparently already processed my credit card, and
she told there was no key; the door to our cabin was unlocked. We made our way down to the parking space outside our cabin and
then went inside.
This was by far the most expensive
place we‘d be staying on this trip, with a nightly
rate of about $135 plus tax. That would be
pricey for a hotel room, but this definitely wasn‘t
just a room. They mostly cater to groups of men
on fishing trips, and this would be perfect for
that. Our ―cabin‖ was really a two-bedroom
bungalow about the size of my apartment. One
of the bedrooms had three single beds in it,
while the other had two. There were no closets,
but both the bedrooms had dressers and end
tables. There was a large living room with a
couch and an easy chair, plus a dining area and
a kitchen with full-size appliances a large set of
dishes for both cooking and serving. In front
was a deck with patio chairs that overlooked the
lake, and there was a grill out in the yard. The
bathroom had a huge counter and included five
sets of soap, shampoo, and lotion. There was
good internet access, and (being back in the
United States) we had cell phone reception as
well.
The only issue we had was with the
TV. This was the second straight night we‘d get
Margaret Sullivan, in front of Cabin 9 at the Angle Outpost Resort
by without TV reception. There was a big screen TV mounted in the corner of the living room with a DirecTV receiver connected to it.
When we turned it on, though, the receiver kept trying and trying to connect to a satellite transponder. It cycled through more than one
hundred possible transponders, none of which gave a successful connection. I‘m sure there was just some. I‘m sure there was just
some wrong setting that needed to be adjusted, but when I went to the office to ask about it, they were closed. It‘s certain ly not like TV
is vital, and otherwise the cabin was very nice.
We settled in, and I made a call to my brother Paul, who had just gotten back from a trip to the British Isles where he saw
historic sites associated with John Wesley. Paul wasn‘t home when I called, but I left a message on his machine letting him know we
were back in the States—sort of.
The population of Angle Township, Minnesota is just 119. Even with all the tourists, there‘s fewer than 500 people in
Northwest Angle at any given time. Because of that we didn‘t have a lot of options for dinner. We could have used the stove or grill, of
course, but there didn‘t appear to be anywhere to buy stuff to cook. That left us with what appears to be the only restaurant in the
Angle Inlet, Jerry‘s.
Jerry‘s has a sign that proclaims it ―the most northerly bar in the Lower 48‖. The place is part of a different resort (Young‘s
Bay), and it does multiple duty as a bar, restaurant, and an ―off sale‖ liquor store. (Interestingly, this morning we‘d seen that the
pharmacy in Arborg also sold liquor, cigarettes, and fireworks—pretty much everything that‘s regulated.) It‘s a pre-fab building with a
very woody interior. Clippings from an old Life magazine article about the angle adorn the walls.
A single overworked young man served as waiter, bartender, and busboy tonight. He had us seat ourselves and brought us
menus. I had a fried chicken dinner (dark meat quarter chicken) with a baked potato and their soup of the day (beef dumpling).
Margaret had a grilled pork chop dinner with French fries and a salad. The prices were dirt cheap, and the food was decent.
While we ate the place rapidly filled up with people. A group of girls sat at the booth next to us wearing sweatshirts from the
University of Minnesota at Duluth. They stood out, because young women aren‘t very common among the tourists in Northwest Angle.
There was another UM-D shirt on a college boy at a table in the center of the restaurant. He was with a group of much older men who
were obviously there on a fishing trip. I assume he was the son of one of the other guys, but he certainly seemed out of place in that
group.
Back at the hotel I spent some time reading through the Winnipeg papers, which I‘d picked up when we‘d stopped for gas. My
cell phone rang, and it was Paul returning the call I‘d made to him earlier. We spent nearly an hour chatting about our two trips. Like
me, Paul writes travelogues when he travels. (We both got the idea from our mother.) He‘s more disciplined than I am though, writing
regularly each night before he goes to bed. That meant his travelogue was already done, while I‘d still be writing on this more than a
week after I‘d returned home.
When we finished talking with Paul we walked down to the lake. This had been a fascinating day, and the sunset over the lake
made a nice way to end it.

Sunset over Lake of the Woods – Angle Inlet, Minnesota

I slept much better than I had the previous two nights, and I ended up sleeping longer than I intended. I was awake around
6:00, but misread my alarm clock and didn‘t actually get up until 7:30. Margaret had already showered, and I quickly did so as well.
The shower had a vague smell of sulfur, but it was adequate for our needs.
We loaded up the car and checked out quickly. Margaret drove again this morning. That was probably a good thing, since
there was a grader on the road she had to pass.
We went back to Jerry‘s for breakfast today. This time a single person was working, serving as both the waitress and the
cook. Fortunately there were very few customers. The menu wished us ―Top of the morning from the top of the nation,‖ which I
suppose is fitting for the location. I had a ham and cheese omelet that came with toast and hash browns, while Margaret had a combo
meal that included two eggs, two pancakes, and ham. We both ordered grapefruit juice. It came in miniature cans, six ounces I think. I
remember buying those when I was back in college (for something like 40¢ each in the dorm vending machine), but I didn‘t know they
still made them.
After breakfast we spent half an hour or so driving around again, snapping a few pictures of Northwest Angle. One of the most
interesting things we saw was the Angle Inlet School. Though housed in a relatively modern building, this is the last one-room
schoolhouse in Minnesota. A single teacher (Linda LaMie) works with between six and fifteen elementary students, the number varying
depending on the time of year. We read that during the winter the majority of the students are members of the Goulet family that owns
the Angle Outpost Resort.

LEFT: ―Selfie‖ of David Burrow at Northwest Angle
RIGHT: Angle Inlet School
Angle Inlet is part of the Warroad Community School District, and junior high and high school students attend school in
Warroad. We read a fascinating article abut the man who drives that bus route. His day begins at 4:10am at the bus barn in Warroad.
He drives north, stopping at the Canadian border station east of Sprague. He then drives up to Northwest Angle (about sixty miles from
the border), stopping again at Jim‘s Corner before proceeding to the Angle Inlet School. There he picks up students who have arrived
by car and snowmobile, and also by ferry from the surrounding islands. He keeps a list of the names and birthdates of all the students,
which he then reports to Canada Customs at Jim‘s Corner. He drives back to the U.S. border at Warroad, stops again for customs
there, and then drops the kids off at the high school. The process is reversed in the afternoon. In the article he said that everything
becomes routine, except on those occasions he deals with a new customs officer unfamiliar with the bus route.
We made our way back to Jim‘s Corner. Again someone was at the building, but he directed us inside. It turned out he was
using a second phone that is mounted on the outside of the shack. Margaret and I went in, and I pressed the button for Canada. I
reached a recording that instructed me to press ―one‖ for ―English‖ and ―deux‖ for ―francais‖. That was impossible, because there were
no buttons other than the two flags on this phone. I just waited, and eventually a female voice said ―Hello—bonjour‖. The process took
significantly longer returning to Canada than it had getting into the States at Angle Inlet. The woman inquired at length about my
vehicle. She wanted to know not just the license number, but the make, model, and year, and she confirmed repeatedly that I was the
registered owner. She also wanted to know the names, birthdates, and citizenship, and she followed up by asking where each of us
lived. She then asked how long we‘d be in Canada and whether we had weapons, alcohol, or fresh food with us. I noted we had
alcohol with us, but it had actually been purchased in Canada. These are all pretty standard questions, but the interview was much
more detailed than it had been the other way. She still didn‘t ask for passports or identification, though.
Once she had finished her questions and was satisfied that we were just passing through, she gave us a confirmation number.
I‘d brought nothing to write with into the shack, so Margaret rushed back to the car to get a pen. The number turned out to be
#20152160198—certainly not something I could just remember off the top of my head. I jotted it down on an advertisement for Musky
Adventures that happened to be in the shack. As it turned out no one ever asked us for that number, but I suppose if we‘d been
stopped by the police we might need it to show we were legally in the country.

ABOVE: The border clearing at Northwest Angle
RIGHT: Spike marking the U.S./Canada border
We stopped again right at the border, where we took a few
pictures. In addition to the signs advising visitors to stop at Jim‘s Corner and signs giving welcome to both Minnesota and Manitoba,
there are a few other signs this is an international boundary. There‘s no fence at the U.S./Canada border, but at Northwest Angle there
is a clearing that runs north/south through the middle of the woods to separate the United States from Canada. There‘s also an
aluminum surveyor‘s spike right on the boundary with sides labeled ―United States‖, ―Canada‖, ―Minnesota‖ and ―Manitoba‖, oriented so
the border passes diagonally through it. Presumably there are similar markers at busier borders as well, but I‘ve never gotten out of my
car to check them out.

Margaret drove back to Sprague, and we stopped briefly at the gas station there. I‘d hoped we could get some coffee, but the
place appears to be permanently closed. I‘d bet most people around here buy their gas in Warroad, where it‘s undoubtedly cheaper.
I drove west to the town of Piney, where we picked up highway 201, a rough asphalt road that is basically the southernmost
highway in the province. This leads past lots of fields and a few minor towns.
The towns here are all marked with big blue signs that
feature the name of the town and a white silhouette of a small town. The silhouette is the same on all the towns and looks nothing like
any of the actual communities. I have no idea why they do that, but it was amusing.
One of the towns we passed was Caliento. I have no idea where they came up with a name like that in Manitoba, but in
Spanish it‘s the first person form of the verb ―calentar‖ and would mean ―I heat‖ or ―I warm up‖. The temperature was rising rapidly as
we headed west, so I suppose that was an appropriate name for the place.
Before we made this trip I‘d searched online for all the different places we‘d pass through, and I‘d come across someone‘s
disseveration for a doctorate in sociology entitled Through the Ages: A Sense of Place in Caliento. I just read the abstract, but it was
kind of interesting. The woman who wrote the thesis interviewed residents and former residents of the town and discussed how their
―sense of place‖ had shifted over the years as the town had become smaller and less important. At the time today‘s senior citizens
were young, Caliento‘s the sense of place of its residents extended about five miles out of town. Today the few people who still live
there feel they are at the edge of a region that is centered sixty miles away at Winnipeg. That‘s far from an earth-shattering finding, and
similar observations could probably be made about hundreds of little towns throughout the plains. It was interesting to read about the
place, though.
Caliento lies just north of highway 201, and we didn‘t actually turn off the road to go into town. We could see the whole place
from the highway, though, and ii‘s not much. I remembered my mother‘s old penpal Dorothy Varley, who lived in the town of Gladmar,
Saskatchewan. She used to write about going to ―the store‖—and there was, in fact, only one store in the town. I‘m not sure if Caliento
even has a single store. From a distance it reminded me of Kirkville, the little town where my brother Paul used to serve as the
Methodist pastor. He‘d preach to just a handful of old ladies each week. Statistics Canada doesn‘t give a population for Caliento.
They lump it and the surrounding rural area together with the nearby town of Vita, with the whole mess having less than 500 people.
My bet is Caliento has 100 or fewer.
I found out from the
dissertation that this part of
Manitoba was originally settled
by Ukrainian immigrants, and
that was confirmed when we saw
Orthodox churches in almost
every town we passed through.
It‘s kind of strange to think of little
wood country churches with
onion domes, but they‘re fairly
common in Manitoba.
Our next stop was at
the junction of highway 201 and
highway 59, just west of
Orthodox church along highway 201 in southeast Manitoba
Stuartburn, Manitoba. We pulled
into a DOMO gas station there that had a sign calling itself Can-Am Crossing. DOMO stands for Dominion Oil. It‘s strange that their
company symbol is a kangaroo. We didn‘t buy gas, but we did use the restroom there. I also picked up the Winnipeg paper and some
Pepsi, while Margaret bought an ice cream bar. We‘d have liked to get coffee, but they only had it available in a sit-down café.
We drove on west to the town of Altona, which is just east of Winkler where we stayed our first night in Canada. While it‘s a
fairly large place (4,000 or so), Altona is a rather strange town with surprisingly little business. We stopped at a place called the
Bargain Barn where I got rid of the excess Canadian money I‘d acquired. Bargain Barn is a lot like Dollar General Store, though with a
bit more clothing and a bit less food. The main thing I bought there was a pair of jeans. I hadn‘t expected to buy those, but they
happened to have a pair in my size for $18.95 (under fifteen U.S. dollars). I also bought some coffee and a package of Je T‘Aime
chocolate-covered marshmallow cookies that were just $1. I was pleased to have most of my money spent (keeping just one of each
bill as a souvenir), and browsing the store also made a nice break.
We had lunch in Altona. There were basically just two choices for where to eat: McDonalds and the Golden Spoon. The
latter was a Chinese restaurant (though they heavily featured burgers and breakfast food on their menu), and that‘s where we decided
to eat. The restaurant is located in a ratty mall-like building that also houses a motel and a combination liquor store and lottery retailer.
We were the only customers there when we entered, though two other groups (a mother and daughter and a group of elderly people
who talked about sunbirding in Arizona) came in later on. There was pretty much no décor at all in the place—just formica-covered
tables and kitchen chairs covered with layers of grime. I doubt I‘d want to see the health inspector‘s report on this place, but it wasn‘t a
horrible place to eat.
We began by ordering tea, which seemed to surprise the young Asian man who was both the waiter and cook. What we got
were steel pots of hot water, each of which had a bag of Red Rose tea (the standard brand in Canada) floating inside. After looking
over their menu, I ordered combination C, while Margaret had combo F. My meal included sweet and sour pork, fired rice, and chop
suey; while Margaret had honey lemon chicken, fried rice, an egg roll, and stir-fired vegetables. This was far from the best Chinese
food I‘ve ever had. Indeed, it was pretty close to the worst. I managed to eat everything, though, and I didn‘t get sick afterwards.

From Altona, it‘s about a ten-minute drive down to the U.S. border. The highway makes a strange turn just before the border,
and we had to turn sharply left to get to the customs station. The officer here was friendly, but more thorough than U.S. officers usually
are. He seemed concerned that we‘d come so far west after having been in Angle Inlet this morning. He also was surprised that we
were crossing at this minor post instead of on I-29. He asked both Margaret and me what our occupations were, following up by asking
exactly what I taught and what she used to teach. Several times he repeated what we‘d just said incorrectly. I don‘t know if he hadn‘t
heard correctly the first time or if he was trying to trip us up if we should agree with the mis-statements he made. I just repeated what
I‘d said truthfully before. He also had me open up the back so he could get a closer look at my luggage. He didn‘t actually open
anything, but he did poke around a little. He seemed surprised to find a copy of the Winnipeg paper in the back, but that‘s the only
thing he commented on. We spent about five minutes answering all his questions, and then we were on our way again.
We followed a bad state highway west to the town of Walhalla. We bought gas there. The sign outside the station said
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$2.64 , but when I turned on the pump it came up as $2.69 . They may have a discount for cash or something, but it just seemed
strange. Either way it was significantly cheaper than we‘d paid in Manitoba, though.

Gingras Trading Post – Walhalla, North Dakota
Just north of Wahalla is a state historic site called Gingras Trading Post, and we made a stop there. We first looked at a
series of explanatory signs and then had a tour of the two buildings on the site. Antoine Blanc Gingras was a prominent Metis
businessman in the mid 1800s. He was primarily an independent trader, but also worked under contract for the Hudson‘s Bay
Company. He worked extensively both in Canada and the United States. Walhalla (then called St. Joseph) was the western extent of
his business. He also had operations in Winnipeg and in St. Paul, Minnesota. The buildings here—a bare log trading post and a redpainted clapboard house in the same Red River frame construction we‘d seen at Lower Ft. Garry—are the oldest standing buildings in
North Dakota.
They have a gift shop in the old trading post building with a wide range of merchandise. I just picked up a few postcards, but
they have much more expensive things like Hudson‘s Bay Company blankets. The catch is that they only accept cash. I‘m not sure
who would just buy a blanket on a whim and have $400 in cash to do so. My bet is those same blankets have been sitting around for
quite some time.
Online mapping services suggest that to get from Walhalla to Grand Forks you head over to I-29 and then go straight down the
interstate. We instead drove south on state highway 32 and then east on U.S. 2. The distance and time are about the same either
way, but we probably should have followed the computer directions. At the end of our trip we needed to turn onto I-29 and drive south
two exits. There was construction on I-29 at the U.S. 2 interchange, and it was all but impossible to merge onto the freeway. A car on
the interstate would neither speed up nor slow down to let me on. I ended up plowing into some construction cones on the shoulder to
avoid an accident. Nothing important happened, but the outside mirror on the passenger‘s side flipped in against the door and then
sprang back out again.
Tonight we had another point redemption reservation, this time at the Hampton Inn—Grand Forks. This is an odd location
vaguely near the main suburban strip at the southwest corner of the city. The hotel‘s nearest neighbor is an apartment building that I
think houses mostly UND students. Very few people seemed to be there in summer.
We checked in quickly and settled into our room. We rested up a while and then went out for dinner. Both Margaret and I had
rewards available at Panera, so that‘s where we had dinner. Margaret ordered lemon chicken orzo soup and coffee. She specified that
she preferred dark roast coffee, as all they had out when we got there was mild. It took almost fifteen minutes before they finally put out
a pot of the darker brew. I ordered a pick 2 with wild rice soup and a barbecue chicken flatbread. The guy at the counter didn‘t even
ask if I wanted anything to drink. The flatbread was the bonus on my card, which is why I ordered it. I should have just gotten
something else. I think this is the third time I‘ve ordered flatbread at Panera, and I‘ve been disappointed every time. The filling
(including this chicken) is typically good, but the bread itself is completely flavorless. It‘s almost like they purposely make it without salt
or any other seasoning. That‘s odd, because most of Panera‘s baked goods are really quite good. I‘m not sure why the flatbread
tastes like nothing.

I had misplaced my comb. (I wish I had money for all the times I‘ve done that while traveling over the years.) We saw a
pharmacy near Panera, so we pulled in there so I could get a new comb. Strangely, though, this was truly a pharmacy, not a general
drug store. They sold both prescription and over-the-counter drugs, but they didn‘t have things like combs. While we were there,
though, Margaret did make a purchase. She bought some pseudoephedrine to help with her congestion. These days you have to sign
your life away to buy the decongestant, since it‘s also an ingredient in methamphetamine. She managed to get that done, though, and I
think the medicine helped with her sinuses.
My car looked horrible after driving on the dirt roads to and from Angle Inlet, so I also pulled into an automatic car wash. It
surprised me that it cost less in Grand Forks to get the ―super wash‖ than it does in Algona. It did the trick, and I drove off with a
sparkling clean car.
I stopped back at the hotel desk when we got back. Like many hotels, this one had a notice in the bathroom saying that
guests who had forgotten personal care items could get complimentary replacements at the desk. I‘d never actually taken advantage of
such a service before, but I figured I‘d ask if they happened to have a comb. They did, and there was indeed no charge for it.
I flipped through some TV channels back in the room. I‘ve never been to a chain hotel that didn‘t have at least network TV
available, and the Hampton in Grand Forks had more than a hundred cable channels. I watched Chopped on Food Network and then a
couple episodes of Forensic Files. Eventually we called it a night and turned out the lights.

I was up around 6:30 this morning and made my way to the bathroom. The Hampton Inn was a very nice hotel overall, but the
shower was a definite weakness. It had an extremely low flow shower head, and the temperature was difficult to control. The
combination made for one of the most annoying showers I‘ve had in a while.
We made our way down to the breakfast room. The spread they had there made up for the shower. I gorged myself on mini
cheese omelets, and they also had pancakes (as opposed to the ubiquitous waffles). The juice was mediocre, but the coffee was good
and strong.
A group at breakfast caught my eye. The man wore a uniform that identified him as a border patrol officer working at Grand
Forks International Airport. With him were a Hispanic woman and child. They came across as a family, but anything I could put
together for them didn‘t really make sense. If the guy worked at Grand Forks airport, it would seem odd that he should be staying at a
comparatively expensive hotel in that city. I wondered if perhaps the woman and child weren‘t being detained and perhaps he was
escorting them. Even if that were the case, the Hampton Inn would be an odd place for them to end up. It would be interesting to find
out just what the story was.
We turned in our keys at the desk, and Margaret took a moment to thank the clerk because we‘d found a traditional blanket in
our closet. Like most hotels these days, the Hampton Inn has duvets instead of sheets and a comforter. Margaret (who tends to get
hot when she sleeps) absolutely hates the things. I‘m not much of a fan myself, but I‘ve learned to live with them. I‘d happened to
discover a spare blanket in the closet, and Margaret was ecstatic to have it. It probably would be wise for other hotels to do that, so
guests have a choice of what they want to have on their bed at night.
We left the Hampton Inn right at 8:00 and manged to get onto I-29 wiithout a problem. While there were several construction
zones in North Dakota, we made it southward without any problems.
We got a surprise when we got to the South Dakota border. The speed limit on Interstate 29 there is now 80 miles per hour.
I‘d thought 75mph in North Dakota was fast, but 80 is the fastest I‘ve ever driven. The speed limit is actually reasonable, though.
There‘s very little traffic on I-29 (at least north of Sioux Falls), and it‘s a beautiful surface. They obviously completely rebuilt the road
within the past two or three years. There was no construction anywhere in South Dakota, and the ride was extremely smooth. We
sailed right along.
We stopped for a bathroom break at the South Dakota welcome center near Sisseton. The old ladies who run the place are
busybodies. They were trying to be helpful, but they didn‘t seem to understand that many people stopping there just wanted to use the
toilet or stretch their legs. I browsed through some travel literature to fill time while Margaret was finishing up in the restroom, and one
of the women came up and asked me repeated questions about where I was going and why I wanted information. I really didn‘t want
information (I was just browsing), but she didn‘t seem to understand how that could be possible. It was really quite annoying, and I‘m
pretty sure those women didn‘t give the impression of South Dakota that the state tourism people had in mind.
We made another stop just a couple exits south. We pulled off near Summit and bought gas at a Cenex station just off the
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freeway. The cost was $2.59 a gallon, pretty much the same as it is back at home. While we were there a couple of wind turbines
came down the highway. Fortunately they continued west rather than turning onto the interstate.
We exited onto South Dakota highway 34 and drove east to Pipestone, Minnesota. A worker stopped us on arrival to let us

know there were three different construction projects happening in town, and ―everything‘s pretty much crazy,‖ as he put it. He didn‘t
lie. We made it around Pipestone all right, but just about everything was torn up.
Our last sightseeing destination was
Pipestone National Monument. The purpose of
this park is to preserve the quarries where
native people have traditionally mined the red
stone used for peace pipes. That certainly fit
with the Indian theme that underlay much of this
trip. We did look at all the historical displays,
but honestly that wasn‘t the main reason we
were here. I‘ve been to Pipestone a number of
times (it‘s the closest National Park Service
property to Algona), and I enjoy it mostly for its
nature and hiking.

ABOVE: One more self-portrait – this time by a waterfall at Pipestone
(Note the T-shirt from Churchill with polar bears on it.)
BELOW: A ―no photography‖ sign that appears to be there for no reason

One thing that was kind of
disappointing was that they‘ve hanged the
explanatory signs along the main hiking trail.
They used to have signs placed near different
plants that identified what they were and
explained how the Indians traditionally used
them. They actually have more plants identified
now, but they no longer say what the traditional
uses were. There is a small display inside the
museum that explains traditional uses of plants,
but I miss having those signs along the trail.
We saw an interesting sight while we
were hiking. Near the actual pipestone quarry
was the sign shown in the picture at left. Both
Margaret and I were rebellious enough to take
pictures of the ―no photography‖ sign. I assume
what they mean is that if people are actually
working in the quarry, you shouldn‘t take
pictures of them. Many natives consider the
quarry sacred, so that makes sense. You can‘t
actually see the quarry from where the sign is
located, though, so the camera with a slash
through it is pretty stupid in that location.
They have a gift shop at Pipestone
where they sell pipes made by native men and
women who keep the old craft alive. Decades
ago I bought one of those pipes, which hangs
above the closet in my spare bedroom. I was
shocked to see that today pipes similar to mine
sell for around $150. I don‘t remember what I
paid for mine, but it couldn‘t have been much
more than twenty bucks. They‘re an interesting
curiosity, but there‘s no way I‘d pay so much for
one.

From Pipestone we drove south to I-90
at LuVerne. Unlike in South Dakota, the interstate in Minnesota was horrible. Much of it was under construction, and the part that
wasn‘t had a dreadful surface. The official speed limit is 70, and you wouldn‘t want to go much faster than that. About half the time we
went either 55 or 60 because of the construction zones.
We pulled off at Jackson where we had a mid-afternoon ―lunch‖ at Burger King. Margaret got a salad that normally came with
bleu cheese. She was pleased that she could get it with the cheese left off. I had a whopper junior, onion rings, and an orange freeze.
It was a cheap meal anyway, and by using the last of a gift card I paid under a dollar in cash.
We bought gas one last time in Fairmont. We stopped at a Cenex station there that was full of motorcyclists who were
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presumably heading out to Sturgis. The price was again $2.59 .
We continued east to Fairmont and then headed down highway 15 to Whittemore. Finally we took U.S. 18 back east to
Algona. We got home around 5:30, safe and sound. With all the trouble I‘d had with the car just two weeks ago, I was amazed that
everything had gone so smoothly on this trip. We went more than 2,700 miles without a problem.

I was also worried when we left about how Margaret would do on this trip, but she (in spite of the cold at the end) she did fine.
She moved notably slower than on some trips we‘ve done together, but she was able to go everywhere and do everything. After a knee
replacement and major abdominal surgery, that‘s pretty impressive. I often forget that Margaret is closer to 70 than 60. My parents
never made it to that age, and even when they were younger they weren‘t as active as Margaret is now.
We unpacked and spent the night just sitting around and talking. I fried up a couple slices of ham and gout out some canned
three-bean salad for dinner. We also had a bit of the Newfoundland Screech together with some diet cola Margaret had gotten at the
seminar she‘d taken right before our trip.
I wasn‘t sure what to expect going into this trip, but it turned out to be a very enjoyable and very memorable vacation. While a
lot of things didn‘t work as planned, it all worked out in the end. Thompson, Churchill, and Angle Inlet are certainly not major tourist
destinations, but I‘d encourage anyone to visit them. Margaret has already thrown out the idea of taking the train up to Churchill at
Christmas some year (probably from a point near the border, so we wouldn‘t have to drive in Canada in winter), and it might be fun to
check out what winter is like up north and actually see the Northern Lights. So, who knows—I just might be back up to Hudson Bay
some day. If I don‘t, though, there will still be some nice memories from this trip.

